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Abstract 
According to the Efficient Market Hypothesis, investor psychology should not have consistent effects on 

asset pricing. We analyze whether a specific asset pricing anomaly, the underperformance of stocks with 

positively skewed return distributions, is influenced by investor psychology in the form of investor 

sentiment. In such a case, our results may present challenging evidence for the Efficient Market 

Hypothesis and its relevant implications for asset pricing, corporate finance and the economy.  The study 

is furthermore motivated by prior research suggesting that the asset pricing anomaly is driven by 

investors’ misestimates of return probabilities and that these misestimates may be amplified during 

periods of high investor sentiment. We test this hypothesis by dividing historical return data into different 

states of investor sentiment to analyze whether the underperformance of positively skewed stocks is 

strongest following periods of high sentiment. 

To approximate investor sentiment, we use two existing sentiment measures of different kinds: one 

financial measure and one survey-based measure. Furthermore, we construct two text-based sentiment 

measures by analyzing two decades of news articles from the New York Times with a bag-of-words 

algorithm.  To analyze the influence of sentiment on future stock performance, we perform a series of 

Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions of next-month returns during low, medium and high periods of 

investor sentiment. While controlling for several stock risk factors, we find an underperformance of stocks 

with positively skewed return distributions. This underperformance, in line with prior research, is 

statistically significant and economically relevant. However, we do not find indications that the 

underperformance is driven by high investor sentiment. On the contrary, we find indications for a reverse 

effect in comparison to our predictions. Further tests reveal that the underperformance of positively 

skewed stocks may be influenced only marginally by investor sentiment or not at all. For example, we 

find that other factors, such as GDP growth, may influence the underperformance of positively skewed 

stocks to a greater extent. Therefore, our results do not challenge the validity of the EMH. As a research 

contribution to the measurement of investor sentiment, we find indications that the New York Times-

based sentiment measures approximate some fraction of true investor sentiment. Moreover, correlation 

analyses of multiple additional sentiment measures indicate that only few of the measures seem to react 

to changes in investor sentiment in a similar fashion.  

 

 

 

Keywords: investor sentiment, asset pricing, efficient market hypothesis, positive return skewness, large-

scale news sentiment analysis, behavioral finance, investor psychology 
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1.  Introduction  
This chapter will cover the problem background that lies at the foundation of this study. The problem 

background will be followed by the identified research gap, the research hypotheses formulated to 

guide this thesis, and the purpose, knowledge contribution and delimitations of the study. The chapter 

will conclude with definitions of the main concepts used in the study and an outline of the residual 

thesis. 

 

1.1.    Problem background 
The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is a central concept in financial research. It implies that 

investors cannot earn consistent returns in excess of their risk-adjusted costs of capital (Fama, 1970) 

and that corporate financial managers cannot exploit any presumed market inefficiencies (Brealey et 

al., 2014, pp. 336–340). Furthermore, the EMH implies that capital is allocated efficiently in the sense 

that all assets receive the capital they are fundamentally worth (Fama, 1970, p. 383). In light of its 

relevant implications, given the possibility that capital markets are in fact not efficient, research 

should strive to uncover potential market inefficiencies to derive a better understanding of their 

underlying reasons (Barberis and Thaler, 2003, p. 1057). 

Throughout the last decades, several stock market phenomena have raised doubts about the validity 

of the EMH and given rise to an alternative perspective on capital allocation that is called Behavioral 

Finance. Behavioral Finance assumes that at least some investors are irrational, which can lead to 

asset mispricing (Barberis and Thaler, 2003). Behavioral Finance, furthermore, assumes that such 

inefficiencies caused by irrational investors can persist, because limits to arbitrage prevent rational 

investors from correcting these inefficiencies (Barberis and Thaler, 2003). 

We focus our research on the first psychological assumption of Behavioral Finance: investor 

irrationality. Prior research has provided supporting evidence that wrong probability estimates may 

lead to market inefficiencies. Specifically the underperformance of stocks that have positively skewed 

return distributions (Boyer et al., 2009; Conrad et al., 2013; Mitton and Vorkink, 2007) may be 

attributable to probability misestimates by investors (Barberis and Huang, 2008). Our paper 

investigates whether those potential inefficiencies are influenced by investor sentiment, as 

psychological research indicates an influence of sentiment on probability estimates (Johnson and 
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Tversky, 1983; Wright and Bower, 1992) and literature on asset pricing indicates an influence of 

investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks (Blau, 2017; Green and Hwang, 2011).  

The measurement of investor sentiment, however, is challenging and the validity of some commonly 

used sentiment measures has been questioned recently (Chan et al., 2017; Qiu and Welch, 2004). 

Therefore, the influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks requires 

further investigation. 

 

1.2.   Research gap 
Research by Blau (2017), indicates that the underperformance of positively skewed stocks is 

pronounced during high levels of an investor sentiment measure based on financial metrics, the Baker 

and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index. However, the appropriateness of financial metrics as sentiment 

measures has been disputed (Da et al., 2015, p. 2), and, in particular the validity of the Baker and 

Wurgler (2006) index as a sentiment measure has been doubted (Chan et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2016, 

p. 150). Therefore, further investigation of the influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of 

positively skewed stocks is necessary, using multiple types of measures for investor sentiment.  

 

1.3.   Research hypotheses  

Given the identified research gap, we formulate three hypotheses to shed more light upon the issue. 

We attempt to approximate investor sentiment through two news-based measures, developed using 

articles from the New York Times between January 1987 and June 2007. Mindful of the ambiguity 

of the accuracy of some sentiment proxies (e.g. Chan et al., 2017; Qiu and Welch, 2004), we gather 

indications for the validity of the news-based measures by analyzing how they correspond to changes 

in previously used sentiment measures. If the news-based measures reflect some fraction of true 

underlying investor sentiment, they will correlate with other sentiment measures (Chan et al., 2017; 

Qiu and Welch, 2004; Sun et al., 2016, p. 150). Hence, the first hypothesis is formulated as follows: 

H1: Two novel news-based sentiment measures correlate with other common measures for investor 

sentiment. 
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The second hypothesis is formulated to verify prior findings (Blau, 2017; Boyer et al., 2009; Conrad 

et al., 2013; Mitton and Vorkink, 2007) that positively skewed stocks, on average, underperform 

compared to stocks with negative or neutral skewness. Hence, the second hypothesis is stated as 

follows: 

H2: Stocks, on average, earn less next-month return with increasing return skewness. 

To the extent that the underperformance of positively skewed stocks is attributable to the 

overestimation of positive return probabilities and subsequent overpricing (Barberis and Huang, 

2008), we expect those probability estimates to be increased during high sentiment (Johnson and 

Tversky, 1983; Wright and Bower, 1992) with accordingly increased overpricing during high 

sentiment. In such a case, positively skewed stocks should underperform more severely in periods 

following high investor sentiment (Blau, 2017), compared to periods of low and medium sentiment. 

Therefore, we formulate our third hypothesis as follows:   

H3: The underperformance of positively skewed stocks is strongest during periods following high 

investor sentiment. 

 

1.4.   Research purpose and contribution  
The purpose of this study is to identify and analyze potential market inefficiencies that may challenge 

the validity of the EMH. First, we analyze whether we can confirm findings that positively skewed 

stocks, on average, underperform (Blau, 2017; Boyer et al., 2009; Conrad et al., 2013; Mitton and 

Vorkink, 2007). Second, we analyze whether investor psychology at the aggregated form of investor 

sentiment may influence the underperformance of positively skewed stocks. In such a case, the 

influence of investor psychology on asset pricing may be interpreted as challenging evidence for the 

EMH. Furthermore, if we find that investor sentiment influences the underperformance of positively 

skewed stocks, this can be interpreted as supporting evidence for a related psychological mechanism 

that has been used as an explanation for this pricing anomaly (Barberis and Huang, 2008). As 

indications for an influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks have 

been provided (Blau, 2017), our contribution to existing knowledge lies in analyzing whether these 

indications are robust to the use of four different sentiment measures of various types. These proxy 

types are text-based, developed using articles from the New York Times, proxies based on financial 
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metrics, the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index, as well as proxies based on direct survey 

results, using data from the American Association of Individual Investors.  

 

1.5.   Delimitations  
We focus our research on the influence of investor sentiment on a specific pricing anomaly that has 

been reported for stocks with positively skewed return distributions (Blau, 2017; Boyer et al., 2009; 

Conrad et al., 2013; Mitton and Vorkink, 2007). Therefore, we do not investigate the influence of 

investor sentiment on other aspects of asset pricing. We also do not attempt to investigate what 

potential aspects influence investor sentiment but analyze whether investor sentiment measures used 

in prior studies, as well as two novel news-based sentiment measures, affect the specific asset pricing 

anomaly reported for positively skewed stocks. 

 

1.6.   Definition of the main concepts  
The following section will define the main concepts to facilitate the reader’s understanding of our 

study. 

The Efficient Market Hypothesis  

The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is a hypothesis that all market information is reflected in 

security prices (Fama, 1970). The EMH implies that investors cannot earn consistent returns in excess 

or below the risk-adjusted cost of capital (Brealey et al., 2014, p. 328). For corporate finance, the 

EMH implies that managers should not attempt to exploit any potential market mispricing they 

assume (Brealey et al., 2014, pp. 336–340). In economic terms, the EMH indicates that security prices 

"provide accurate signals for resource allocation" (Fama, 1970, p. 383).  

Stock market anomalies and mispricing  

Anomalies in financial markets are excess returns that are not explained by prevalent asset pricing 

models (Fama and French, 2008, p. 1653). Anomalies may be in line with the EMH, because excess 

returns may in fact be compensation for risk factors omitted in prior asset pricing models (Fama and 

French, 2008, p. 1676). At the same time, stock anomalies may be evidence for mispricing not in line 

with the EMH (Fama and French, 2008, p. 1676). 
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Behavioral finance  

Behavioral finance is a field within finance that assumes that stock market anomalies can be explained 

by investor irrationality and limits to arbitrage, that can prevent rational investors to correct security 

mispricing in the market (Barberis and Thaler, 2003, p. 1055).  

Investor sentiment 

We define investor sentiment as the beliefs investors possess regarding future security prices, 

whereby these beliefs are irrational and "not justified by the facts at hand" (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, 

p. 129), but influenced by cognitive biases and heuristics (Barberis et al., 1998). 

Return skewness, positive skewness, and positively skewed stocks 

Return skewness is a measure for the asymmetry of the statistical distribution of past or 

expected returns. Skewness is different from zero when returns are not normally distributed.    

As (Lai, 2012, p. 1828) states with regard to positive skewness, "[p]ositive skewness means that a 

distribution has a long right tail, and hence it is more likely for extremely high returns to occur than 

for their lower counterparts." Stocks with positive return skewness are also referred to as stocks 

with "lottery-like" return distributions (Barberis and Huang, 2008, pp. 2066–2067), because some 

returns are comparably high but unlikely. Stocks with positively skewed return distributions are 

also referred to as "positively skewed stocks" (Barberis and Huang, 2008; Conrad et al., 2013) or 

"stocks with high skewness" (Boyer et al., 2009) and for an easier readability we will adopt these 

terms.  

 

1.7.   The structure of the thesis  
Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the study. First, we have introduced the topic of this paper. The 

following theory chapter, will cover previous research in more depth to provide the reader with a 

deeper understanding for the purpose and relevance of this study. Another aim of the theory chapter 

is to provide the reader with an understanding for the research gap and the hypotheses we formulate 

in this study.  

The theory chapter is followed by the methodology chapter, where we describe how we investigate 

our hypotheses empirically. In this chapter, we aim to provide the reader with an understanding for 
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the chosen research strategy, the variables included in the study, the underlying data, and the 

statistical tests performed.  

The methodology is followed by the results chapter, where we present descriptive statistics of the 

variables in addition to the results of our statistical tests. The subsequent discussion will interpret our 

results with regard to their implications for our hypotheses and the research gap. In this chapter, we 

will also discuss potential limitations of our study as well as potential avenues for future research. A 

summary of the thesis and reflection on the implications of our study will thereafter be provided in 

the conclusion. The structure of the thesis is visualized in Figure 1, including the main features of 

each chapter.   

 
FIGURE 1: STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS  

Conclusion

Discussion of results

Discussion of the results Limitations Suggestion for future research

Results chapter

Descriptive statistics Test results

Methodology chapter

Research design Variable definitions Definitions of statistical tests

Theory chapter

Previous research Identified research gap and hypotheses 
development

Introduction
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2.  Theory chapter 

This chapter is structured as follows: First, we introduce the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) and 

its implications. Second, we explain the methodological requirements and resulting limitations when 

investigating the EMH. Third, we highlight previous findings that may challenge the EMH. Fourth, 

we introduce the field of behavioral finance and explain how this field objects the EMH. Fifth, we 

discuss how concepts of behavioral finance may explain the underperformance of positively skewed 

stocks. Sixth, we explain the concept of investor sentiment as well as the challenges in its 

measurement. We present evidence that may indicate an influence of investor sentiment on the 

underperformance of positively skewed stocks. Seventh, we explain the identified research gap. Eight, 

we develop the hypotheses that guide our empirical research.  

 

2.1.   The Efficient Market Hypothesis 
The following section introduces the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH), starting with its definition 

and an explanation of its implications for investors, corporate finance, and the economy. 

Subsequently, we describe important aspects to be considered when researching the EMH. The 

section concludes with a non-exhaustive overview of stock market phenomena that may challenge 

the validity of the EMH. 

2.1.1.   Definition and implications of the EMH 

The EMH states that all information is reflected by market prices (Fama, 1970)1. Depending on its 

form, the EMH states that all past information (weak form), all publicly available information (semi-

strong form), or all publicly and privately available information (strong form) is reflected in stock 

prices (Fama, 1970, p. 388). 

For investors, the EMH implies that all investors should be compensated according to a fair game 

model so that no investor should be able to generate consistent returns in excess of risk-adjusted 

market returns (Fama, 1970).  For corporate finance, the EMH implies that corporate financial 

managers should refrain from attempting to exploit any market inefficiencies they assume. For 

instance, managers should refrain from issuing company stock based on recent stock price increases 

                                                
1 In this paper we only relate to capital markets regarding the concept of market efficiency.  
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(Brealey et al., 2014, pp. 336–337) and from purchasing another company based on the assumption 

that the target company is undervalued (Brealey et al., 2014, p. 337). 

Economically and from a societal perspective, the EMH describes a very desirable mechanism, 

because it implies that the fundamental value of a firm is reflected in the stock price so that capital is 

allocated optimally. For instance, Fama (1970, p. 383) states: “[T]he ideal is a market, in which prices 

provide accurate signals for resource allocation: that is, a market in which […] security prices at any 

time ‘fully reflect’ all available information”. Thus, economists are interested in phenomena where 

security prices are not aligned with fundamental information, so that prices deviate from fundamental 

values (Barberis and Thaler, 2003, p. 1057). 

Due to its implications for investors, corporate financial managers, and the economy, we are 

interested in the validity of the EMH and potential reasons for any inconsistencies of market 

phenomena and the EMH. 

2.1.2.   Methodological aspects for market efficiency research 

To investigate the EMH diligently, we must be aware of challenges with respect to research of the 

EMH to ensure our research approach and our inferences from the analysis of our results are correct. 

Two main aspects make it impossible for us to find evidence against market efficiency but leave us 

in the conservative position that we can merely provide evidence challenging the EMH: the necessity 

of asset pricing models and the joint hypothesis problem. 

Asset pricing models are required in research regarding the EMH to provide benchmarks for asset 

pricing in efficient markets. As Brealey, Myers and Allen (2014, p. 328) state: “in an efficient market 

it is not possible to find expected returns greater (or less) than risk-adjusted opportunity cost of 

capital” Those risk-adjusted opportunity costs of capital, also called expected returns, should 

compensate investors for security risk factors so that an investment is a "fair game" (Fama, 1970). 

Asset pricing models predict expected returns that can be compared to actual returns (Fama, 1991, 

pp. 1575–1576). Theoretically, if the asset pricing model accurately predicted expected returns, any 

deviations of expected and actual returns could be interpreted as evidence for a market inefficiency. 

However, any abnormal returns that are not predicted by a particular asset pricing model, can derive 

from either market inefficiency or an inaccurate asset pricing model. For instance, Fama (1970, p. 

1576) states: "When we find anomalous evidence on the behavior of returns, the way it should be 

split between market inefficiency or a bad model of market equilibrium is ambiguous." This logical 
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problem is called the “joint-hypothesis problem”, because in research on the EMH, scholars face two 

joint null hypotheses that, firstly, markets reflect information efficiently and, secondly, prices develop 

according to a specified asset pricing model. Therefore, it is ambiguous whether any abnormal returns 

reject the null hypothesis that markets are efficient or the null hypothesis that the asset pricing model 

is correct (Baker and Wurgler, 2006, p. 1646). From this perspective, any empirical findings cannot 

be regarded as evidence against the EMH, but merely as challenging findings.  

 

2.1.3.   Stock market phenomena that challenge the EMH 

Some factors allow us to be skeptical towards the EMH. For instance, several researchers have argued 

that the strong form of market efficiency can only exist if trading cost and the cost of information is 

free, which is unlikely the case in reality (Fama, 1991, p. 1575; Grossman and Stiglitz, 1980). 

Moreover, market efficiency has been called into question, as patterns of stock prices have been 

identified that were not predicted by formerly prevalent asset pricing models. For example, Banz 

(1981) finds consistent abnormally high returns for companies with relatively small market 

capitalizations. Abnormal positive returns have also been identified for illiquid stocks (Amihud, 

2002; Amihud et al., 2015). As another example, abnormally high returns have been reported for 

stocks that are valued relatively low compared to fundamental cash flow or earnings measures (Bondt 

and Thaler, 1985; Fama and French, 1992; Lakonishok et al., 1994). When returns, as those described 

above, cannot be explained by a certain asset pricing model, they are referred to as stock market 

anomalies (Fama and French, 2008, p. 1676)  and may be used as evidence challenging the EMH. 

At the same time, most of the mentioned abnormal returns may be explained by arguments in line 

with the EMH. Potentially, some firm characteristics are valid proxies for risk factors omitted by 

priorly used asset pricing models (Fama and French, 1993). For example, a specific three-factor 

model including exposure to market risk, firm size, and valuation explains some of the stock market 

anomalies better than an asset pricing model built on a specific single risk factor (Fama and French, 

1996). Similarly, the illiquidity premium might be a fair compensation for investors for the illiquidity 

of their assets, in line with the EMH (Amihud, 2002). 

However, some stock market phenomena seem more difficult to reconcile with the EMH. For 

example, the momentum effect describes the tendency of stocks that have risen (fallen) over some 

period, to rise (fall) the following period (Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993). Since the discovery of the 
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momentum effect, different explanations in favor of and against the EMH have been greatly disputed 

(Antoniou et al., 2013; Jegadeesh and Titman, 2001, 1993; Malkiel, 2003, pp. 62–63). As another 

example, considerable deviations of security prices from their ex-post fundamental value during 

financial bubbles may cast the validity of the EMH into doubt (Brealey et al., 2014, p. 334). 

 

2.2.   Introduction to behavioral finance as a countertheory to the EMH 
If the EMH, in fact, was not valid, potential explanations for market inefficiencies may be found in 

the field of behavioral finance. Behavioral finance is based on the assumptions that, first, at least 

some investors do not behave rationally, and second, limits to arbitrage prevent rational investors 

from correcting any inefficiencies caused by irrational investors (Barberis and Thaler, 2003, p. 1055). 

The first assumption, investor irrationality, does not imply market inefficiencies. Markets can be 

efficient even if not all participants are fully rational, as a sufficient number of rational participants 

will theoretically exploit and correct any irrational mispricing through a process called arbitrage 

(Barberis and Thaler, 2003, p. 1055). Arbitrage is “an investment strategy that guarantees superior 

returns without any risk” (Brealey et al., 2014, p. 334), but this strict definition is commonly relaxed 

so that “[i]n practice, arbitrage is defined more casually as a strategy that exploits market inefficiency 

and generates superior returns if and when prices return to fundamental values” (Brealey et al., 2014, 

p. 334). Thus, in theory, any mispricing of an asset should be corrected by rational investor demand, 

driving its price back to an equilibrium in which price equals fundamental value (Barberis and Thaler, 

2003, p. 1055). 

In combination with limits to arbitrage, however, asset mispricing through irrational investors can 

persist. Limits to arbitrage can exist due to implementation cost that can make an arbitrage 

opportunity unprofitable (Barberis and Thaler, 2003, pp. 1059–1061), or short-sale constraints. For 

instance, some securities might not be available for borrowing to implement a short-sale, or an 

investor may be subject to legal constraints that prohibit short-selling (Barberis and Thaler, 2003, pp. 

1059–1061). Furthermore, arbitrage can include fundamental risk for the arbitrageur since new 

information may arrive after executing the arbitrage that drive asset prices into an unfavorable 

direction for the arbitrageur (De Long et al., 1990, p. 705). Additional risk in arbitrage exists as 

trading by irrational investors may drive prices in an unfavorable direction for the arbitrageur while 

the arbitrageur may not be able to hold his position sufficiently long (De Long et al., 1990). Among 
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other factors, implementation cost and the risk factors described limit arbitrage opportunities for 

rational investors so that markets may not be able to correct inefficiencies. 

While the existence of limits to arbitrage is an important assumption for our research of potential 

market inefficiencies, it is not the focus of our paper. We focus on the psychology-related assumption 

of behavioral finance that investors may make irrational decisions and we are furthermore interested 

in how two specific different psychological mechanisms may influence stock prices. The first 

psychological mechanism is the tendency of humans to misestimate probabilities, more specifically 

the tendency of humans to overestimate extreme events with low probabilities. This psychological 

mechanism is explained in section 2.3. The second psychological mechanism of interest is the 

influence of irrational beliefs, also called “investor sentiment”, on the first psychological mechanism. 

The meaning and potential implications of investor sentiment are explained in section 2.4. 

 

2.3.   Irrational probability estimation and the underperformance of 

positively skewed stocks 
The first psychological mechanism of relevance for this study is the tendency of humans to 

overweight the tails of a distribution of possible outcomes, so that people tend to overweight extreme 

outcomes that happen with low probability (Barberis and Huang, 2008, p. 2071). This is an 

observation made in psychological experiments and integrated in the decision-making model 

“cumulative prospect theory” (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992). According to cumulative prospect 

theory, people use subjective transformed probabilities instead of objective probabilities, while 

particularly overestimating low cumulative probabilities with extreme outcomes what “contributes to 

the popularity of both lotteries and insurances” (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992, p. 316).  

Regarding asset pricing, this psychological mechanism may be the reason for potential mispricing of 

"positively skewed stocks". Positively skewed stocks have lottery-like or, in other words, positively-

skewed distributions, of past or expected returns (Barberis and Huang, 2008, p. 2067). For instance, 

for a stock with very positively skewed past returns, investors may pay a premium, because they 

overestimate the likelihood those high unlikely returns will occur again. This hypothesis is supported 

by Barberis and Huang (2008) who develop a stock market model and show that a stock with 

positively skewed return distributions can become overpriced to subsequently earn significantly low 

abnormal returns.  
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Additional empirical evidence supports the underperformance of positively skewed stocks. For 

instance, stocks with high expected skewness earn lower returns in future periods (Boyer et al., 2009; 

Conrad et al., 2013). Kumar (2009, p. 1930) finds that lottery-like stocks, defined as low-priced stocks 

with high idiosyncratic volatility and high idiosyncratic skewness, significantly underperform non-

lottery stocks. In summary, the reported underperformance of positively skewed stocks indicates that 

investors may systematically overprice stocks with positively skewed return distributions.  

Empirical findings support the notion that investors deliberately buy positively skewed securities. For 

instance, Mitton and Vorkink (2007) find investors deliberately under-diversify their holdings at the 

expense of reduced mean-variance efficiency to increase portfolio skewness. Their results indicate 

that investors may sacrifice the optimal relationship of risk and return for higher exposure to 

positively skewed returns.  

In view of the prior evidence, the misestimates of probabilities by investors in accordance with 

cumulative prospect theory (Tversky and Kahneman, 1992) as a possible explanation for the 

underperformance of positively skewed stocks (Barberis and Huang, 2008), seems at least plausible.  

 

2.4.   Investor sentiment 
The second psychological mechanism of relevance for this study is the potential influence of investor 

sentiment on the underperformance of positively skewed stocks. Investor sentiment is commonly 

defined as beliefs investors carry regarding future dividends and investment risks, whereby those 

beliefs are irrational and “not justified by the facts at hand” (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 129).  

Baker and Wurgler (2007) define two basic approaches to investigate the effects of investor 

sentiment: The first, “bottom-up” approach, takes into consideration specific cognitive biases and 

heuristics such as overconfidence or the representativeness heuristic to explain how individual 

investors deviate from rational decision-making (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 130). Models following 

the bottom-up approach can, at aggregated levels, make predictions about aggregated investor 

sentiment, stock prices and trading volumes in the whole market (e.g. Barberis et al., 1998). 

We follow the second, “top-down”, approach that “focuses on the measurement of reduced-form, 

aggregate sentiment and traces its effects to market returns and individual stocks” (Baker and 

Wurgler, 2007, p. 130). In contrast to the bottom-up approach, the top-down approach is not based 
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on models that incorporate specific biases or heuristics. Instead, the bottom-up approach attempts to 

measure whether the accumulation of individual investor beliefs appears to be optimistic (“bullish”) 

or pessimistic (“bearish”) regarding future economic outcomes and how specific types of stocks may 

be affected by such investor beliefs (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 130). 

 

2.4.1.   The potential influence on the underperformance of positively skewed 

stocks 

We expect that investor sentiment may influence the underperformance of positively skewed stocks 

based on two streams of literature: The first stream of literature comprises experiments in 

psychological research that support the notion that sentiment may influence individual probability 

assessments.  Among others, Wright and Bower (1992) and Johnson and Tversky (1983) find that 

people with positive sentiment estimate the probability of positive events higher than the control 

group. These findings may relate to the explanation of Barberis and Huang (2008) for the 

underperformance of positively skewed stocks: If positively skewed stocks in fact become 

overpriced, because investors overestimate the likelihood of high returns with low probabilities 

(Barberis and Huang, 2008), the overpricing of positively skewed stocks may be strongest during 

periods of high investor sentiment. This is due to that investors overestimate the likelihood of high 

returns even more during high sentiment than usually. 

The second stream of literature that supports the notion that positively skewed stocks may be 

overvalued the most during high investor sentiment, is research on investor sentiment and its 

influence on asset pricing. Brown and Cliff (2005), for example, report evidence of general stock 

overvaluation during periods of high investor sentiment. They find “a one standard deviation (bullish) 

shock to sentiment results in a predicted 7% underperformance of the market over the next 3 years" 

(Brown and Cliff, 2005, p. 408). In line with their findings, positively skewed stocks may be 

overvalued in general during periods of high investor sentiment. 

With special regard to speculative stocks, Baker and Wurgler (2006) find that positive beginning-of-

period sentiment affects subsequent returns of speculative stocks negatively. They conclude that 

irrational investor demand for speculative stocks increases during periods of high investor sentiment, 

leading to overvalued prices and subsequently low returns. Cross-sectional differences may be 

observable for positively skewed stocks as well. Since skewed stocks show return distributions that 
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can be reasonably classified as speculative, they may analogously be more demanded during high 

investor sentiment with subsequently lower returns.  

Specific skewness-related support comes from the higher valuations of skewed stocks during high 

investor sentiment subsequent to IPOs: Green and Hwang (2011) find that high expected skewness 

leads to significantly larger first-day post-IPO returns that are amplified during periods of high 

investor sentiment. Taken together, the reported evidence suggests that overvaluations of positively 

skewed stocks may be higher during periods of high investor sentiment.  

Furthermore, Blau (2017) reports a significant underperformance of positively skewed stocks 

following periods of high investor sentiment but does not find a statistically significant 

underperformance following periods of low or medium investor sentiment. Blau’s (2017) results 

confirm our expectations that periods of bullish investor sentiment lead to a stronger overpricing of 

positively skewed stocks. However, as we will discuss below, Blau (2017) approximates investor 

sentiment with, and only with, the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index. This methodological 

aspect is worth highlighting, because the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index is derived from 

a principal component analysis of six different financial measures (Baker and Wurgler, 2006). As we 

will discuss in the following section, the measurement of investor sentiment poses several challenges 

in general but, in particularly, financial measures and the BW have been drawn into question in terms 

of their validity as investor sentiment measures.  

 

2.5.   Challenges in the measurement of investor sentiment 
In the following section we will explain the challenges of the measurement of investor sentiment and 

what controversies exist regarding the validity of some measures. The section is structured as follows: 

The section begins with a brief introduction of the five different types of measuring investor 

sentiment. Subsequently, in subsection 2.5.3, we will highlight the controversies regarding the 

relationships and validity of different investor sentiment measures. 

 

2.5.1.   Different measurement types for investor sentiment 

As investor sentiment cannot be measured directly, its measurement is challenging. As Qiu and Welch 

(2004, p. 10) state “an optimal empirical validation measure would be a time-series of complete 
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surveys of all investors in the financial markets, perhaps value-weighted by portfolio size”. We extent 

this definition with the additional requirements that such hypothetical surveys had to be free from 

biases introduced through effects of question wording and framing (Plous, 1993, pp. 75–76) and had 

to be answered with complete honesty (Sun et al., 2016, p. 148). Since such a measure is unlikely 

obtainable, investor sentiment measures can at best be viewed as reasonable approximations of true 

investor sentiment.  

Five different types of measurement exist: Investor sentiment can be measured (1) directly by investor 

surveys. Indirect investor sentiment measures are (2) financial measures, (3) measures based on 

textual analysis, (4) measures based on Internet search behavior, and (5) mood-related measures. The 

different measurement types will be explained in more detail in the following.  

Investor surveys 

Survey measures attempt to directly measure investor sentiment by questioning samples of the whole 

investor population about their sentiment. Many of the common survey measures have different target 

groups. The AAII’s Investor Sentiment Surveys and the Gallup Investor Optimism Index, until 2008 

in corporation with UBS and after 2010 in cooperation with Wells Fargo, are directed at individual 

investors (Brown and Cliff, 2004, pp. 6–7; Qiu and Welch, 2004, p. 10). On the other hand, for 

instance, the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index surveys consumers regarding 

attitudes and future consumption intentions (Qiu and Welch, 2004, pp. 8–9). 

Financial measures 

Various financial market-based measures have been used to approximate investor sentiment 

indirectly. Baker and Wurgler (2006), for instance, approximate investor sentiment by a composite 

index that is based on the common variation in six metrics commonly used as proxies for investor 

sentiment: the closed-end fund discount, NYSE share turnover, the number of and average first-day 

returns on IPOs, the equity share in new issues, and the dividend premium. Another commonly cited 

financial measure for investor sentiment is the implied volatility index VIX, reported by the Chicago 

Board Options Exchange (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 137). 

Analysis of textual sources 

Another way to indirectly approximate investor sentiment is through textual analysis through 

algorithms. Some measures attempt to approximate investor sentiment through the analysis of 
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relevant news articles. Tetlock (2007), for example, approximates investor sentiment by the common 

variation of key words within psychological categories from the Harvard psychosocial dictionary in 

a popular stock market column of the Wall Street Journal. Similar to our measurement approach, Wei 

et al. (2017) approximate investor sentiment with an index composed by algorithmically analyzing 

several years’ stock market-relevant Chinese newspaper articles. 

In addition to news articles, social media content has been recently used to approximate investor 

sentiment. Sun et al. (2016) for instance, use the natural language processing-based "Thompson 

Reuters MarketPsych Index" (TRMI) that considers various sources such as financial news sites and 

social media. Renault (2017), on the other hand, constructs an investor sentiment proxy by analyzing 

chat room messages on a day-trading platform with a machine learning algorithm.  

Internet search behavior 

More recently, investor sentiment has been approximated using data on the search behavior of 

households on the Internet for economy-related key words. Da et al. (2015), for example, analyze the 

search volume of millions of households for key words such as “recession”, “unemployment”, and 

“bankruptcy”.  

Mood-related measures 

Further measures of investor sentiment are based on the assumption that non-economic events can 

have an influence on investor mood, thereby influencing investor sentiment. For example, Edmans et 

al. (2007) use sports events to approximate investor mood.  

All types of sentiment measures have been argued to be valid approximations of investor sentiment 

based on their ability to predict future stock returns. For example, the predictive power of sentiment 

measures for future stock returns has been reported for survey-based measures (Brown and Cliff, 

2005), financial measures (Baker and Wurgler, 2006), text-based measures in the form of news-based 

measures (Tetlock, 2007), internet search behavior-based measures (Da et al., 2015), and mood-

related measures (Edmans et al., 2007). Nevertheless, limitations and disadvantages for each 

measurement type exist that will be addressed in the following section. 
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2.5.2.   Challenges of the different types of investor sentiment measures 

In this section we will discuss the disadvantages of different types of investor sentiment measures. 

Direct measures can be plausible sentiment approximations of the whole investor population, if 

performed according to valid academic standards (Qiu and Welch, 2004, p. 10). Drawbacks of survey-

based measures are their low frequencies, as they are usually not updated more frequently than in 

weekly intervals (Sun et al., 2016, p. 148) or may change their frequency of appearance. The 

UPS/Gallup Investor Optimism Index, for instance, had appeared on a monthly level, but after its 

replacement with the Wells Fargo/Gallup Investor and Retirement Optimism Index in 2011, it appears 

on a quarterly level (Gallup, n.d.). Furthermore, potential measurement imprecision may be 

introduced through low response rates and weak incentives for truth-telling (Sun et al., 2016, p. 148), 

biases introduced through effects of question wording and framing (Plous, 1993, pp. 75–76), 

unrepresentative survey participants (Qiu and Welch, 2004, p. 12), and changing respondents, so that, 

instead of changes in cumulative investor sentiment, the differences of sentiment between investors 

may be measured (Qiu and Welch, 2004, p. 12). 

While financial market-based measures, in contrast to investor surveys, are frequently available, noise 

introduced by other economic forces influencing the financial measures can be a considerable 

drawback. As Da et al. (2015, p. 2) state, “[al]though market-based measures […] have the 

disadvantage of being the equilibrium outcome of many economic forces other than investor 

sentiment”.  

A drawback of measures based on textual analysis is that they may contain a fraction of noise through 

the deviation of text sentiments and investor sentiments as well as potential limitations of the 

algorithmic measurement to capture relatively complex aspects, such as tone (Renault, 2017, p. 29).  

 

Sentiment measures based on Internet search behavior, on the other hand, have the disadvantage that 

the available data may not be sufficiently representative when retrieved from specific online services 

or networks (Boyd and Crawford, 2012, pp. 668–669). 

A potential drawback of mood-related measures is that they might focus on mood influences of 

specific events, for instance sports events (Edmans et al., 2007), and ignore other psychological 

components, such as biases and heuristics that, in sum, compose investor sentiment (Baker and 

Wurgler., 2007, p. 130; Barberis et al., 1998). 
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2.5.3.   Controversies in the validity of different investor sentiment measure 

As stated above, the measurement of investor sentiment poses several challenges so that it is unlikely 

that any metric will perfectly measure true underlying investor sentiment. Nevertheless, if the 

different proxies measure some portion of true investor sentiment, changes in one measure should 

correspond to changes in the other measures (Chan et al., 2017; Qiu and Welch, 2004; Sun et al., 

2016, p. 150). Thus, a relevant question is, how the different measures relate to each other as will be 

discussed in the following. 

If, despite the challenges discussed above, the different measures for investor sentiment were 

perfectly accurate measurements of true psychological investor sentiment, they should in theory 

strongly correlate with one another. Research has revealed some support for such correlations: Brown 

and Cliff (2004), for example, report that many indirect measures of investor sentiment, such as 

closed fund discounts and numbers of IPOs, are strongly correlated with direct measures in the form 

of investor survey data from AAII surveys and Intelligent Investor surveys, both from institutional as 

well as private investors. Brown and Cliff (2004) conclude that the strong relationships indicate that 

most of the measures analyzed can be used as sentiment measures.  

Sun et al. (2016) investigate whether the Thompson Reuters MarketPsych Index (TRMI) is positively 

correlated with other measures of investor sentiment. They find significant positive correlations 

between the TRMI, a refined version of the Baker and Wurgler (2006) Sentiment Index by Huang et 

al. (2015), and the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index, as well as positive correlations 

between the two latter measures. 

On the other hand, at best, only one sentiment proxy measures actual sentiment perfectly. The 

correlations reported by Brown and Cliff (2004) and Sun et al. (2016) are far from perfect, what 

indicates that the different metrics measure something different. While this may seem trivial, in the 

light of the different sources of the sentiment measures, it underscores the important point that many, 

potentially most or all, sentiment measures contain noise in the measurement of true investor 

sentiment.   

In particular, the reliability of financial measures, such as the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment 

index, has been disputed. For instance, Qui and Welch (2004) find that the closed-end fund discount 

measure, used in the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index, is not correlated to direct survey-

based measures, the UBS/Gallup Index of Investor Optimism and consumer confidence. Sun et al. 
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(2016) find that, whereas the TRMI, the Huang et al. (2015) sentiment index and the MCSI Index are 

strongly correlated, the BW sentiment measure is not correlated to any of the other sentiment 

measures (Sun et al., 2015, p.150). Similarly, Chan et al. (2017) find no correlation of different 

variations of the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index with different variations of the Thomson 

Reuter News Analytics and conclude: "At least one, but perhaps all, of these [measures] are not valid 

proxies of sentiment" (Chan et al., 2017, p. 477).  

2.6.   Research gap 
In order to understand deviations of the market from the EMH, we must understand when prices are 

driven by something different than fundamental information and investigate what may drive prices 

away from fundamental values. As Fama (1998, p. 284) states, “[f]ollowing the standard scientific 

rule, (…) market efficiency can only be replaced by a better specific model of price formation, itself 

potentially rejectable by empirical tests.” To that end, it is desirable to not only discover potential 

market inefficiencies, but also understand potential factors influencing these potential inefficiencies. 

Behavioral Finance has investigated some potential market inefficiencies and provided possible 

explanations for some of them. In particular, hypotheses based on the decision models have been 

developed. For instance, Barberis and Huang (2008) predict that the tendency of humans to 

overweight the tails of a distribution of possible events can lead to the overpricing of stocks with 

positively skewed return distributions.  

However, the role of investor sentiment in this potential market inefficiency has only recently been 

addressed, even though psychological experiments (Johnson and Tversky, 1983; Wright and Bower, 

1992) and research of investor sentiment and asset pricing (e.g. Green and Hwang, 2011) suggests a 

potential relationship of investor sentiment and the pricing of positively skewed stocks. In line with 

this reasoning, Blau’s (2017) findings suggest that the overpricing of positively skewed stocks almost 

only occurs during periods of high investor sentiment. Yet, because the sentiment measure used in 

Blau’s (2017) study may not be a reliable approximation of investor sentiment (Chan et al., 2017; 

Sun et al., 2015, p. 150), this hypothesis requires further testing. 

Therefore, we will analyze whether investor sentiment influences the pricing of positively skewed 

stocks, using two novel news-based, an established survey-based and a well-known financial measure 

of investor sentiment. If we discover an influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively 

skewed stocks, it may present challenging evidence for the EMH for two reasons: First, the influence 
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of investor sentiment as a psychological phenomenon on asset pricing would be difficult to reconcile 

with the EMH. Second, the relevance of investor sentiment as a psychological factor regarding the 

pricing of positively skewed stocks would support the investor psychology-related explanation of 

Barberis and Huang (2008) for the underperformance of positively skewed stocks. 

We introduce the following novel aspects to the research of investor sentiment and asset pricing: 

First, we will analyze the influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks 

using multiple sentiment measures. Second, we will introduce two novel measures for investor 

sentiment by analyzing the sentiment of all economic and political news articles from a single popular 

daily newspaper over a period of 20.5 years. The first measure, NYT PBS, comprises the sentiment of 

all articles from the political and business-related sections of the New York Times. The second 

measure, NYT BS, comprises only the business-related sections of the newspaper.  

 

2.7.   Hypotheses development 
Before analyzing their influence on the pricing of positively skewed stocks, we attempt to gather 

indications for the validity of our news-based sentiment measures by analyzing the co-movement 

with other common sentiment measures. The verification of the usefulness of our novel sentiment 

measures is difficult, as we cannot compare it to a true measure of investor sentiment as explained in 

section 2.5.1. However, following the reasoning of Chan et al. (2017), Sun et al. (2016, p. 150), and 

Qui and Welch (2004), if our NYT-based measures capture some of the underlying true investor 

sentiment, we predict that their correlations to other common sentiment measures will be statistically 

different from 0, and show a correlation coefficient in the intuitive direction. Therefore, our first 

hypothesis, H1, is: 

H1: Two novel news-based sentiment measures correlate with other common measures for 

investor sentiment. 

In order to test whether investor sentiment may influence the mispricing of positively skewed stocks, 

we must find indications whether such a mispricing actually may exist. Based on prior research 

reporting the underperformance of positively skewed stocks (Boyer et al., 2009; Conrad et al., 2013; 

Mitton and Vorkink, 2007), we expect to find decreasing future average returns with increasing 

skewness of stocks’ return distributions. Therefore, our second hypothesis H2 is: 
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H2: Stocks, on average, earn less next-month return with increasing return skewness. 

We theorize that, if the underperformance of positively skewed stocks in fact results from overpricing 

due to probability misestimates of investors (Barberis and Huang, 2008), the overpricing of positively 

skewed stocks may be amplified during periods of high investor sentiment. This reasoning is based 

on prior psychological research, which states that probability assessments of positive events are 

biased upwards during positive sentiment (Johnson and Tversky, 1983; Wright and Brown, 1992). 

Additional support for a stronger overpricing of positively skewed stocks, during high sentiment, 

comes from the overvaluation of speculative stocks during high sentiment (Baker and Wurgler, 2006), 

the post-IPO overvaluation of skewed stock during periods of high investor sentiment (Green and 

Hwang, 2011), and Blau’s (2017) findings that high indirect financial measures as sentiment 

approximations drive the underperformance of positively skewed stocks. Therefore, our third 

hypothesis H3 is: 

H3: The underperformance of positively skewed stocks is highest during periods following high 

investor sentiment. 
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3.  Methodology chapter  
This chapter will cover the research strategy, how relevant data is collected and cleansed, the 

reasoning behind the variables in the model, conducted tests, exclusion of data and how we search 

for relevant literature.  

 

3.1.   Research strategy 
This section describes the strategy we follow to test the hypotheses we have developed in the theory 

chapter. More specifically, the section explains our choices regarding the measurement of investor 

sentiment, the measurement of the skewness of stock returns, and the measurement of the influence 

of investor sentiment on stock pricing.  All steps for the implementation of our research strategy will 

be explained in more detail in the following sections. 

The measurement of investor sentiment 

We gather several measures for investor sentiment. In particular, we use data from weekly investor 

surveys conducted by the American Association of Individual Investors (henceforth AAII), used by 

Brown and Cliff (2004) as a survey-based measure and the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index 

(henceforth BW) as a financial sentiment measure. The BW is also used by Blau (2017) in his research 

of the influence of sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks. By employing the same 

sentiment measure as Blau (2017), we hope to be able to rule out differences in the measurement of 

investor sentiment as a reason for potentially deviating results. 

We also construct two novel news-based measures for investor sentiment by analyzing the sentiment 

of more than 800,000 news articles published in the New York Times between January 1987 and June 

2007. We also considered the use of other, established news-based sentiment measures. For instance, 

we attempted to access sentiment data from Thomson Reuter News Analytics (TRNA), as used by 

Sun et al. (2016), without success. The TRNA appeared as an appealing measure as it analyzes the 

sentiment of a large body of finance-specific news articles and other sources of textual information 

with the help of multiple advanced Natural Language Processing (NLP) algorithms (Sun et al., 2016, 

p. 149). As a potential advantage for our study, however, our more general NYT sentiment measures 

may capture nuances outside of finance-specific textual information, which may also be important 

components of investor sentiment. For instance, Caldara and Iacoviello (2018, p. 2) write that 

according to data by Gallup, 75% of investors take geopolitical aspects into their considerations.  
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Since, therefore, investor sentiment might be related to political aspects, we create one measure 

including all political and business-related articles in the New York Times dataset, a variable we will 

refer to as the NYT PBS. On the other hand, as investor sentiment might not be significantly affected 

by political content, our second measure, the NYT BS, comprises only sentiment analyses of business-

related articles. Both these sentiment proxies are used in the study.  

We attempt to collect indications that the NYT PBS and NYT BS can be considered valid measures of 

investor sentiment. Following the analyses of the correlations of different sentiment measures by 

Chan et al. (2017), Sun et al. (2016, p. 150), and Qui and Welch (2004), we analyze whether we find 

similar co-movements of our NYT sentiment measures with other measures used as sentiment proxies 

to test our hypothesis H1 ("Two novel news-based sentiment measures correlate with other common 

measures for investor sentiment.") 

To expand our set of benchmarks for investor sentiment measures, we include three additional 

sentiment measures. Decision criteria for the selection of those sentiment measures are their prior use 

in sentiment research and the accessibility of data. Hence, in addition to the AAII and the BW, we 

include the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index (MCSI), as used by Qui and Welch 

(2004), the implied volatility in option prices (VIX), as used by Anderson et al. (2013), and a more 

recently developed measure for geopolitical risk (GPR) by Caldara and Iacoviello (2018), as 

benchmarks for investor sentiment. In total, we test our H1 using several different types of sentiment 

measures: one news-based measure (GPR), two financial measures (BW, VIX), and two survey-based 

measures (AAII, MCSI). 

The measurement of return skewness 

We follow Blau (2017) in the measurement of stock return skewness who uses the skewness measures 

of total skewness of past returns and idiosyncratic skewness of past returns. We note that Blau (2017) 

uses two additional measures, expected idiosyncratic skewness, and lottery-type stocks that Blau 

(2017, p. 815) defines as low-priced stocks with high idiosyncratic volatility and high idiosyncratic 

skewness. We decide to exclude the two latter skewness measures for two reasons: Firstly, Blau 

(2017) finds similar results across all skewness measures, indicating that the behavior of skewed 

stocks is similar independent of the skewness measures employed. Second, since we focus our 

research on the influence of several different sentiment measures, a reduction of skewness measures 

is desirable due to practical reasons and for a more focused presentation of the results and discussion 

to the reader.  
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The measurement of stock pricing and sentiment influence 

As we follow a deductive research approach (Bryman and Bell, 2011, pp. 26–27) and can approximate 

the variables for the testing of our hypotheses numerically, a quantitative design seems appropriate. 

More specifically, we use panel data of daily and monthly stock returns for all stocks in the CRSP 

universe covering the time frame (January 1987 to June 2007) of the New York Times articles in a 

series of Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions. This approach enables us to measure cross-sectional 

return differences, averaged over time (Fama and French, 2008, p. 1654) so that we can measure the 

relationship of skewness and future returns, while controlling for risk factors that may potentially 

affect stock returns. If our hypothesis H2 is statistically significant ("Stocks, on average, earn less 

next-month return with increasing return skewness."), we should find a negative relationship between 

skewness and the dependent variable, next-month return. To analyze the impact of investor sentiment 

on future stock returns, we follow Antoniou (2013) and Blau (2017), and divide investor sentiment 

into three equal states to measure the average stock returns of the following month for each sentiment 

state. If our hypothesis H3 is statistically significant ("The underperformance of positively skewed 

stock is highest during periods following high investor sentiment."), we should observe that the 

relationship between skewness and next-month-returns is lowest during periods following high 

sentiment. 

While being an intuitive choice to research asset pricing in real life, the observational character of 

our study brings along challenges: In an ideal experiment setting, company samples would be 

generated randomly to control for unobserved variables and the comparison of a treatment group with 

a control group would reveal causality (Angrist and Pischke, 2009, pp. 28–34). In the absence of a 

randomized controlled experiment, however, sampling bias and statistical biases, such as the omitted-

variable bias, could lead to a divergence of causality and correlation (Angrist and Pischke, 2009, pp. 

28–34).  

Thus, following Blau (2017), we attempt to control for risk factors approximated through stock 

characteristics that have been reported to influence stock prices: exposure to market risk (Fama and 

French, 1996), size (Fama and French, 1996), book-to-market ratio of equity (Fama and French, 

1996), momentum (Carhart, 1997) and illiquidity (Amihud, 2002). In separate tests, we control 

whether our results may be driven by idiosyncratic volatility (Appendix 6, Table 18). Following Blau 

(2017), since any stock pricing patterns we find may be influenced by economic cycles, we separate 

our data into three states of low, medium and high quarterly GDP-growth and replicate our analyses. 
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Eventually, to test whether the relationship of investor sentiment and asset prices may be influenced 

by changes in sentiment or more firm-specific investor sentiment, we replicate our analyses for 

month-to-month sentiment changes of the NYT BPS (Appendix 5, Table 17) and another sentiment 

measure with sentiment of New York Times articles specifically mentioning companies of the S&P 

500 (Appendix 3, Table 16).   

We use two programs for the data cleansing and the computation of the variables. For the creation of 

the NYT sentiment measures, we use the software “Rstudio” (version 1.1.423 for Mac), because it 

allows us to use an existing algorithm for the calculation of the sentiment values. For the calculation 

of the residual variables in the study as well as the statistical tests, we use the software “Stata” (version 

13.0 for Mac). 

 

3.2.   Data collection and pre-processing 
The following section explains how data is collected and prepared for the computation of the required 

variables. For the development of the two novel text-based investor sentiment proxies, we download 

a corpus of news articles published in the New York Times (NYT) during the time period of January 

1987 and June 2007. The dataset containing the news articles can be purchased and retrieved via the 

Linguistic Data Consortium2. We use a Python-script to transform the data into spreadsheet format, 

since the articles are distributed over a nested folder structure on three levels (yearly, monthly, daily) 

whereby each article is stored within a separate XML file. The Python-script is retrieved from 

“GitHub” and, according to the author with the alias “soodoku”, has been specifically designed for 

the extraction of the XML-files in the New York Times corpus from the folder structure into 

spreadsheet format3. 

 

Data for the additional sentiment measures is downloaded from the website of the American 

Association of Individual Investors for the AAII sentiment measure4. In addition, data for the VIX is 

downloaded from Wharton Research Data Services, data for the GPR is downloaded from the website 

                                                
2 The dataset can be retrieved via: https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/ldc2008t19 (Retrieved 13th of May 2018)  
3 The Python script can be retrieved via: https://github.com/notnews/nytimes-corpus-extractor (Retrieved 
14th of May 2018) 
4 The dataset can be retrieved via: http://www.aaii.com/files/surveys/sentiment.xls (Retrieved 14th of May 
2018) 
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of the Boston College5, MCSI data is downloaded from the website of the University of Michigan6 

and data for the BW is downloaded from Jeffrey Wurgler’s personal webpage on the website of the 

NYU Stern School of Business.7  

In addition to the data for investor sentiment, stock data is retrieved from the Center for Research in 

Security Prices (CRSP)8 via Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) and values of assets and 

liabilities are extracted from Compustat9 via WRDS. More specifically, we download daily market 

return data via the CRSP, in addition to daily firm-specific return, the number of shares outstanding 

and the share price per day. The number of daily stock observations amount to 38,335,831 when 

extracting these from the CRSP.  

From Compustat, we get access to quarterly firm-specific values of book assets and book liabilities. 

The number of quarterly stock observations amount to 889,082. We download monthly stock returns 

from the CRSP and retrieve a total of 1,907,023 stock-month observations. Daily values for Fama 

and French (1996) three-factor model plus Carhart’s (1997) momentum are downloaded from 

French’s webpage10, where the number of daily observations amounts to 24,201. After merging the 

data from the CRSP, Compustat, the values for the three-factor model (Fama and French, 1996), and 

Carhart's (1997) momentum, we are left with 33,110,514 daily stock observations. The main reason 

for the loss of around 5 million observations is that the CRSP and Compustat datasets are not 

completely matched with each other.  

 

3.3.   Variable definitions  
The following section will explain the creation and the calculations of the variables used throughout 

the study. The structure is as follows: first, the main sentiment variables will be explained. Second, 

                                                
5 The GPR variable can be retrieved via: https://www2.bc.edu/matteo-iacoviello/gpr.htm (Retrieved 14th of 
May 2018) 
6 The MSCI variable can be retrieved via: http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu/tables.html (Retrieved 14th of May 
2018) 
7 The BW variable can be retrieved via: http://people.stern.nyu.edu/jwurgler/ (Retrieved 14th of May 2018) 
8 The CRSP data can be retrieved via: https://wrds-
web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds/ds/crsp/stock_a/dsf.cfm?navId=128 (Retrieved 14th of May 2018) 
9 https://wrds-web.wharton.upenn.edu/wrds/ds/compd/fundq/index.cfm?navId=83 (Retrieved 1st of March 
2018) 
10 The values for the four-factor model can be retrieved via: 
http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html (Retrieved 14th of May 2018) 
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the skewness variables will be explained. Third, the control variables used in the regressions will be 

explained.  

3.3.1.   Main sentiment measures  

The following section will cover the main sentiment variables used in the study. These are the NYT 

PBS, the NYT BS, the BW measure and the AAII proxy.  

NYT Sentiment variables (the NYT PBS and the NYT BS) 

We create three different sentiment variables from the NYT corpus. The first one is a sentiment 

measure we call the “NYT Political and Business Sections Sentiment Measures” (NYT PBS). The 

NYT PBS is based on articles published in business-related and political sections of the newspaper 

between January 1987 and June 2007. As explained in the research strategy, the inclusion of both 

types of sections is based on the attempt to capture both political and business-related aspects that 

may relate to investor sentiment.  

In addition to the NYT PBS, we also create a sentiment measure named the "NYT Business Section 

Sentiment Measures” (NYT BS). This sentiment proxy includes only articles published in the business 

section in the NYT. The reasoning behind this business-focused sentiment measure is that the political 

sections included in the NYT PBS may in fact introduce noise in the measurement of true investor 

sentiment so that the NYT BS may be a more accurate proxy. 

From the meta data of the New York Times articles, we drop all variables except for the article body, 

the date and the “News Desk”. The "News Desk" describes the department, within the NYT, 

responsible for the creation of the articles. Since we assume that investor sentiment will mostly be 

affected or reflected by articles regarding the economy as well as political events, we drop all articles 

that are not part of the various business, financial, domestic or foreign political sections. 

Subsequently, we use the R package “SentimentAnalysis” by Stefan Feuerriegel and Nicolas 

Pröllochs11. The R package allows us to apply a simple bag-of-words algorithm that calculates 

sentiment measures based on the classification of words into positive, negative and neutral words, 

after removing stop words. The words are classified based on the finance-specific Loughran and 

McDonald (2011) dictionary. We decide to use this dictionary as less business-specific dictionaries 

have shown to misclassify words that are positive, neutral, or negative in the business context but 

                                                
11 The R package can be retrieved via: https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis (retrieved 14th of 
May 2018) 
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have other meanings in, for instance, the Harvard Psychosociological Dictionary (Loughran and 

Mcdonald, 2011). The sentiment measure is calculated by the following formula: 

𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 =
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	  𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	  𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠 −

𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒	  𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	  𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑠  

We test the reliability of the algorithm on a subset of several sentences and observe that the sentiment 

values of the algorithm are congruent with the sentiment values when we calculate the values 

manually. We perform those manual calculations by classifying each word of the test sentences 

according to the Loughran and McDonald (2011) dictionary12 and by using the manually classified 

words in the formula. We furthermore test a subset of 30 articles on whether their sentiment direction 

(negative, positive or neutral) corresponds to the manual assessment of sentiment and find that the 

output is fairly accurate. More specifically, depending on how strict we define the interval for 

“neutral” sentiment, the sentiment direction is accurate for 60% or 80% of the articles. 

After the processing of the data, we are left with the sentiment of 872,499 articles from all business 

and political sections for the NYT PBS and the sentiment of 475,536 articles from all business 

sections for the NYT BS. Subsequently, we aggregate the sentiment values of the individual articles 

to monthly averages. 

The Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index  

The third main sentiment measure for our tests is the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment index13. 

Baker and Wurgler (2006) state the following regarding the creation of the sentiment measure 

(henceforth BW).: “We therefore form a composite index of sentiment that is based on the common 

variation in six underlying proxies for sentiment: the closed-end fund discount, NYSE share turnover, 

the number and average first-day returns on IPOs, the equity share in new issues, and the dividend 

premium” (Baker and Wurgler, 2006, p. 1655). As explained above, we use the BW to investigate 

whether the influence of investor sentiment on future stock returns differs between the use of text-

based proxies, the NYT BPS and NYT BS, and a financial proxy, the BW, to measure investor 

sentiment.  

                                                
12 The Loughran and McDonald (2011) dictionary provided on the website of the University of Notre Dame: 
https://sraf.nd.edu/textual-analysis/resources/#Master%20Dictionary (retrieved 14th of May 2018) 
13 The data for the Baker and Wurgler (2006) sentiment proxy can be retrieved from: 
http://people.stern.nyu.edu/jwurgler/ (retrieved 13th of May 2018) 
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The American Association of Individual Investors (AAII) sentiment measure  

The fourth main sentiment measure for our tests is an aggregated monthly value of weekly investor 

surveys performed by the American Association of Individual Investors14. In their surveys, investors 

express whether they are expecting future stock prices to rise (bullish sentiment), whether they expect 

future stock prices to fall (bearish sentiment) or whether their expectations regarding the development 

of future stock prices are neutral (Brown and Cliff, 2004, pp. 6-7). The data includes the percentages 

of bullish, bearish, and neutral investors per weekly survey. To translate the individual weekly survey 

results into monthly sentiment values for our AAII investor sentiment measure (henceforth AAII), 

we subtract the percentage of bearish investors from the percentage of bullish investors and aggregate 

the weekly differences into monthly averages.  

 

3.3.2.   Skewness variables  
The following section will cover the skewness variables developed in the study. We use two 

measurements for skewness used by Blau (2017). First, the variable skewness will be presented, 

which represents the skewness of raw stock returns. Second, a control variable for the skewness 

variable will be explained. This one describes the idiosyncratic skewness of stocks, or, the skewness 

of the residual returns from a four-factor model and is named IdioSkew. 

Total Skewness  

Total skewness is defined and calculated as follows (Blau, 2017, p. 815):  

 

𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
𝑁

(𝑁 − 1)(𝑁 − 2) ∗
<

=R(i) − Ri@
A

𝜎A

C

DEF

 

 

where N represents the number of days included in the sum of =R(i) − Ri@
A
. R(i) refers to the raw 

return for firm i in time t, Ri refers to the mean return for firm i with a rolling average over the past 

180 days. 𝜎A represents the standard deviation of daily return for firm i over the past 180 days to the 

                                                
14 The data for the AAII can be retrieved from: http://www.sca.isr.umich.edu/tables.html (retrieved 13th of 
May 2018) 
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power of three. Data for the return are received from the CRSP and the variable was winsorized at 

10% before conducting the tests.  

Following Kumar (2009), we exclude all observations except the last-day-of-the-month observation 

for skewness. As a consequence, our total testing sample decreases from 1,033,089 observations 

spanning over 233 monthly time periods to 726,735 observations and 164 monthly time periods. Due 

to the importance of the skewness variable for our tests and due to our pursuit to follow reviewed 

academic standards in its computation, we deem this reduction of observations a necessity. 

IdioSkew 

The second skewness variable is the idiosyncratic skewness, IdioSkew, we use to control whether our 

results are affected by different measures for skewness. Following Blau (2017) for the computation 

of IdioSkew, we first estimate the residual stock returns with a daily four-factor asset pricing model 

for each individual firm, using three of the Fama and French (1996) factors plus Carhart’s (1997) 

momentum.  

The four-factor model is defined as follows:  

𝑅H,J − 	  𝑅K,J = 𝛼 + 	  𝛽O𝑀𝑅𝑃J +	  𝛽Q𝑆𝑀𝐵J +	  𝛽A𝐻𝑀𝐿J +	  𝛽U𝑈𝑀𝐷J +	  𝜖H,J 

where 𝑅H,J is the raw return for firm i in time t, derived from the CRSP. 𝑅K,J is the risk free interest 

rate at time t. 𝛼 represents the intercept, 𝛽O is the coefficient for the market risk premium, 𝑀𝑅𝑃J is 

the market risk premium at time t, 𝛽Q is the coefficient for SMB, 𝑆𝑀𝐵J is the small-minus-big factor 

at time t, 𝛽A is the coefficient for HML, 𝐻𝑀𝐿J is the high-minus-low factor at time t, 𝛽U is the 

coefficient for UMD, and 𝑈𝑀𝐷J is the momentum factor at time t. The R(f), MRP, SMB, HML and 

the UMD stem from the data downloaded from Kenneth French’s webpage for the time period 1987-

2007. 𝜖H,J refers to the error term, or residual, for firm i at time t.  

The 𝛼 and βs' are estimated by running regression lines separately for each individual firm (see 

Appendix 11 for details on the programing). When the 𝛼 and the βs' has been estimated for each firm 

separately, the risk premium is estimated by inserting the values for MRP, SMB, HML and UMD at 

time t for the four-factor model to estimate the E(Ri,t - Rf,t). The residual is then calculated as follows:  

𝜖𝑖, 𝑡 = 𝐴(𝑅𝑖, 𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓, 𝑡) − 𝐸(𝑅𝑖, 𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓, 𝑡) 
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where 	  𝜖𝑖, 𝑡 represents the residual return for firm i at time t, A(Ri,t - Rf,t) represents the observed risk 

premium for firm i at time t and E(Ri,t - Rf,t) is the estimated risk premium for firm i at time t using 

the Fama and French (1996) three factor model plus Carhart’s (1997) momentum.  

When the residual return has been estimated, the following formula is used to estimate the IdioSkew: 

𝐼𝑑𝑖𝑜𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤 =
𝑁

(𝑁 − 1)(𝑁 − 2) ∗
<

=Res(i, t) − Ri@
A

𝜎A

C

DEF

 

where IdioSkew represents the idiosyncratic skewness for firm i at time t and N is the number of 

observations in the sample. Res(i,t) is the residual for firm i at time t, Ri is the daily mean return with 

a 180-day rolling window. 𝜎A represents the daily standard deviation of return with a 180-day rolling 

window to the power of three.  

In accordance with Kumar (2009), we exclude all observations except the last day of the month 

observation. Similar to the computation of skewness, we thereby lose a significant amount of 

observations so that our observations drop from 1,033,089 testable stock observations spanning 233 

monthly time periods to 726,735 stock-month observations spanning over 164 monthly periods.  

3.3.3.   Control variables  
In the following section, the control variables will be defined and the calculation of these will be 

explained. All control variables are calculated by following Blau (2017). 

Beta  

The variable beta is the CAPM-beta and calculated as follows:  

 

𝛽𝑖, 𝑡 =
𝑟(𝑖, 𝑡) − 𝑟(𝑓, 𝑡)
𝑟(𝑚, 𝑡) − 𝑟(𝑓, 𝑡) 

where 𝛽𝑖, 𝑡 is the beta for firm i in time t. r(i,t) is the observed return for firm i in time t. The 𝑟(𝑚, 𝑡) 

is the market return, estimated with the S&P500 return, at time t. The 𝑟(𝑓, 𝑡) is the risk-free interest 

rate at time t. As mentioned in section 3.2, the daily returns for the individual firms, market returns 

and the risk-free interest rates stem from data downloaded from the CRSP via WRDS webpage. The 

daily betas are then collapsed into monthly averages, before establishing a six month rolling averages 

based on values from t-5 to t.    

Size 
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The variable Size is calculated as follows:  

𝑆(𝑖, 𝑡) = 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑡) ∗ 𝑂(𝑖, 𝑡) 

where 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑡) is equal to the estimated market capitalization for firm i at time t, 𝑃(𝑖, 𝑡) is equal to the 

mean of the opening and closing share price for firm i at time t and O is equal to the number of shares 

outstanding for firm i at time t. The price per share and the number of shares is extracted from the 

CRSP. The daily size variables are collapsed to generate monthly averages. In the regression models, 

the natural logarithm (Ln) is calculated for the size variable. 

 

Book-to-market ratio 

The book-to-market ratio of equity is calculated as follows:  

 

𝐵𝑀(𝑖, 𝑡) =
𝐸(𝑖, 𝑡)
𝑆(𝑖, 𝑡) 

 

where 𝐵𝑀(𝑖, 𝑡) is the book-to-market ratio for firm i at time t. E(i,t), is the total firm equity for firm 

i at time t, and 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑡) is the market capitalization, or size, for firm i at time t. All book values are 

based on quarterly values and retrieved from Compustat. The book value of equity is calculated as 

total assets minus total liabilities. The market capitalization is based on daily values and calculated 

the same way as the size variable. The daily BM ratios are thereafter aggregated to monthly averages. 

In the regression models, the natural logarithm (Ln) is calculated for the BM variable.  

Momentum 

Momentum is the fourth control variable and is defined as the sum of returns for the time period t-12 

to t-1. Carhart (1997, p. 81) suggests that stocks with positive momentum over the last 12 months 

earn higher expected returns over the course of the next twelve months. Hence, momentum is 

calculated as follows, by using monthly stock return: 

Mom(i, t) = R(i, t − 1) + 𝑅(𝑖, 𝑡 − 2) +⋯+ 𝑅(𝑖, 𝑡 − 12) 

where Mom(i, t) is the momentum at time t for firm i, R(i, t)  is the monthly return for stock i at 

month t. All the values are extracted from the CRSP.  
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Illiquidity  

Following Amihud (2002, p.34), Illiq (illiquidity) is defined in the following way: 

 

Illiq(i, t) =
1
𝐷 ∗

h
|𝑅(𝑖)|
𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐷(𝑖)

C

JEO

 

where Illiq(i, t) represents the illiquidity, 𝐷 accounts for the number of days that are summarized in 

the absolute return (|𝑅(𝑖)|) divided by the daily dollar volume (𝑉𝑂𝐿𝐷(𝑖)) for stock i. All the sums 

are based on the previous 180 days and winsorized at 10%. All the data is extracted from the CRSP 

using daily values.  

Winsorizing of all variables 

Following Kumar (2009, p. 1905), we decide to winsorize all variables to ensure no extreme values 

affect our results. The winsorizing of all variables is performed at the 5% and 95% percentiles of their 

distributions. 

3.4.   Table summarizing the main variables  
The following table(s) summarizes the definitions and data sources for the variables.  
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TABLE 1: VARIABLE DEFINITION  

Variable   Variable  Definition   Source  

NYT  PBS  

The  New  York  Times  Political  and  Business  
Section  proxy  is  based  on  articles  published  
in  the  New  York  Times  between  January  
1987  and  June  2007.  The  articles  originate  
from  both  the  business  and  political  
sections.  

The  articles  are  extracted  from  the  
Linguistic  Data  Consortium.  

NYT  BS  

The  New  York  Times  Business  Section  proxy  
is  based  on  articles  published  in  the  New  
York  Times  between  January  1987  and  June  
2007.  The  articles  originate  from  the  
newspaper’s  business  sections.  

The  articles  are  extracted  from  the  
Linguistic  Data  Consortium.  

BW  
The  Baker  and  Wurgler  (2006)  sentiment  
index  is  a  financial  measure  for  investor  
sentiment  used  in  this  study.  

Data  for  the  Baker  and  Wurgler  
(2006)  sentiment  index  is  
extracted  from  Wurgler's  personal  
webpage  of  the  NYU  Stern  School  
of  Business.  

AAII  

The  AAII  proxy  is  defined  as  the  difference  
between  Bullish  and  Bearish  investor  
perceptions.    
  

The  AAII  data  is  extracted  from  the  
website  for  the  American  
Association  of  Individual  Investors.    

Skewness  

Skewness  is  defined  as  Skew=N/((N-‐1)(N-‐
2))*∑((R(i)-‐R(bar)i)^3/σ^3,  where  N  is  the  
number  of  observations  included  in  the  
sum  of  the  R(i)  -‐  R(bar)i  (180  days  in  this  
thesis).  Sigma  is  the  standard  deviation  of  
return  for  the  last  180  days.    

The  variable  return  is  received  
from  the  Center  for  Research  in  
Security  Prices  (CRSP).    

IdioSkew  

IdioSkew  is  defined  as  IdioSkew  =  N/((N-‐
1)(N-‐2)*  ∑((Res(i)-‐R(bar)i)^3/σ^3,  where  N  
is  the  number  of  observations  included  in  
the  sum  of  Res(i)-‐R(bar)i  and  sigma  is  the  
SD  of  daily  return  over  the  past  180  days.  
The  Res(i)  was  estimated  by  using  the  
Fama-‐French  four  factor  model.  

The  variable  return  is  retrieved  
from  the  CRSP.  The  values  for  the  
four-‐factor  model  are  retrieved  
from  French's  webpage.    
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TABLE 2: VARIABLE DEFINITION (CONTINUED) 

Variable   Variable  Definition   Source  

Beta  

Beta  is  calculated  using  the  CAPM  model.  
The  beta  is  defined  by  the  following  
equation:  Βi,t  =  (Ri,t-‐Rf)  /(Rmi  -‐  Rf)  .  The  
beta  is  then  calculated  using  an  average  
of  a  rolling  six-‐month  window.    

Stock  return  is  extracted  from  
CRSP  and  represents  daily  return.  
The  market  return  is  the  daily  
S&P500  return  and  is  retrieved  
from  CRSP.  The  risk-‐free  interest  
rate  is  extracted  from  French's  
webpage.  

Size  

Size  is  defined  as  the  price  per  share  on  
day  t  for  firm  i  times  the  number  of  
shares  outstanding  on  day  t  for  firm  i.  The  
daily  values  are  then  used  to  create  the  
monthly  averages.  Negative  prices  are  
excluded  before  conducting  the  
calculations.    

The  price  per  share  is  extracted  
using  daily  values  from  CRSP.  The  
number  of  shares  outstanding  is  
extracted  from  CRSP  using  daily  
values.  

BM  

The  B/M  ratio  is  defined  as  stockholder's  
equity  (total  assets  minus  total  liabilities)  
divided  by  the  market  capitalization  (size  
variable),  excluding  firms  with  a  negative  
B/M  ratio.  

The  values  for  total  assets  and  
total  liabilities  for  firm  i  on  day  t  
were  extracted  from  Compustat  
using  quarterly  values.  The  values  
for  market  cap  were  extracted  
from  the  CRSP.  

Mom  

Momentum  is  calculated  with  monthly  
returns,  by  adding  the  last  12  months  
return  using  a  twelve-‐month  rolling  
window.    

Return  is  extracted  from  the  
CRSP  using  monthly  values  for  
firm  i.    

 

3.5.   Variables for additional tests 
In addition to the main variables discussed in the previous sections, further variables used in the study 

will be defined in the following. These additional variables are used to test whether our results change 

if we use relative sentiment levels for one of the New York Times-based investor sentiments 

measures, whether the dependent variables in the statistical model are robust towards potential further 

influences, and whether parts of our results vary over time.  

 

3.5.1.   Relative levels of the NYT PBS  

All sentiment measures are stated in absolute sentiment values. As it is possible that the absolute 

value of the sentiment score may not affect the investors, but rather the change in the sentiment 
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between time periods. To test for the potential effects of relative changes in sentiment, we create a 

variable called Delta NYT PBS that is defined by the following equation:  

 

∆𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆 =
(𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆J − 𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆JmO)

𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆JmO
 

 

where ∆𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆 represents the change in the sentiment variable between each month, 𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆J 

represents the NYT PBS at time t and 𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆JmO represents the NYT PBS at time t-1. The 

development of ∆𝑁𝑌𝑇𝑃𝐵𝑆 over time can be seen in Appendix 5, Figure 8.  

3.5.2.   GDP growth as a control for macroeconomic influences 

Changes in stock returns can occur due to many different reasons. In 3.3.1, we describe the firm-

specific characteristics as proxies for risk factors that we control for in our tests. However, since also 

macroeconomic influences may affect stock return, we analyze whether our results change according 

to different levels of GDP growth. Therefore, we create a variable for quarterly GDP growth that is 

defined as follows:  

𝐺𝐷𝑃𝐺 =
(𝐺𝐷𝑃J − 𝐺𝐷𝑃JmO)

𝐺𝐷𝑃JmO
 

where GDPG is the GDP growth between the quarters, GDPt is the nominal GDP at time t and GDPt-

1 is the nominal GDP at time t-1. Data for the GDP per quarter was extracted from the World Bank 

by only including values for the US15. 

3.6.   Statistical tests  
This section aims at introducing the reader to the statistical tests conducted in the course of this study. 

3.6.1.   Correlation between sentiment proxies 

We conduct a test for the correlation between sentiment measures, to test H1 ("Two novel news-based 

sentiment measures correlate with other common measures for investor sentiment "). As explained 

above, the correlation analyses aim at providing indications for the validity of the New York Times-

based sentiment measures. Following the reasoning of Chan et al. (2017), Sun et al. (2016, p.150), 

and Qui and Welch (2004), correlations may indicate whether the sentiment proxies developed on the 

                                                
15 Data for nominal GDP can be retrieved via: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NY.GDP.MKTP.CD 
(retrieved 13th of May 2018)  
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basis of the NYT corpus measure similar information as already established proxies used in previous 

studies. The significance value is set at 1%.  

3.6.2.   Fama-MacBeth (1973) regressions  

Following Blau (2017) in our tests with regard to H2 ("Stocks, on average, earn less next-month 

return with increasing return skewness.") and H3 (“The underperformance of positively skewed 

stocks is highest during periods following high investor sentiment”), we conduct a series of Fama and 

MacBeth (1973) regressions. The Fama and MacBeth (1973) regression approach is a widely (e.g. 

Blau, 2017; Kumar, 2009) used method to analyze the relationship between stock return and risk 

factors or firm characteristics.  

An advantage of the Fama and Macbeth (1973) approach is that its two-step procedure, explained 

below, allows to measure cross-sectional differences in stock return at individual points in time 

compared to a regular regression approach such as the Ordinary Least Squares. An alternative 

common approach to the measurement of cross-sectional differences is sorting based on risk factors 

or firm characteristics (Fama and French, 2008, p. 1654). However, after dividing our data into three 

equal sentiment states, we are only left with less than seven years of data per sentiment state what 

may not be enough for “a reliable portfolio analysis” (Blau, 2017, p. 814). 

The Fama and MacBeth (1973) procedure implies two steps to estimate the relationship between 

average return and risk factors (Fama and MacBeth, 1973, p. 607). The steps are as follows: first, a 

cross-sectional regression is estimated for each individual time period. Second, the output coefficients 

are estimated by taking the average of the coefficients estimated in the first step (Fama and MacBeth, 

1973, pp. 616-617). By doing this, the coefficients for the risk-factors are more robust towards time 

effects. Hence, the tests that will be presented in the next chapter all originates in the Fama and 

MacBeth (1973) approach. Petersen (2009, p. 437), however, suggests that the standard errors in the 

results are biased downwards in Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions due to time-series 

autocorrelation of standard errors. This may lead to wrong interpretations of the statistical 

significance of the results. Therefore, following Blau (2017), we correct our standard errors for 

autocorrelation with Newey and West (1987) standard errors that allow for three lags. 
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3.6.3.   Dividing the stock-month observations into low, medium and high states  

We test H3 ("The underperformance of positively skewed stocks is highest during periods following 

high investor sentiment") by dividing the data into three equal states of low, medium, and high 

sentiment and replicating the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions for each sentiment state. The 

classification of individual observations into different sentiment states is based on their total 

distribution: Low sentiment values are within the first tercile of values for sentiment, medium 

sentiment values are in the second tercile, and high sentiment values are in the third tercile of the 

distribution of sentiment values. We subsequently perform one Fama and MacBeth (1973) regression 

for all observations. Then, regressions for the low, medium and high sentiments are calculating 

separately. The Stata code for these regressions and sentiment states can be seen in Appendix 11.  

The same logic applies when testing the influence of GDP growth on stock return as a robustness test. 

Hence, the distribution of the GDPG variable is distinguished between terciles of low, medium and 

high levels of GDP growth. The code for creating the distribution values for GDP growth can be seen 

in Appendix 11.  

 

3.6.4.   Separation into two time periods  

In order to test whether differences exist between time periods regarding the effect of risk factors on 

average return, we replicate our tests for two time periods. The first time period represents 

observations in the years between 1987 and 1999. The second time period represents observations in 

the years between 2000 and 2007. Separate Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions were then 

calculated to see how the coefficients react and whether a time effect can be distinguished. The code 

for conducting regressions based on time effects can be seen in Appendix 5, Table 15.  

 

3.7.   Literature review  
The following section will cover how we search for literature in the course of the study.  

 

Two channels for the identification of relevant literature are used: Firstly, literature is searched in 

online sources for academic articles, such as Google Scholar and Copenhagen Business School’s 

library webpage. Keywords in the search of investor sentiment-related literature include “investor 

sentiment”, “investor sentiment stock market”, “investor sentiment efficient market hypothesis”, 
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"news sentiment", and so forth. Keywords used in the search of literature regarding the EMH include 

"efficient market hypothesis", "market efficiency", and so forth. Keywords used to identify 

Behavioral Finance-related literature include "behavioral finance", "irrational investors", and so forth. 

Keywords used to identify literature related to asset pricing of stocks with positively skewed return 

distributions include “positively skewed stocks”, “stock skewness”, “performance skewed returns”, 

and so forth. The second channel for the identification of relevant literature is references provided in 

research papers. 
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4.  Results chapter  
This chapter will cover the results from the study. The chapter is structured in the following way: 

first, descriptive statistics of the variables used throughout the study will be presented. Second, a 

correlation matrix including all the variables used in the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions will 

follow. Third, a correlation matrix between the main sentiment measures, NYT PBS, NYT BS, BW, 

AAII, as well as the additional sentiment measures will be presented. Fourth, figures for the 

development of the NYT PBS, the NYT BS, the BW as well as the AAII over time will be presented. 

Fifth, the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regression outputs will be presented. Sixth, the test controlling 

for different states of GDP growth will be presented. 

 

4.1.   Descriptive statistics  
The following section presents the descriptive statistics of the variables used in the study. Table 3 

presents the number of observations per variable, the mean values for each variable, the standard 

deviation as well as the distributions of the variables.  

The first variable in Table 3 is the beta. This variable represents the CAPM beta and has a mean value 

of 1.04. This indicates that the average beta among the sample is close to the market beta of 1. In 

addition to that, the size variable has a mean value 1.37, which is given in billion USD. Hence, the 

average size of firms in the sample dataset is 1.37 billion USD. It is worth highlighting the differences 

between the median (0.12) and mean values (1.37) (Table 3). This difference is due to the significantly 

higher values after the third quartile.  

The BM variable represents the book-to-market ratio of equity. The mean value for BM is 0.69 (Table 

3), which indicate that the firms included in our data, on average, have higher market values than 

book values.  The mean value and the median value differ slightly, which indicates that the 

distribution is not perfectly normal.  

Mom, which represents the momentum of stock returns in the form of the accumulated return between 

t-12 to t-1, has a mean value of 0.15 (Table 3). This indicates that on average, cumulative stock returns 

over the past 12 months throughout the dataset are positive. The mean (0.15) and the median (0.12) 

values indicate relatively similar values.  
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Illiq, which represents the illiquidity of the firms’ stocks, has a mean value 0.14 and a median value 

of 0.01 (Table 3). These values differ due to the unequal distribution above the third quartile.  

The skewness variable has a mean value of 0.25 and a median value of 0.20, indicating that on 

average, the stocks in the sample have positively skewed returns. This is also the case for IdioSkew, 

which has a mean value of 0.20 and a median of 0.15 (Table 3). Hence, on average, the idiosyncratic 

skewness of stock returns in the sample is positive.   

TABLE 3: SUMMARY STATISTICS  

 
 

4.2.   Correlation matrix between return, skewness, and the control variables  
The following correlation matrix reports the correlations of the variables in the model with next-

month return and each other. All the variables have a significant relationship with next-month return 

expect Beta. However, the strenght of the correlations between the variables and next-month return 

differs. Size (0.0058), BM (0.0342) and Mom (0.0135), for instance, all have a positive significant 

correlation with stock return. Illiq (-0.0354), Skewness (-0.0314) and IdioSkew (-0.0333), on the other 

hand, all have a negative significant correlation with stock return in the sample.  

The strongest correlation between the variables appears to exist between skewness and IdioSkew 

(0.9401). The BM also indicates strong correlations with Mom (-0.3001) and Illiq (0.3042). This may 

increase the probability that BM will cover some of the explanatory power of the Mom and Illiq in 

the regression models, and vice-versa.  

 

Descriptive Statistics 

Variable No. of obs. Mean STD Min. 
1st 
quartile  Median 

3rd 
quartile Max. 

Beta 1641926 1.04 1.93 -6.73 -0.23 0.92 2.23 9.77 
Size  1718730 1.37 8.72 0 0.03 0.12 0.49 578.55 
BM 1258086 0.69 0.43 0.19 0.34 0.59 0.95 1.54 
Mom 1466449 0.15 0.59 -4.83 -0.12 0.12 0.38 20.7 
Illiq 1716735 0.14 0.25 0 0 0.01 0.12 0.79 
Skew 1270514 0.25 0.45 -0.43 -0.08 0.2 0.55 1.06 
IdioSkew 1270514 0.2 0.5 -0.56 -0.16 0.15 0.54 1.09 
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TABLE 4: CORRELATION TABLE FOR MAIN REGRESSION VARIABLES 

Correlation table for the main variables 
  Ret(t+1) Beta Size BM Mom Illiq Skewness IdioSkew 
Ret(t+1) 1.0000        
Beta 0.0013 1.0000       
Size 0.0058*  0.0120* 1.0000      
BM 0.0342* -0.0796*  -0.1069* 1.0000     
Mom 0.0135* 0.1368* 0.0219* -0.3001* 1.0000    
Illiq -0.0354* -0.0902* -0.0854* 0.3042* -0.1872* 1.0000   
Skewness -0.0314* 0.0718* -0.0375* -0.0087* 0.0701* 0.0913* 1.0000  
IdioSkew -0.0333* 0.0710* -0.0249* 0.0004 0.0424* 0.0744* 0.9401* 1.0000 
         
p = *at 0.05                 

 

4.3.   The development of the sentiment measures over time 
The following section will present the development of the main sentiment variables, NYT PBS, NYT 

BS, BW, and the AAII over time. The section aims at providing the reader with an impression of the 

distribution of the sentiment values over time. This may help illustrate the existence of potential 

clusters of low, medium, or high sentiment during particular periods of time in the Fama and MacBeth 

(1973) regressions that are presented in section 4.4. 

 

4.3.1.   The development of the NYT PBS over time  

The following figure visualizes the NYT PBS sentiment measure, which in theory can take a 

theoretical value between –1 (completely low sentiment) and 1 (completely high sentiment). The 

figure indicates that no sentiment across the time frame rises to a positive sentiment number. 

However, this does not imply that investor sentiment is negative throughout the entire time, but 

merely that the numerical values computed with the sentiment algorithm are negative. In that sense, 

sentiment levels with the highest negative values should be interpreted as high sentiment, relative to 

lower values.  

The lowest value appears in November 2001. The highest sentiment score appears in April 1989. 

Many of the highest sentiment values can be found from 1987 until the beginning of 1990. Thereafter, 

a relatively steep sentiment drop occurs between March 1990 until December 1990 before the 

sentiment score rises again. Another sudden drop takes place between the middle of 2000 until the 

end of 2001, where the sentiment score reaches the lowest value in the time period (Figure 2).  
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In light of the long-term trend of the NYT PBS over time, many of the high sentiment values will 

relate to observations between 1987 and 1990 and many of the low sentiment scores will potentially 

relate to observations between 2001 and 2007. 

 

 

FIGURE 2: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NYT BPS OVER TIME 

 

4.3.2.   The development of the NYT BS over time  

The following figure visualizes the development of the NYT BS sentiment measure over time. 

Equivalent to the NYT PBS, the NYT BS can take a theoretical value between -1 (low sentiment) and 

1 (high sentiment). Similar to the NYT PBS, no positive values can be observed within the time 

frame. The lowest value appears in December 1990 and the highest value appears in March 1989. 

Many of the highest values for the NYT BS occur in January 1987 and April 1990, so that most likely 

many observations for the high sentiment state will fall within this time frame. The distribution of the 

lowest sentiment values over time is slightly different for the NYT BS compared to the NYT PBS, 

since a higher number of lower values appear in the beginning of the 1990s as well as the beginning 

of the 2000s. This might lead to a higher concentration of the low sentiment observations appears 

within these two time periods.  
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FIGURE 3: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NYT BS OVER TIME 

 

4.3.3.   The development of the BW over time 

Figure 4 visualizes the movement of the BW sentiment measure over the time period of the dataset. 

From observing the graph, the highest sentiment appears in February 2001 and the lowest value 

appears in August 2003. Compared to the two NYT sentiment proxies introduced in the previous 

section, the BW does show fewer clusters of particularly high or low sentiment values. Hence, it is 

less likely that levels of low, medium or high sentiment will accumulate during specific time periods.  
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FIGURE 4: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE BW OVER TIME  

 
4.3.4.   The development of the AAII over time 

The following figure presents the development of the AAII sentiment measure over time (Figure 5). 

From the figure, it is apparent that the lowest AAII value occurs in September 1990. The highest 

value, on the other hand, appears in November 2003. In contrast to the two news-based sentiment 

proxies (the NYT PBS and the NYT BS) presented in the previous sections, the AAII proxy does not 

show a long-term trend but instead more fluctuations. Therefore, the distribution of the observations 

containing low, medium and high sentiment scores over time does not indicate to be biased towards 

a specific time period in the sample.  
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FIGURE 5: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE AAII OVER TIME  

 

4.4.   Correlations between the sentiment measures  
The following table reports the correlations between the sentiment measures developed in this study 

with other, previously used proxies for investor sentiment. NYT PBS and NYT BS are the two 

sentiment variables discussed in the previous chapter. BW is a metric-based index published by Baker 

and Wurgler (2006) and is discussed in the previous chapter. The AAII measure is the difference 

between bullish and bearish survey-based investor sentiment as explained in the previous chapter.  

In addition to the main investor sentiment proxies discussed in the previous chapter, the Market 

Volatility Index (VIX) from the Chicago Board Option Exchange (CBOE) is included. The VIX 

measures the volatility implied in option prices (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 137). Since an increase 

in the VIX means that investors increase their expectations for future volatility, the VIX is also 

referred to the "investor fear gauge” (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 137).  

 

The MCSI is the University of Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index and measures the monthly 

confidence among investors regarding the development of their personal economy as well as the 

general economy in the US (Qui and Welch, 2004, pp. 8-9).   
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The GPR is a news-based measure for geopolitical risk, developed by Caldara and Iacoviello (2018). 

The GPR counts the frequencies in which terms associate to geopolitical risk, such as “war”, “terrorist 

attacks”, occur in large national and global newspapers (Caldara and Iacoviello, 2018). An increase 

in the GPR indicates increased news sentiment of geopolitical risk. 

The NYT PBS is significantly correlated with the VIX (at –0.2713) and the GPR (at –0.4287). 

However, we do not find indications that the NYT PBS is significantly correlated with the BW 

(insignificant at –0.0722), the AAII (insignificant at -0.1345) or the MCSI (insignificant at 0.1390) at 

a 1% significance level (Table 5).  

The NYT BS does not seem to correlate with the BW (insignificant at –0.0825), or the AAII 

(insignificant at –0.0942) at a 1% significance level. However, the NYT BS is significantly correlated 

with the VIX (-0.2178), the MCSI (0.2912), and the GPR (-0.3452) (Table 5).  

The Baker and Wurgler (2007) (BW) measure is only significantly correlated, at the 1%-level, with 

the GPR (-0.2106). The AAII, on the other hand, indicates no relationships with the previously 

mentioned NYT PBS and NYT BS, as well as the BW (insignificant at 0.0833) and the VIX 

(insignificant at –0.1310). However, the AAII appears to be significantly correlated with both the 

MCSI (0.4613) and the GPR (-0.1816) (Table 5). The correlation between the AAII and the MCSI is 

also the highest observed value. Additionally, the results for the BW measure indicate that this 

measure is only significant and different from zero compared to the GPR (at –0.2106).  

In reference to H1 ("Two novel news-based sentiment measures correlate with other common 

measures for investor sentiment "), the results are ambiguous. For the NYT PBS, significant 

correlations to other sentiment proxies seem to exist with the VIX and GPR. However, the NYT PBS 

does not indicate any significant correlations with the BW measure, the AAII measure, or the MCSI.  

The results are also ambiguous regarding the correlation of the NYT BS with the alternative sentiment 

measures. For instance, while the proxy indicates significant correlations with the VIX, MCSI and 

GPR at a 1% significance level, the matrix does not indicate any significant relationships towards the 

BW measure or the AAII proxy at a 1% significance level.  
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TABLE 5: CORRELATION TABLE FOR SENTIMENT MEASURES  

Correlations between main sentiment variables 
  NYT PBS NYT BS BW VIX AAII ICS 
NYT PBS 1.0000      
NYT BS 0.9142* 1.0000     
BW -0.0722 -0.0825 1.0000    

VIX -0.2713* -0.2178* 0.0303  1.0000   
AAII -0.1345  -0.0942 0.0833 -0.1310 1.0000  
ICS 0.1390 0.2912* 0.1108 0.1507 0.4613* 1.000 
GPR -0.4287* -0.3452* -0.2106* 0.4455* -0.1816* -0.3046* 
P: * = 0.01             

 

4.5.   Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions across sentiment states 
The following section will present the results of the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions for the 

four different investor sentiment measures.  

As a reminder for the reader and explained in the methodology chapter, the following equation is 

estimated to test the relationship between skewness and future returns, using a set of Fama and 

MacBeth (1973) regressions:  

𝑅𝑒𝑡H,JoO = 𝛼 +	  𝛽O𝐵𝑒𝑡𝑎H,J + 	  𝛽Q𝐿𝑛=𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒H,J@ +	  𝛽A𝐿𝑛 q
𝐵
𝑀H,J

r + 𝛽U𝑀𝑜𝑚H,J + 	  𝛽s𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑞H,J

+ 	  𝛽u𝑆𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠H,J + 	  𝜖H,J 

where Reti,t+1 represents the monthly return in month t+1 for firm i, Betai,t  represents the CAPM beta 

for stock i at time t, Ln(Sizei,t) represents the natural logarithm of size for firm i, at time t, Ln(B/Mi,t) 

represents the natural logarithm of the book-to-market value for firm i at time t, Momi,t represents the 

momentum for stock i at time t, Illiqi,t represents the illiquidity variable for stock i at time t, Skewnessi,t 

represents the skewness of stock i at time t , and 𝜖H,J	  represents the residual term for firm i at time t.  

The section is structured as follows: Each sub-section contains the regression results for one of the 

main sentiment measures (NYT PBS, NYT BS, BW, AAII). Each sub-section furthermore describes 

the results of four different regressions, one for all observations, one for each of the three sentiment 

states (low, medium, high). First, regression results will be presented for the use of the NYT PBS 

(section 4.5.1) as a sentiment measure. Second, regression results will be presented for the use of the 
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NYT BS (section 4.5.2) as a sentiment measure. Third, results for the BW (section 4.5.3) as a sentiment 

measure and fourth, results for the AAII (section 4.5.4) as sentiment measures will be presented.  

4.5.1.   Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions: the NYT PBS 

The first column in table 6 represents all observations in the sample, the second column represents 

the regressions for low sentiment, the third column is the regression for medium sentiment and the 

forth column is the high sentiment regressions. What can be seen is that all the variables except beta 

are significant in the model (Table 6).  LN(size) indicates to have a positive effect on the stock return. 

This indicates that firms with higher market capitalization also generates, on average, higher stock 

return compared to firms with smaller market capitalization. The negative coefficients for Illiq can 

be interpreted in the sense that illiquid stock, on average, generate lower return compared to more 

liquid stocks. LN(BM) appears to be positively related to next-month stock returns. This relationship 

indicates that stocks with low valuations, approximated by the book-to-market ratio of equity, on 

average outperform stocks with high valuations. The relationship between Mom and next-month 

returns appears to be positive as well, indicating that firms with positive cumulative returns achieve 

positive returns in the future period. 

Across all observations, the skewness variable indicates a negative relationship with stock return 

(Table 6). This indicates that with increasing skewness, average stock return decreases. On the 

contrary, decreasing skewness seems to lead to increasing average return.  

To refer to H2 (“Stocks, on average, earn less next-month return with increasing return skewness.”), 

the results seem to confirm this, both for all observations as well as across all sentiment states.  

Moving from low sentiment (-0.392) to medium sentiment (-0.525), the coefficient is decreasing even 

further. However, when moving from medium (-0.525) to high sentiment (-0.408), the regression 

coefficient for skewness increases again. This negative relationship is significant at the 0.01% - level 

across all observations, low, medium sentiment, and high sentiment. The decrease-increase pattern 

from low to high sentiment seems to contradict our hypothesis H3 (“The underperformance of 

positively skewed stocks is highest during periods following high investor sentiment”). In fact, we 

observe that periods following medium sentiment seem to generate the lowest average return for 

skewed stocks.  
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TABLE 6: SKEWNESS REGRESSIONS FOR THE NYT PBS  

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  skewness  and  NYT  PBS  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.531***   1.456***   1.520***   1.520***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.27)   (0.26)  
Beta   -‐0.016   -‐0.027   0.005   -‐0.022  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.129**   0.105*   0.130**   0.137***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.725***   0.630***   0.721***   0.730***  

   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.10)  
Mom   0.704***   0.778***   0.684***   0.671***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)   (0.12)  
Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐0.657**   -‐0.517*   -‐0.496  

   (0.21)   (0.25)   (0.23)   (0.28)  
Skewness     -‐0.451***     -‐0.392***     -‐0.525***   -‐0.408***  

   (0.07)   (0.09)   (0.08)   (0.07)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
Values  in  ()  represent  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  

 

4.5.2.   Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions: the NYT BS 

The results for the use of the NYT BS as a proxy for investor sentiment can be seen in Table 7. The 

first column in Table 7 represents the regression coefficients using all observations in the regressions, 

as already shown in Table 6 for the regressions using the NYT PBS as a sentiment measure. The 

second column represents the coefficients for low sentiment, the third column represents the 

coefficients for medium sentiment and the fourth column represents the regression output for high 

sentiment.  

From Table 7, we can observe that the variable beta is insignificant for all observations as well as 

across all sentiment states. The LN(size), on the other hand, is positively significant across all 

sentiment states. This indicates that firms with a higher market capitalization generate, on average, 

higher stock returns following all sentiment states. The same relationship can be seen for LN(BM). 

The positive relationship between LN(BM) and next-month returns can be seen for all sentiment 

states, which indicates that with an increasing (or higher) BM ratio, stock will on average generate a 
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higher stock return following low, medium and high investor sentiment. The variable Mom also has 

a positive relationship with average future stock return across all levels of investor sentiment. In an 

economical sense, it indicates that stocks that have performed well in the past appear to generate 

positive average returns in the next month following any sentiment state.  

For Illiq, we can observe that all coefficients are negative for all sentiment states as well (Table 7). 

This indicates more illiquid stocks have lower average next-month-returns, independent of the 

preceding level of investor sentiment.  

When moving from low to medium sentiment, the regression coefficient for the variable skewness 

changes from -0.480 to -0.444 (Table 7). This indicates that the negative relationship of next-month 

returns and positively skewed stocks “weakens” over these two sentiment states. The negative 

relationship seems to “weaken” further when moving between medium and high sentiment states, 

where the coefficient for skewness changes from -0.444 to -0.403 (Table 7). In general, when using 

the NYT BS as an indicator for investor sentiment, it seems as if the negative relationship between 

skewness and next-month returns becomes less negative with increasing investor sentiment.  

Our results regarding H2 (“Stocks, on average, earn less next-month return with increasing return 

skewness.”) do not change as we have already observe the significant relationship between positively 

skewed stocks and next-month returns in the regression output across all observation in section 4.5.1. 

With regard to H3 (“The underperformance of positively skewed stocks is highest during periods 

following high investor sentiment.”), the results indicate a reverse relationship. Instead of what was 

hypothesized in the Theory Chapter, we observe that it seems as if positively skewed stocks 

underperform the most following periods of low investor sentiment and not periods following high 

sentiment. 
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TABLE 7: SKEWNESS REGRESSIONS FOR THE NYT BS 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  skewness  and  NYT  BS  proxy  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.531***   1.493***   1.452***   1.559***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.27)  
Beta   -‐0.016   -‐0.003   -‐0.023   -‐0.009  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LNsize   0.129**   0.114**   0.109**   0.145***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LNBM   0.725***   0.684***   0.660***   0.736***  

   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.704***   0.798***   0.621***   0.618***  

   (0.10)   (0.12)   (0.11)   (0.12)  
Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐0.627**   -‐0.576*   -‐0.539  

   (0.21)   (0.24)   (0.23)   (0.31)  
Skewness   -‐0.451***   -‐0.480***   -‐0.444***     -‐0.403***  

   (0.07)   (0.08)   (0.08)   (0.07)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
Values  in  ()  represent  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  

 
 

4.5.3.   Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions: the BW proxy 

The following table presents the regression results for all observations, low sentiment, medium 

sentiment and high sentiment when using the BW (Table 8) as a sentiment measure. The beta variable 

is insignificant at a 5% significance level for all states. LN(size) is significant over all states, with an 

increasing coefficient between the low and medium state and then a decreasing coefficient between 

the medium and high sentiment. The reverse seems to be the case for LN(BM), where we have a 

decreasing impact of the variable between low and medium sentiment and then an increasing trend 

again. The regression coefficients of Mom indicate a downward trend across the sentiment states in 

the sample, where the highest value is given for low sentiment and the lowest coefficient can be found 

for high sentiment. The coefficients for Illiq are more ambiguous, where a less negative impact can 

be seen when moving from low sentiment to medium sentiment. However, the negative impact is 

increasing again when moving from medium sentiment to high sentiment (Table 8).  
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The regression coefficients of the skewness variable indicate a significant negative relationship of 

positively skewed stocks and next-month returns across all sentiment states. Furthermore, it appears 

as if the negative relationship becomes less negative from low to high sentiment (Table 8). For 

example, when moving from low (-0.469) to medium sentiment (-0.460), the negative regression 

coefficient of skewness increases. This trend appears to continue when moving along between the 

medium sentiment state (-0.460) and the high sentiment state (-0.425) (Table 8).  

In comparison to our hypothesis H3 (“The underperformance of positively skewed stocks is highest 

during periods following high investor sentiment”), our results indicate a reverse effect. The 

regression results for the BW indicate that the underperformance of positively skewed stocks is 

strongest during periods following low sentiment and weakest following periods of high sentiment. 

 

TABLE 8: SKEWNESS REGRESSIONS FOR THE BW 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  skewness  and  BW  sentiment  proxy  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.531***   1.496***   1.528***   1.539***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.25)   (0.27)  
Beta   -‐0.016   0.003   -‐0.022   -‐0.023  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LNsize   0.129**   0.118**   0.107*   0.155***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LNBM   0.725***   0.730***   0.689***   0.730***  

   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.704***   0.737***   0.660***   0.692***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐0.715**   -‐0.725**   -‐0.408  

   (0.21)   (0.23)   (0.22)   (0.25)  
Skewness   -‐0.451***   -‐0.469***   -‐0.460***   -‐0.425***  

   (0.07)   (0.08)   (0.08)   (0.07)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
Values  in  ()  represent  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  
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4.5.4.   Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions: the AAII sentiment proxy  

Table 9 reports the results from the regression when dividing the observations based on different 

levels of the AAII sentiment measure.  

The variable beta is insignificant across all sentiment states. Hence, it is difficult to draw inferences 

about whether there exists any relationship between beta and next-month returns. LN(size) only seems 

to have a significant relationship with next-month returns at a 5% level following medium sentiment. 

Hence, for low and high sentiment, we cannot claim that there exists any relationship between the 

two variables. LN(BM), on the other hand, indicates significant values across all sentiment states. 

(Table 9).  The coefficient for the variable Mom is increasing when moving between the sentiment 

states and is positively significant across all observations and all sentiment states (Table 9). This 

indicates that increasing is positively related to higher future stock return following every sentiment 

state. The regression coefficients of Illiq are insignificant across the medium and high sentiment states 

(Table 9). This indicates that we cannot claim that stock illiquidity is related to future stock return for 

these states. For low sentiment, however, the coefficient is negative and significant. This indicates 

that during periods following low sentiment, illiquid stocks can underperform more liquid stocks in 

terms of average return.  

For low levels of AAII, the coefficient for the skewness variable is -0.523. The coefficient increases 

to -0.451 for medium sentiment and even further to -0.36 for high sentiment (Table 9). This indicates 

that positively skewed stocks generate a lower average return compared to neutral or negatively 

skewed stocks across all sentiment states. However, the negative effect of positively skewed stocks 

is diminishing when moving from low to medium to high sentiment states. 

The results of our tests using the AAII sentiment measure do not seem to support hypothesis H3 (“The 

underperformance of positively skewed stocks is highest during periods following high investor 

sentiment”). On the contrary, the results indicate that the underperformance of positively skewed 

stocks underperform the least following periods of high investor sentiment.   
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TABLE 9: SKEWNESS REGRESSIONS FOR THE AAII 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  skewness  and  AAII  sentiment  proxy  

     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  

Intercept   1.531***   1.722***   1.055*   1.860***  

   (0.26)   (0.44)   (0.43)   (0.42)  
Beta   -‐0.016   0.020   -‐0.027   -‐0.044  

   (0.03)   (0.04)   (0.05)   (0.06)  
LNsize   0.129**   0.087   0.175**   0.130  

   (0.04)   (0.07)   (0.06)   (0.09)  
LNBM   0.725***   0.453***   0.808***   0.960***  

   (0.10)   (0.12)   (0.16)   (0.21)  
Mom   0.704***   0.638***   0.716***   0.772***  

   (0.10)   (0.17)   (0.17)   (0.18)  
Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐1.515***   -‐0.003   -‐0.398  

   (0.21)   (0.33)   (0.28)   (0.40)  
Skewness   -‐0.451***     -‐0.523***     -‐0.451***     -‐0.360**    

   (0.07)     (0.11)     (0.10)   (0.13)  

p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
Values  in  ()  represent  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  

 

4.5.5.   Comparison of the regressions using different sentiment measures 

The following section will cover similarities and differences between the regression output for the 

main variable skewness for the sentiment variables the NYT PBS, NYT BS, the BW measure and the 

AAII proxy.  

With reference to H2 (“Stocks, on average, earn less next-month return with increasing return 

skewness.”), our results indicate that positively skewed stocks achieve lower average future returns. 

The negative relationships of skewness and next-month returns for all sentiment states, furthermore 

indicate that positively skewed stocks underperform following all states of investor sentiment. 

 At the same time, our results do not indicate the validity of our hypotheses H3 (“The 

underperformance of positively skewed stocks is highest during periods following high investor 

sentiment.”). The coefficient estimates, when using the NYT PBS (Table 6) as a sentiment proxy, 

indicate a more pronounced negative relationship between stock skewness and next-month returns 
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when moving between low and medium sentiment (Table 6). This effect is reversed, however, when 

moving between medium and high sentiment.  

When using the NYT BS (Table 7), the BW (Table 8), and the AAII (Table 9) as sentiment measures, 

we observe similar patterns for the skewness correlation coefficients across different sentiment states. 

The results indicate increasing coefficients for the skewness variable from low to medium and from 

medium to high sentiment. Those findings indicate a reverse effect of our predictions made in H3. 

These results will be discussed further in the following chapter.  

 

4.6.   Additional test  
The following section presents regression when sorting for stages of GDP growth. The development 

of the GDP growth for quarterly time periods between January 1987 and June 2007 can be seen in 

Appendix 4, Figure 7.  

4.6.1.   Performing Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions for different levels of 

GDP growth 

The GDP growth is the percentage change in GDP using quarterly values, as explained in the previous 

chapter. By using the GDP growth as an economic indicator, we want to test whether future returns 

of positively skewed stocks may be affect by different states of GDP growth. The results for the 

GDPG regressions indicate that the underperformance of positively skewed stocks may differ 

according to different states of GDP growth. Across GDP growth states, we can observe increasing 

coefficients (Table 10). This indicates that the negative relationship of positively skewed stocks and 

future returns diminishes when GDP growth is increasing. These movements of the coefficients 

correspond to the regression outputs for the NYT BS proxy (Table 7), the BW measure (Table 8) and 

the AAII proxy (Table 9), but not to the NYT PBS (Table 6).  
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TABLE 10: SKEWNESS  REGRESSIONS FOR THE GDP GROWTH  

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  skewness  and  GDP  Growth  
     All  observations   Low  GDP  Growth   Medium  GDP  Growth   High  GDP  Growth  
Intercept   1.531***   1.154*   1.885***   1.557***  

   (0.26)   (0.51)   (0.35)   (0.43)  
Beta   -‐0.016   -‐0.064   0.020   -‐0.001  

   (0.03)   (0.07)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LNsize   0.129**   0.083   0.186**   0.117  

   (0.04)   (0.08)   (0.06)   (0.07)  
LNBM   0.725***   0.767***   0.775***   0.620***  

   (0.10)   (0.16)   (0.18)   (0.14)  
Mom   0.704***   0.555**   0.584***   1.011***  

   (0.10)   (0.17)   (0.14)   (0.15)  
Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐0.802*   -‐0.590   -‐0.516  

   (0.21)   (0.38)   (0.37)   (0.34)  
Skewness   -‐0.451***   -‐0.620***   -‐0.374***   -‐0.346**  

   (0.07)   (0.13)   (0.08)   (0.11)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
Values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  
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5.  Discussion of Results 
In this section, we will discuss the results presented in the previous chapter, and how they can be 

interpreted in relation to our hypotheses. Furthermore, this section discusses how our results 

contribute to the existing body of knowledge regarding investor sentiment and the pricing of 

positively skewed stocks. We conclude this section with a critical reflection on our research strategy 

and limitations of our study. 

The chapter is structured as follows: In section 5.1, we discuss the correlations of our news-based 

sentiment measures NYT PBS and NYT BS with other common sentiment measures. In Section 5.2, 

we discuss whether we find indications for the overpricing of stocks with positively skewed return 

distributions. In section 5.3, we discuss the influence of investor sentiment on the overpricing of 

positively skewed stocks. In Section 5.4, we discuss potential implications for the EMH and the field 

of Behavioral Finance. In Section 5.5, we discuss results that are not in the focus of our thesis but 

seem surprising in light of prior research on asset pricing. In Section 5.6, we outline potential 

limitations of the study. Section 5.7 outlines suggestions for future research. 

 

5.1.   The relationships of the sentiment measures 
We hypothesized the following with H1: Two novel news-based sentiment measures correlate with 

other common measures for investor sentiment. In this section, we discuss the correlations of our 

news-based sentiment measures, the NYT PBS and NYT BS, with other sentiment measures and the 

implications for the validity of the sentiment measures. In summary, the correlations with some, but 

not all, measures for investor sentiment are indications for a limited validity of the NYT PBS and the 

NYT BS. 

Relationships of the New York Times sentiment measures and investor uncertainty 

Both NYT PBS and NYT BS appear to correspond to changes in the VIX, which is referred to as the 

“investor fear gauge” in practice (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 137). As stated in the previous 

chapters, the VIX measures the implied volatility in stock options (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 137). 

A reduction in the VIX can be interpreted as a reduction in investor uncertainty regarding future 

outcomes. Thus, intuitively, an increase in NYT PBS and  NYT BS sentiment should correspond to a 

reduction of the VIX and vice-versa. This intuitive relationship is indicated by the negative correlation 
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coefficient of NYT PBS and VIX of -0.2713 (Table 5) and the negative correlation coefficient of  NYT 

BS and VIX of -0.2178 (Table 5).  

 

5.1.1.   Relationships of the NYT sentiment measures and a sentiment measure for 

geopolitical risk 

Both New York Times sentiment measures seem to correspond to changes in sentiment regarding 

geopolitical risk, measured by the Geopolitical Risk Index by Caldara and Iacoviello (2018) (GPR). 

As stated above, the GPR measures the frequencies in which words associated to geopolitical risks 

are mentioned in global newspapers. A particular strong relationship seems to exist between the NYT 

PBS and the GPR with a correlation of -0.4287 (Table 5). This indicates that an increase in the NYT 

PBS corresponds, on average, to a reduction in geopolitical risk. The relationship between the NYT 

PBS and the GPR is not surprising, as articles related to domestic and foreign politics make up 45.5% 

of articles in the NYT PBS. Furthermore, the result is less surprising as the GPR is a news-based 

measure such as the NYT PBS. However, also the NYT BS seems to correspond to geopolitical risk 

with a significant correlation coefficient of –0.3452 (Table 5). Potentially, also articles in the 

business-related sections report on events associated to geopolitical risk.  

 

5.1.2.   Relationships of the NYT sentiment measures and consumer confidence 

The NYT BS seems to correspond to changes in consumer confidence, expressed by the University 

Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index (MCSI). As stated above, the MCSI is measured based on 

monthly surveys sent out to a random sample of US citizens regarding their confidence in the 

economy as a whole and their personal economic future (Qui and Welch, 2004, pp. 8-9). Intuitively, 

an increase in consumer confidence should correspond to an increase in investor sentiment and vice-

versa. Indeed, the NYT BS is correlated to consumer confidence with a correlation coefficient of 0.29 

(Table 5), meaning that an increase in the NYT BS might correspond to an increase in consumer 

confidence.  

On the other hand, the NYT PBS does not seem to correspond to changes in consumer confidence, 

expressed by the MCSI, as their correlation is not significantly different from 0 (Table 5). This result 

seems intuitive as well, as consumer confidence may be affected less from political sentiment than 

from economic sentiment. 
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5.1.3.   Relationships of the NYT sentiment measures, the BW, and the AAII 

Neither NYT PBS nor NYT BS appear to correspond to changes in the Baker and Wurgler (2006) 

sentiment index (BW) or the AAII. As explained above, the BW measures the common components 

of six underlying financial metrics commonly associated with investor sentiment. Intuitively, an 

increase in the BW should correspond to an increase in the NYT PBS and NYT BS and vice-versa. 

However, no such indications can be inferred from our analyses in Table 5, as the correlation is not 

statistically different from zero at the 1% significance level.  

As explained above as well, the AAII is the monthly average of the difference in bullish and bearish 

sentiment expressed by surveys by the American Association of Individual Investors (Brown and 

Cliff, 2004, pp. 6-7). Again, we would intuitively expect a positive correlation between the AAII and 

the NYT measures, but do not find indications for any relation.  

5.1.4.   Implications for the validity of the NYT PBS and NYT BS 

With regard to H1 ("Two novel news-based sentiment measures correlate with other common 

measures for investor sentiment."), we conclude that both the NYT PBS and NYT BS are correlated  

with the news-based measure GPR for geopolitical risk as well as a financial measure, the VIX, for 

investor uncertainty. We also conclude that a positive correlation exists between the NYT BS and 

consumer confidence, measured by the MCSI. All correlations appear to exist in the intuitive 

directions so that increases in the New York Times measures appear to correspond to decreases in 

geopolitical risk as well as investor uncertainty and vice-versa. Likewise, an increase in the NYT BS 

appears to correspond to an increase in consumer confidence. On the other hand, we find no 

correlations with the BW that uses several financial measures for investor sentiment. We also do not 

find any correlation to another survey-based measure in the form of the AAII.  

It is difficult to assess the validity of our NYT sentiment measures exclusively based on their 

relationships to the other measures of investor sentiment. However, following the reasoning of Qui 

and Welch (2004) and Sun et al. (2016, p. 150), correlations of different sentiment measures are 

indications that the individual measures reflect some true underlying investor sentiment. In that sense, 

the movements of the NYT PBS and the NYT BS and the movements changes VIX, the GPR, and the 

MCSI “in a […] correlated fashion would be hard to reconcile with the notion that these measures are 

noisy or irrelevant to some true proxy for generic sentiment” (Qui and Welch, 2004, p. 26). We 

therefore argue that the NYT PBS and the NYT BS capture a fraction of true underlying investor 

sentiment, although this fraction may be limited.  
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 At the same time, the correlations of the other sentiment measures indicate that most sentiment 

proxies are not measuring large fractions of true underlying investor sentiment either. For example, 

the BW is only correlated with one other sentiment measure, the GPR (Table 5). Similarly, the AAII 

is only correlated with the MCSI and the GPR. Apart from its correlation with the NYT measures, the 

VIX is only correlated to the the GPR. Apart from its correlation with the NYT BS, the MCSI is only 

correlated with the AAII. (Table 5). In fact, only the GPR seems to be correlated with all other 

sentiment measures, so that it seems to have the largest overlap with other sentiment measures. The 

few correlations of the residual sentiment measures may imply that at least some, if not all, sentiment 

measures are unreliable measures of true underlying investor sentiment (Chan et al., 2017; Qui and 

Welch, 2004). In any case, our results underscore the difficulties in measuring investor sentiment and 

the ambiguity of many sentiment measures.  

 

5.2.   The performance of positively skewed stocks 
In this section, we will discuss our results with regard to our sencond hypothesis: H2 ("Stocks, on 

average, earn less next-month return with increasing return skewness."). In summary, we find a 

statistically strong and economically meaningful negative relationship of the past skewness of stock 

returns and next-month returns that supports our H2. 

In line with prior research (Barberis and Huang, 2008; Blau, 2017; Conrad, 2013), we find strong 

indications for an underperformance of stocks with positively skewed past returns. Table 7, for 

instance, displays the negative regression coefficient of skewness in the Fama and MacBeth (1973) 

regressions in the first column. The regression coefficient shows a negative relationship between the 

explanatory variable skewness and the dependent variable, next-month returns, which indicates that, 

on average, stocks earn decreasing future returns, the more positively skewed their past returns are. 

The negative relationship between skewness and next-month returns is significantly different from 

zero at the 0.1% level with a regression coefficient of -0.451 (Table 6, column 1). For a better 

demonstration of the economic relevance of the coefficient, we multiply the coefficient with the 

standard deviation of the skewness. We observe that, economically speaking, a one standard deviation 

incrase in skewness is related to a decrease in next-month returns of 20 basis points (Appendix 7, 

Table 19, first column for all observations). 
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Our results stay robust for our second measure for skewness of past returns, IdioSkew. Again, the 

negative relationship between skewness and next-month returns is statistically significant at the 0.1%-

level. In economical terms, an increase in idiosyncratic skewness by one standard deviation, is related 

to a decrease in next-month stock returns of 23 basis points (Appendix 7, Table 21, first column for 

all observations).  

It is worth highlighting that the results also do not seem to result from other commonly considered 

factors that have been reported to influence future stock returns. In particular, our results appear to 

be robust towards the priorly documented influence of the market beta (Fama and French, 1996), size 

(Fama and French, 1996), valuation (Fama and French, 1996), momentum (Carhart, 1997), and 

illiquidity (Amihud, 2002). 

We also consider the possibility that the negative next-month returns may in fact be due to an 

influence of idiosyncratic volatility. Idiosyncratic risk can be eliminated by portfolio diversification 

(Brealey et al., 2014, p. 174) and systematic risk should be captured by the market beta (Lintner, 

1969; Sharpe, 1964), potentially in addition to the other risk factors we control for. Yet, as investors 

may deliberately under-diversify to increase exposure to stock skewness (Mitton and Vorkink, 2007), 

the idiosyncratic risk, measured by idiosyncratic volatility, may affect next-month-returns. In controls 

reported in Appendix 6, Table 18 we, however, find that the negative relationship of skewness of past 

returns and next-month returns stays robust when controlling for idiosyncratic volatility. 

To sum up, we find strong support for the underperformance of positively skewed stocks, adding to 

the existent literature on the influence of return skewness on asset pricing (Barberis and Huang, 2008; 

Blau, 2017; Conrad et al., 2013).  

 

5.3.   The influence of investor sentiment on the performance of positively 

skewed stocks 
This section discusses our results with regard to the potential influence of investor sentiment on the 

pricing of positively skewed stocks. In summary, we do not find supportive evidence for H3 ("The 

underperformance of positively skewed stocks is highest following periods of high investor 

sentiment.") and identify potential reasons that may explain our negative findings.  
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As explained in the theory chapter, based on the work of Barberis et al. (2008), we base H3 on the 

assumption that the underperformance of positively skewed stocks is attributable to the tendency of 

humans to overestimate the probabilities of extreme events that occur with low probability (Tversky 

and Kahneman, 1992) so that investors overprice positively skewed stocks. We expected that, to the 

extent that this explanation is true, the overpricing of positively skewed stocks may be strongest 

during periods of high investor sentiment. That is, because humans tend to increase their probability 

estimates for positive events during episodes of high sentiment (Johnson and Tversky, 1983; Wright 

and Bower, 1992).  

However, we do not find evidence for a pronounced overpricing effect during periods of high investor 

sentiment. Stronger overpricing during high sentiment should result in lower future returns following 

high sentiment, in comparison with future returns following low and medium sentiment (Blau, 2017). 

Instead, our results indicate different patterns than expected for all sentiment measures used.  

When measuring sentiment with the NYT BS, the BW and the AAII, we find indications for a similar 

pricing pattern across the different sentiment states. Not conflicting with our expectations, the 

skewness coefficients for all three sentiment states (low, medium, high) are negative so that positively 

skewed stocks seem to underperform during all states of investor sentiment. Those results are in line 

with our expectations as we would expect investors to misestimate probabilities during all sentiment 

states. At the same time, as mentioned, we would expect that investors pronounce their misestimates 

during periods of high sentiment so that the returns are lowest following high investor sentiment. 

However, next-month returns for positively skewed stocks seem to monotonically increase from low 

to high sentiment. For instance, the relationship between skewness and next-month return, expressed 

by the regression coefficients for skewness, is considerably more negative during negative BW 

sentiment (-0.523) than during medium sentiment (-0.451) and positive sentiment (-0.360) (Table 8). 

Consequently, the underperformance of positively skewed stocks seems to be strongest following 

periods of low sentiment, weaker following periods of medium sentiment and weakest following 

periods of high sentiment. This increasing pattern of next-month returns for positively skewed stocks 

from low to high sentiment is shown in Table 7 for the NYT BS, in Table 8 for the BW measure, and 

in Table 9 for the AAII proxy in the last rows respectively.  

We find a different pattern when using NYT PBS as a sentiment measure that does not correspond to 

our predictions either. Instead of the expected lowest returns following periods of high investor 

sentiment, we find indications that positively skewed stock returns are lowest following medium 
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sentiment. The sizes of the coefficients for skewness across the different sentiment states as shown 

in Table 6, indicate that, relative to low (-0.39) and high (-0.41) sentiment, positively skewed stocks 

underperform more following periods of medium sentiment (-0.53). 

We consider the possibility that potentially, our results are biased due to the performance of stocks 

with negatively skewed return distributions (henceforth "negatively skewed stocks"). Based on their 

theoretical model, Barberis and Huang (2008, p. 2088) suggest that the overperformance of negatively 

skewed stocks is the counterpart of the underperformance of positively skewed stocks. In line with 

this prediction, the overperformance of negatively skewed stocks has been confirmed based on 

empirical evidence by Conrad et al. (2013). At the same time, analogue to the overestimation of 

positive events during high sentiment, Wright and Bower (1992) and Johnson and Tversky (1983) 

find that individuals overestimate the probability of negative events during low sentiment. Therefore, 

stocks with negatively skewed return distributions may become undervalued the most during periods 

of low investor sentiment so that they achieve highest superior returns in periods following low 

investor sentiment.  

Those higher superior returns of negatively skewed stocks would be observable in higher next-month 

return differences between positively skewed stocks and negatively skewed stocks. Consequently, 

the regression coefficients for skewness should become more negative for next-month returns 

following low sentiment. If the effect of the overperformance of negatively skewed stocks relative to 

positively skewed stocks is high enough, this could explain the patterns indicated in our results that 

next-month returns seem to be lowest following low sentiment for our tests with the NYT BS (Table 

7), the AAII, and BW. To test this possibility, we construct a binary variable including the 20% of 

stocks with most negative skewness and replicate the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions across 

all sentiment states of the NYT BS. As shown in Appendix 8, Table 23, the coefficient for the 20% 

most negatively skewed stocks in positive but not reliably different from zero. Consequently, we do 

not find indications that our results are biased through the performance of negatively skewed stocks.  

Not only are our results in the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions for the NYT PBS, NYT BS, the 

AAII, and the BW unexpected based on our theoretical reasoning, but they seem to contradict Blau 

(2017) who also uses the BW as a sentiment measure. In line with our predictions, but contrary to our 

results, Blau (2017) finds that positively skewed stocks indeed appear to underperform the most 

following high sentiment, less following medium sentiment and not at all following low sentiment.  
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In light of the unexpected results, we consider the following potential reasons as possible 

explanations: inaccuracy in our sentiment measures, time effect of the influence of investor sentiment, 

and an insufficient or irrelevant influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed 

stocks. Those reasons will be discussed in the following.  

 

5.3.1.   Invalid sentiment measures as a potential explanation for the results 

As a first potential reason, our unexpected findings may result from imprecision in our sentiment 

measure. Regarding the quality of the New York Times-based sentiment measures, first, the content 

of articles included in the NYT PBS and NYT BS may lead to imprecision in the measurement of 

investor sentiment. For example, the NYT PBS may be too general by including news on political 

events. On the other hand, also the NYT BS as well as the S&P 500 company-specific NYT S&P 

(Appendix 3, Table 16), which we use as an additional control measure, do not show the expected 

results. As a possible explanation for the lack of investor sentiment-specificity of the NYT BS, many 

articles within the business sections cover privately held companies, long-term trends in the national 

economy, managerial sciences, and technology. Consequently, also articles in the business section as 

well as articles related to S&P 500-companies may contain information that is irrelevant for the 

formation of investor sentiment.  

 

Likewise, whereas the information in the articles may be relevant for investors’ sentiment, the 

interpretations of information may differ between the journalists creating the article and the “average 

investor”. For instance, a journalist may interpret a stock market crash as a necessary and positive 

correction of capital markets whereas investors interpret the crash negatively. Further imprecision in 

the NYT PBS and NYT BS may be itroduced through time lags of information as some articles appear 

to be the result of extended in-depth research on a particular topic.  

Furthermore, measurement imprecision of the NYT sentiment measures may be introduced through 

our algorithm: our bag-of-words technique using the Loughran and McDonald (2010) dictionary be 

an insufficient technique to capture actual news sentiment of the rather nuanced articles in the New 

York times. For instance, Pang and Lee (2008, p. 32) describe the difficulties of bag-of-words 

techniques to capture context and discourse structures. Many articles are written in essay-style, 

possibly to maintain a differentiated view on events, thus making the sentiment analysis for the 

relatively simple algorithm more difficult.  
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Eventually, the long-term decrease of the New York Times sentiment measures, displayed in Figure 

2 and 3, may imply that instead of absolute values of investor sentiment, relative sentiment levels are 

a more accurate measure for sentiment. We test whether our results change if we replicate our results 

with relative changes instead of absolute level of the NYT PBS (Table 17), but find that the return 

patterns across different sentiment states correspond to the decrease-increase patterns using absolute 

levels of the NYT PBS (Table 6). 

As explained in section 2.5.2 and 2.5.3 in the theory chapter, limitations also may exist regarding the 

two further measures for investor sentiment employed, the BW and AAII. For instance, Chan et al. 

(2017, p. 476), Sun et al. (2016, p. 150) find no correlation of the BW measure with other common 

measures of investor sentiment. Da et al. (2015) and Qui et al. (2004) argue that the use of financial 

metrics is improper due to the many other economic influences on financial metrics. Similarly, the 

reliability of survey-based measures such as the AAII can suffer from low response rates (Da et al., 

2015, p. 3), low incentives for truth telling (Da et al., p. 3) and biases introduced through wording 

(Plous, 1993, pp. 75–76). Moreover, as Qui and welch (2004, p. 12) point out, the investor samples 

may not be representatives for the whole investor population. 

Therefore, our results may stem from wrong measures of true investor sentiment. However, our 

results are similar for multiple sentiment measures used. In total, one financial sentiment measure 

(BW), one survey-based measure (AAII), two variants of news-based measures (NYT PBS and NYT 

BS) for the main tests, and one variant of the news-based measure (NYT S&P) during an additional 

control test, do not show the expected results. Hence, we conclude that imprecision in the sentiment 

measures is at least not a very likely explanation for our unexpected results.  

 

5.3.2.   Time-dependence as a potential explanation for the results 

As a second potential explanation for our unexpected results, the influence of investor sentiment may 

be time-dependent and occur only during some periods. Blau’s (2017) extended period of time 

spanning 1980 until and including 2010 may be an underlying reason for his different results, since 

we investigate a subperiod of the beginning of 1987 until the middle of 2007. Thus, potentially, the 

impact of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks is on average strongest from 

1980 until 1987 and from the middle of 2007 until the end of 2010. Therefore, the expected influence 

of sentiment on next-month returns may exist but during different periods of time.  
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However, the relationship of investor sentiment and asset pricing should be consistent over time. As 

stated above, investor sentiment comprises investor beliefs that are “not justified by the facts at hand” 

(Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 129) but subject to biases and heuristics in decision-making (Barberis 

et al., 1998). Such biases and heuristics are largely assumed to be systematic, predictable (Kahneman 

and Tversky, 1974) and should therefore be time-independent. Thus, while the level of investor 

sentiment may change, the mechanisms between investor sentiment and asset pricing should also be 

systematic, predictable and thus, time-independent.  

As an alternative time-related explanation, investor sentiment may influence the behavior of skewed 

stocks as expected, but not on a monthly level. Many influences of investor sentiment on stock market 

responses have been reported for shorter intervals. Tetlock (2007) reports sentiment-driven stock 

responses over the course of a couple of days, Renault (2017) and Sun et al. (2016) find effects of 

sentiment on stocks on the intra-day level. Potentially, investors do increase their estimates for low 

probabilities of high returns for positively skewed stocks during periods of high investor sentiment, 

but they may do so depending on intraday or daily changes in sentiment. 

Alternatively, the effect of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed assets may be 

observable over extended periods of time. For example, Brown and Cliff (2004) do not observe any 

predictive power of investor sentiment for weekly and monthly intervals, but for intervals spanning 

three to five years (Brown and Cliff, 2005). Therefore, investors may adjust their probability 

assessments over the course of more long-term changes in investor sentiment, such as over the course 

of several months or years. 

 

5.3.3.   Marginal influence of sentiment on skewed stock pricing as a potential 

explanation for the results 

A third potential explanation for our unexpected results may be the insufficient or irrelevant influence 

of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks. For instance, the pricing of positively 

skewed stocks may be influenced by other, more relevant, factors than investor sentiment. 

For instance,  an additional potential influence may be economic growth. If the pricing of positively 

skewed stocks is independent of economic cycles, we should observe no pricing difference between 

the different economic states and consequently we should observe no difference in next-month returns 

of skewed stocks between the different economic states (Blau, 2017, p. 820). In line with this 
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expectation, as we can observe in Table 10, positively skewed stocks appear to underperform during 

periods following low, medium and high levels of GPD growth, indicated by the fact that all related 

regression coefficients for skewness are negative and statistically significant. However, the sizes of 

the coefficients indicate a pattern that the underperformance is actually strongest following weak 

GDP growth: The relationship of next-month returns and skewness is -0.62 following periods of low 

GDP growth and therefore considerably lower compared to returns following medium GDP growth 

(skewness coefficient: -0.374) and high GDP growth (skewness coefficient: -0.346) (Table 10).  

Those tests indicate that economic cycles, measured in GDP growth, may affect the pricing of 

positively skewed stocks. Notably, this again seems to stand in contrast to Blau (2017) who reports: 

“Results from these unreported tests indicate that the underperformance of stocks with positive 

skewness is not necessarily driven by fluctuations in the business cycle. For instance, the Fama and 

MacBeth (1973) coefficients on our measures of skewness are similar between economic states.”   

One may argue that investor sentiment may be influenced by GDP growth, since we find indications 

for a monotonic increase of stock performance both with improving GDP growth and improving 

sentiment. In that sense, potentially investor sentiment may still affect the pricing of positively 

skewed stocks. Intuitively, macroeconomic information such as GDP growth will affect investor 

sentiment: “In fact, we should expect investor sentiment to be endogenous to macroeconomic events. 

News arrives daily - some of it will affect investor sentiment and some of it will not.” (Da et al., 2015, 

p. 28).  

Nevertheless, as stated in the theory chapter, investor sentiment is not defined by rational investor 

expectations but, instead, investor sentiment is defined by the fraction of expectations that “is not 

justified by the facts at hand” (Baker and Wurgler, 2007, p. 129) because it derives from biases and 

heuristics in cognition and decision-making (Barberis et al., 1998). Thus, when researching the 

influence of investor sentiment, we must be careful to separate irrational investor sentiment from 

rational future expectations. Since we cannot make such a separation based on our results, it seems 

possible that the pricing of positively skewed stocks is in fact only minorly influenced by investor 

sentiment or not at all influenced by investor sentiment. 
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5.4.   Implications with regard to the EMH 
This section discusses implications of our findings discussed in section 5.2 and 5.3 for the EMH. As 

a first, more conservative interpretation, in line with the EMH, there may exist a rational explanation 

for the negative premium on positively skewed stocks. For instance, return skewness may be a proxy 

for risk factors omitted in the asset pricing models used by us and other research on positively skewed 

stocks (Blau, 2017; Boyer et al., 2009; Conrad et al., 2013; Mitton and Vorkink, 2007).  

On the other hand, Barberis and Huang (2008) offer a plausible explanation for the overpricing of 

positively skewed stocks that would contradict the notion of market efficiency. Following their 

reasoning, the underperformance of positively stocks results from an irrational investor decision-

making. As a consequence, this market anomaly would in fact results from mispricing what implied 

a violation of the EMH (Fama and French, 2008, p. 1676). 

A convincing indication for an influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed 

stocks would have added weight to an interpretation for the underperformance of positively skewed 

stocks through the lense of behavioral finance. However, our findings regarding the role of investor 

sentiment in this market anomaly are inconclusive so that we refrain from contributing any 

interpretation of our results to the discussion about market efficiency. 

 

5.5.   Discussion of results not directly related to our study 
This section discusses the results that are not in the focus of our study but may have caught the 

attention of the reader. Those are results that seem to contradict prior research on factors related to 

asset pricing. In particular, our data reveals surprising results regarding the size effect and illiquidity 

premium that will be discussed in the following. 

5.5.1.   Size and next-month returns 

As the first unexpected result, LN(size) is positively related to next-months returns (Table 6; Table 7; 

Table 8; Table 9), which is surprising considering the large body of literature on the size effect (e.g. 

Banz, 1981; Fama and French, 1995). In line with prior research, we would expect average returns to 

decrease with growing firm size. However, we find the opposite effect and firms on average earn 

higher returns with increasing market capitalization.  

A potential explanation for the unexpected relationship of size and next-month-returns could be the 

inversion of the size effect as reported by van Dijk (2011) from 1982 to 1999 when smaller firms 
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earned lower average returns compared to large firms. Further tests displayed in Appendix 2 (Table 

15), however, show that the inverted size effect in our data exists not only from 2000 until 2007 but 

also from 1987 until 1999. Based on these tests, we do not find indications for a time effect of of the 

size premium so that other explanations may be more likely for for this surprising observation. 

5.5.2.   Liquidity and next-month returns 

The second unexpected result is the negative relationship of illiquidity and return that is contrary to 

the documented liquidity premium (Amihud, 2002; Amihud et al., 2015), according to which we 

would expect stocks on average earn higher returns the less liquid they are. Again, this unexpected  

result could stem from variances in the effect over different periods of time: For instance, Amihud 

(2002) report a reduced illiquidity premium from 1981 until 1997 compared to pre-1981. Yet, our 

tests for different time periods indicate only minor fluctuations and the coefficients stay considerably 

negative throughout different sub-periods (Appendix 2, Table 15). Hence, we do not find any 

indications of a time-dependence of the illiquidity premium.  

However, the increased consistent demand for stocks with high liquidity during stock market crashes 

might be an explanation for the unexpected relationship of liquidity and next-month returns. 

Potentially, the existence of several market declines, such as during October 1987 and as part of the 

set-backs of technology stocks in 2000, might be reasons for the underperformance of illiquid stocks 

as a “flight to liquidity” has been observed during stock market crashes, considerably depressing 

returns of illiquid stocks (Amihud, 2002, p. 45).  

There might, furthermore, exist an underlying reason explaining both the unexpected results for the 

illiquidity and the size effect as the stock characteristics may be related. For instance, smaller stocks 

can be subject to higher illiquidity. In line with this reasoning, Amihud and Mendelson (1986) find 

that the size effect disappears when introducing illiquidity as an explanatory factor. Similar seasonal 

effects with strong pronunciation during January have been documented for both size effect (Schultz, 

1983) and illiquidity effect (Eleswarapu and Reinganum, 1993). However, these findings have been 

contradicted by other research and in our data we see that illiquidity and size are in fact slightly 

negatively correlated (at –0.0854) (Table 4). We cannot finally conclude why we find these 

unexpected results for size and illiquidity.  
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5.6.   Limitations of the study 
We want to highlight the limitations of our research approach that result from our decisions in the 

research strategy and the methods used. These limitations will be explained in the following including 

interpretations of the impact on the reliability, validity, and generalizability. 

Limitations of our study may derive from lost observations in the processing of our financial data. It 

should be noted that we lost a considerable amount of observations in the merging process of 

company data from the CRSP and Compustat and the computation and winsorizing of the control 

variables. For instance, the computation of the skewness variable based on a six-month-rolling 

window reduced the testable sample size from 1,033,089 to 726,735 stock month observations. As 

we required the development of the control variables, these lost observations were a necessity for our 

research. Nevertheless, the resulting reduction of our sample implies that our results may not be 

generalizable for all stock-month observations within our time range. 

Furthermore, limitations exist regarding the validity of the sentiment measures used. Regarding the 

New York Times-based sentiment measures, the sentiment extraction through algorithmic 

processing, improper selection criteria of articles or improper content may make the NYT PBS, NYT 

BS, and the control measure, NYT S&P inadequate measures of true sentiment. Additionally, also the 

validity of the further sentiment measures used may be limited. Since the difficulties of investor 

sentiment measures are a key aspect of our thesis, more detailed discussions of the sentiment 

measures' limitations can be found in 5.3.1. 

 

Moreover, the statistical tests we employed suffer limitations. For instance, the separation of investor 

sentiment into three terciles has been used in prior research (Antoniou et al., 2013; Blau, 2017) but is 

arbitrary. Potentially a different separation may retrieve different results, even though such a 

separation again would be most likely arbitrary. Furthermore, a potential limitation of our correlation 

analyses conducted is that we do not include other explanatory factors that might influence the 

variables. For instance, if we observe a significant relationship between two sentiment variables, we 

cannot conclude that this relationship will hold if we would introduce other variables.  

Additional limitations the reader should bear in mind is the limited generalizability of our results over 

time. Due to the date range of the New York Times corpus we use to create two novel news-based 

measures, the analyzed period is limited to January 1987 until June 2007. While this time span should 

allow us to observe systematic patterns in asset pricing during this period, they may not be applicable 
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to asset pricing before or after. Additionally, since we focus our research on the US stock market, 

cultural differences or other factors limit the generalizability of our findings to other geographic 

markets. 

 

5.7.   Implications for future research 
Considering our results and the limitations discussed, we identify several avenues for potential future 

research. First, the weak and few correlations of the sentiment measures used in the study may suggest 

the requirement for a more optimal sentiment measure that captures the common variation of the 

sentiment measures and is corrected for macroeconomic influences. Such a measure, for instance, 

may be created using a similar methodology based on principal component analysis, employed by 

Baker and Wurgler (2006). However, whereas Baker and Wurgler (2006), as explained, base their 

sentiment measure on financial metric, such a measure may take into account a broader set of different 

types of sentiment measures to reduce the ambiguity of financial sentiment measures (Da et al., 2015, 

p. 2).  

Furthermore, future research may adress the potential explanations for the unexpected results 

discussed in section 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3. For instance may the effect of investor sentiment on the 

underperformance of positively skewed stocks be research over longer time horizons as prior research 

suggest some stock pricing phenomena might be related to long-term impact of investor sentiment 

(Brown and Cliff, 2005). 

Another potential avenue for future research is the investigation of potential other psychological 

influences on the pricing of positively skewed stocks. Kumar (2009) reports that the demand for 

lottery-type stocks increases during economic recessions. As lottery-type stocks are partly defined by 

high positive skewness (Kumar, 2009, p. 1891), the demand for positively skewed stocks may 

actually be highest during recessions as well so that their overpricing is strongest during such 

economic states. Our results from the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions indeed indicate that 

positively skewed stocks are priced higher during periods of low economic growth so that future 

research may focus on psychological effects of higher demand for positively skewed stocks during 

recressions. 
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6.  Conclusion  
 
Due to the relevant implications of the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) for investors (Fama, 

1970), corporate financial managers (Brealey et al., 2014, pp. 336-340), and the economy (Fama, 

1970, p. 383), research should strive to discover and investigate any potential phenomena that may 

challenge the concept of market efficiency (Barberis and Thaler, 2003, p. 1057). Based on the two 

main assumptions of behavioral finance, limits to arbitrage and investor psychology (Barberis and 

Thaler, 2003, pp. 1055-1056), we investigate whether the underperformance of stocks with positively 

skewed returns (Blau, 2017, Conrad et al., 2013) is influenced by investor sentiment. If we discovered 

such an influence, it would present challenging evidence with regard to the EMH, because it 

supported a behavioral explanation for the underperformance of positively skewed stocks (Barberis 

and Huang, 2008) and supported the assumption that investor psychology influences asset prices. 

To that end, we construct two news-based sentiment measures by analyzing political and business-

related articles of the New York Times over two decades. Because the measurement of true investor 

sentiment can be ambiguous (Chan et al., 2017; Qui and Welch, 2004), we analyze whether the New 

York Times-based measures correlate with other common measures of investor sentiment. We 

conclude that the New York Times-based measures capture a fraction of investor sentiment, although 

this fraction may be limited. Therefore, it appears as if a large-scale analysis of political and business-

related news articles of a popular newspaper can approximate some investor sentiment but that it 

should be used with careful considerations of its potential limitations. Our analyses further indicate 

that the validity of most, potentially all, sentiment measures used in the study, is limited. Their 

correlations indicate that the intersection of the true investor sentiment measured is small.  

We confirm the existence of a stock market anomaly in the form of inferior returns for positively 

skewed stocks that are not explained by a four-factor asset pricing model based on the Fama and 

French (1996) factors and momentum (Carhart, 1997). This anomaly is statistically significant and 

economically relevant. However, our analyses of the relationship between investor sentiment and this 

anomaly do not reveal that the pricing of stocks with positively skewed return distributions is 

influenced by investor sentiment. In contrast to our expectations, positively skewed stocks do not 

appear to underperform the most following periods of high investor sentiment. Therefore, with regard 

to the validity of the EMH, our results do not indicate that any market inefficiencies result from the 

influence of investor sentiment on the pricing of positively skewed stocks.   
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Appendix 1: Summary statistics across sentiment states  
The following appendix presents the mean values for beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market 

capitalization), BM (book-to-market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), 

Illiq (illiquidity of stocks), skewness (total skewness of return) and IdioSkew (idiosyncratic 

skewness).  

Table 11 reports the mean values for the used variables in the study over low, medium and high NYT 

PBS sentiment.  

 

TABLE 11: MEAN VALUES OF THE VARIABLES OVER NYT PBS SENTIMENT STATES  

Mean values over NYT PBS sentiment states 
Variable Low sentiment Medium sentiment High sentiment 
Beta 1.16 1.03 0.97 
Size  1.61 1.3 1.25 
BM 0.68 0.69 0.72 
Mom 0.16 0.15 0.13 
Illiq 0.11 0.14 0.17 
Skewness 0.23 0.25 0.25 
IdioSkew 0.19 0.2 0.19 

 
 

Table 12 reports the mean values for the used variables in the study over low, medium and high NYT 

BS sentiment.  

 

TABLE 12: MEAN VALUES OF THE VARIABLES OVER NYT BS SENTIMENT STATES  

Mean values over NYT BS sentiment states 
Variable Low sentiment Medium sentiment High sentiment 
Beta 1.15 1.06 0.95 
Size  1.56  1.39 1.22 
BM 0.69 0.68 0.71 
Mom 0.15 0.15 0.13 
Illiq 0.12  0.13 0.17 
Skewness 0.24 0.24 0.25 
IdioSkew 0.19 0.20 0.19 
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Table 13 reports the mean values for the used variables in the study over low, medium and high BW 

sentiment.  

TABLE 13: MEAN VALUES OF THE VARIABLES OVER BW SENTIMENT STATES  

Mean values over BW sentiment states 
Variable Low sentiment Medium sentiment High sentiment 
Beta 1.06  1.06 1.05 
Size  1.45 1.42 1.30 
BM 0.71 0.68 0.69 
Mom 0.14  0.15 0.14 
Illiq 0.15 0.13 0.14 
Skewness 0.24 0.23 0.25 
IdioSkew 0.19 0.19 0.20 

 
 

Table 14 reports the mean values for the used variables in the study over low, medium and high AAII 

sentiment.  

 

TABLE 14: MEAN VALUES OF THE VARIABLES OVER AAII SENTIMENT STATES 

Mean values over AAII sentiment states 
Variable Low sentiment Medium sentiment High sentiment 
Beta 1.07 1.00 1.04 
Size  1.27 1.37 1.52 
BM 0.72 0.69 0.68 
Mom 0.08 0.14 0.20 
Illiq 0.16 0.14 0.12 
Skewness 0.21 0.27 0.27 
IdioSkew 0.17 0.21 0.23 
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Appendix 2: Testing for sub-periods  
 

The following table reports the regression output for two sub-periods. These two periods are (in the 

second column) between 1987 and 1999 as well as (third column) between 2000 and 2007.  

 

TABLE 15: TESTING FOR SUB-PERIODS 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  Skewness  and  sub-‐periods  

     All  observations   Period  1987-‐1999   Period  2000-‐2007  

Intercept   1.531***   1.403***   1.731***  

   (0.26)   (0.36)   (0.36)  
Beta   -‐0.016   0.046*   -‐0.111  

   (0.03)   (0.02)   (0.06)  

LN(size)   0.129**   0.125*   0.136*  

   (0.04)   (0.05)   (0.05)  

LN(BM)   0.725***   0.617***   0.894***  

   (0.10)   (0.13)   (0.14)  
Mom   0.704***   0.910***   0.381*  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.17)  

Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐0.543*   -‐0.794*  

   (0.21)   (0.25)   (0.37)  

Skewness   -‐0.451***   -‐0.459***     -‐0.438**  

     (0.07)     (0.07)   (0.14)  

p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  

The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  
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Appendix 3: Development over time and regression output for 
NYT S&P 
The following appendix reports the development of the NYT S&P sentiment proxy over time. The 

NYT S&P is developed using daily news articles from the New York Times between January 1987 to 

June 2007 that explicitly mentions a company in the S&P500 index during this time-frame.  

 

The “NYT S&P 500 Proxy” is the most stock market-specific sentiment measure and includes 84,383 

articles that are filtered on whether they include at least one name of the companies included in the 

S&P 500 index between 1987 and 2007 at least once. To ensure that companies can be filtered when 

their trivial name is mentioned, we clean their legal names of any suffix such as “Corp”, “Holding”, 

“Inc”. To decrease the likelihood that we filter any unintended articles that are not related to S&P 

500 companies, we exclude any company names that are very generic such as “Southern”, Gateway”, 

“American Stores” in addition to any companies that are only left with three letters after the cleaning 

of their legal name suffix.    

 

 
FIGURE 6: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NYT S&P OVER TIME  

 

The following table reports the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions over NYT S&P sentiment states 

for the variables beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market capitalization), BM (book-to-market 
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ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), Illiq (illiquidity of stocks), and 

skewness (total skewness of return).  

 

TABLE 16: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSION OUTPUT FOR NYT S&P 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  the  NYT  S&P  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.531***   1.509***   1.504***   1.516***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.26)  
Beta   -‐0.016   -‐0.009   0.008   -‐0.032  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.129**   0.106*   0.127**   0.147***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.725***   0.657***   0.737***   0.713***  

   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.704***   0.697***   0.682***   0.699***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.12)   (0.11)  
Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐0.708**   -‐0.496*   -‐0.604*  

   (0.21)   (0.23)   (0.22)   (0.26)  
Skewness   -‐0.451***   -‐0.472***   -‐0.476***   -‐0.401***  

   (0.07)   (0.08)   (0.08)   (0.07)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  
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Appendix 4: Development of the GDPG over time  
 
The following appendix reports the development of the GDPG (quarterly GDP growth) over time. 

 
FIGURE 7: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GDP GROWTH OVER TIME  
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Appendix 5: Development over time and regression output for 
Delta NYT PBS  
 
The following appendix reports the development of the Delta NYT PBS sentiment proxy over time. 

This variable is the change in the NYT PBS sentiment variable between time-periods.  

 
FIGURE 8: THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE NYT S&P OVER TIME 

 
The following table reports the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions over Delta NYT PBS sentiment 

states for the variables beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market capitalization), BM (book-to-

market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), Illiq (illiquidity of stocks), 

and skewness (total skewness of return).  
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TABLE 17: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSION OUTPUT FOR DELTA NYT S&P 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  skewness  and  Delta  NYT  proxy  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.531***   1.532***   1.518***   1.513***  

   (0.26)   (0.27)   (0.26)   (0.26)  
Beta   -‐0.016   -‐0.011   -‐0.024   -‐0.008  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.129**   0.131**   0.139**   0.125**  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.725***   0.759***   0.686***   0.713***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.10)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.704***   0.700***   0.708***   0.737***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.12)   (0.11)  
Illiq   -‐0.641**   -‐0.599*   -‐0.690**   -‐0.578*  

   (0.21)   (0.26)   (0.22)   (0.24)  
Skewness   -‐0.451***   -‐0.424***   -‐0.514***   -‐0.418***  

   (0.07)   (0.07)     (0.09)   (0.08)    
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001            
Values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  
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Appendix 6: Regressions for IdioVolt and the NYT PBS 
 
The following appendix reports the Fama and MacBeth (1973) regression output for the sentiment 

variable NYT PBS when introducing IdioVolt into the regression.  

 

Table 18 reports the regression outputs for return and for sentiment states using the NYT PBS proxy, 

with the following variables: beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market capitalization), BM 

(book-to-market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), Illiq (illiquidity of 

stocks), IdioVolt (the standard deviation of the residual, using Fama and French (1993) three factor 

model plus momentum to estimate the residual, over the last 180-days) and skewness (total skewness 

of return). 

TABLE 18: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSIONS INCLUDING IDIOVOLT FOR NYT PBS 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  with  IdioVolt  and  NYT  PBS  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.988***   1.862***   1.939***   2.041***  

   (0.27)   (0.27)   (0.28)   (0.27)  
Beta   0.010   0.000   0.026   0.004  

   (0.02)   (0.02)   (0.02)   (0.02)  
LN(size)   0.047   0.038   0.051   0.046  

   (0.03)   (0.04)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(BM)   0.546***   0.471***   0.547***   0.546***  

   (0.08)   (0.08)   (0.08)   (0.08)  
Mom   0.701***   0.774***   0.700***   0.671***  

   (0.09)   (0.11)   (0.10)   (0.11)  
Illiq   -‐0.164   -‐0.224   -‐0.084   0.058  

   (0.27)   (0.32)   (0.29)   (0.33)  
IdioVolt   -‐24.740***   -‐22.079**   -‐23.021***   -‐27.981***  

   (6.45)   (7.04)   (6.56)   (6.63)  
Skewness   -‐0.349***   -‐0.324***   -‐0.430***   -‐0.282***  
     (0.06)   (0.08)   (0.07)   (0.07)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  
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Appendix 7: Economic relevance of the regression coefficients 
 
The following appendix reports the economic relevance for the variables across the sentiment 

variables NYT PBS, NYT BS, the BW measure and the AAII proxy.  

Table 19 reports the economic relevance over NYT PBS sentiment states for skewness and is 

calculated as the regression coefficient times the standard deviation.  

 

TABLE 19: ECONOMIC RELEVANCE FOR NYT PBS FOR SKEWNESS 

Economic significance of the coefficients in the skewness regressions for NYT PBS 
  All observations Low sentiment Medium sentiment High sentiment 
Beta -0,03088 -0,05211 0,00965 -0,04246 
LN(size) 1,12488 0,9156 1,1336 1,19464 
LN(BM) 0,31175 0,2709 0,31003 0,3139 
Mom 0,41536 0,45902 0,40356 0,39589 
Illiq -0,16025 -0,16425 -0,12925 -0,124 
Skewness  -0,20295 -0,1764 -0,23625 -0,1836 

 
Table 20 reports the economic relevance over NYT PB sentiment states for skewness and is calculated 

as the regression coefficient times the standard deviation 

 
 
TABLE 20: ECONOMIC RELEVANCE FOR NYT BS FOR SKEWNESS  

Economic significance of the coefficients in the skewness regressions for NYT BS 
  All observations Low sentiment Medium sentiment High sentiment 
Beta -0,03088 -0,00579 -0,04439 -0,01737 
LN(size) 1,12488 0,99408 0,95048 1,2644 
LN(BM) 0,31175 0,29412 0,2838 0,31648 
Mom 0,41536 0,47082 0,36639 0,36462 
Illiq -0,16025 -0,15675 -0,144 -0,13475 
Skewness -0,20295 -0,216 -0,1998 -0,18135 

 

Table 21 reports the economic relevance over NYT PBS sentiment states for IdioSkew and is 

calculated as the regression coefficient times the standard deviation.  
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TABLE 21: ECONOMIC RELEVANCE FOR NYT PBS FOR IDIOSKEW 

Economic significance of the coefficients in the IdioSkew regressions for NYT PBS 
  All observations Low sentiment Medium sentiment High sentiment 
Beta -0,02509 -0,04439 0,01544 -0,03667 
LNsize 1,16848 0,95048 1,1772 1,23824 
LNBM 0,31261 0,27133 0,31132 0,31519 
Mom 0,413 0,45784 0,39943 0,39294 
Illiq -0,156 -0,1595 -0,12425 -0,1205 
IdioSkew -0,2325 -0,201 -0,2665 -0,2105 

 

Table 22 reports the economic relevance over NYT BS sentiment states for IdioSkew and is calculated 

as the regression coefficient times the standard deviation.  

 

TABLE 22: ECONOMIC RELEVANCE FOR NYT BS FOR IDIOSKEW 

Economic  significance  of  the  coefficients  in  the  IdioSkew  regressions  for  NYT  BS  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Beta   -‐0,02509   0   -‐0,04053   -‐0,01351  
LNsize   1,16848   1,03768   0,97664   1,308  
LNBM   0,31261   0,29455   0,28423   0,31777  
Mom   0,413   0,46787   0,36462   0,36167  
Illiq   -‐0,156   -‐0,1515   -‐0,14025   -‐0,13175  
IdioSkew   -‐0,2325   -‐0,238   -‐0,2345   -‐0,206  
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Appendix 8: Regressions for lowest 10% and highest 10% of 
skewness for the NYT BS 
The following appendix reports the regression outputs for the lowest 10% off skewed stocks and the 

10% of the highest skewed stocks, when sorting for investor sentiment states with the NYT BS proxy.  

Table 23 reports the regression outputs when recoding the skewness variable to 1 (the stock is part of 

the lowest 10% of the skewness distribution) or otherwise zero. Beta (defined as the CAPM beta), 

size (market capitalization), BM (book-to-market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 

12 months) and Illiq (illiquidity of stocks). 

 

TABLE 23: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSIONS FOR THE LOWEST 10% OF SKEWED STOCKS 

FOR NYT BS 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  lowest  10%  of  skewness  for  NYT  BS  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.460***   1.419***   1.386***   1.491***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.27)  
Beta   -‐0.023   -‐0.011   -‐0.028   -‐0.017  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.149***   0.133**   0.127**   0.163***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.741***   0.698***   0.677***   0.748***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.695***   0.790***   0.610***   0.609***  

   (0.10)   (0.12)   (0.11)   (0.12)  
Illiq   -‐0.623**   -‐0.617*   -‐0.561*   -‐0.514  

   (0.21)   (0.24)   (0.23)   (0.31)  
Low  skew   0.047   0.032   -‐0.007   0.077  

   (0.08)   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.09)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  

 

Table 24 reports the regression outputs when recoding the skewness variable to 1 (the stock is part of 

the highest 10% of the skewness distribution) or otherwise zero. Beta (defined as the CAPM beta), 

size (market capitalization), BM (book-to-market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 

12 months) and Illiq (illiquidity of stocks). 
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TABLE 24: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSIONS FOR THE HIGHEST 10% OF SKEWED STOCKS 

FOR NYT BS 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  highest  10%  of  skewness  for  NYT  BS  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.485***   1.452***   1.408***   1.512***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.27)  
Beta   -‐0.020   -‐0.009   -‐0.026   -‐0.014  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.148***   0.132**   0.127**   0.162***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.743***   0.703***   0.677***   0.751***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.693***   0.787***   0.608***   0.606***  

   (0.10)   (0.12)   (0.11)   (0.12)  
Illiq   -‐0.642**   -‐0.634**   -‐0.576*   -‐0.533  

   (0.21)   (0.24)   (0.23)   (0.31)  
High  skew   -‐0.251***   -‐0.340*   -‐0.236   -‐0.100  

   (0.07)   (0.13)   (0.13)   (0.11)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001            
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  errors  with  3  lags  
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Appendix 9: Fama and MacBeth (1973) regressions with IdioSkew 
 
The following Appendix report the regression output for stock return when exchanging the skewness 

variable for IdioSkew for the sentiment variables NYT PBS, NYT BS, BW and AAII.  

 

Table 25 reports the regression outputs for return and for sentiment states using the NYT PBS proxy, 

with the following variables: beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market capitalization), BM 

(book-to-market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), Illiq (illiquidity of 

stocks), IdioVolt (the standard deviation of the residual, using Fama and French (1993) three factor 

model plus momentum to estimate the residual, over the last 180-days) and IdioSkew (idiosyncratic 

skewness). 

 

TABLE 25: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSIONS FOR IDIOSKEW AND NYT PBS  

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  IdioSkew  and  NYT  PBS  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.514***   1.442***   1.499***   1.510***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.27)   (0.26)  
Beta   -‐0.013   -‐0.023   0.008   -‐0.019  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.134***   0.109*   0.135**   0.142***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.727***   0.631***   0.724***   0.733***  

   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.10)  
Mom   0.700***   0.776***   0.677***   0.666***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)   (0.12)  
Illiq   -‐0.624**   -‐0.638*   -‐0.497*   -‐0.482  

   (0.21)   (0.25)   (0.23)   (0.28)  
IdioSkew   -‐0.465***     -‐0.402***     -‐0.533***     -‐0.421***  

   (0.06)   (0.07)   (0.07)   (0.07)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  error  with  3  lags  

 

Table 26 reports the regression outputs for return and for sentiment states using the NYT BS proxy, 

with the following variables: beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market capitalization), BM 

(book-to-market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), Illiq (illiquidity of 

stocks), IdioVolt (the standard deviation of the residual, using Fama and French (1993) three factor 
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model plus momentum to estimate the residual, over the last 180-days) and IdioSkew (idiosyncratic 

skewness). 

 

TABLE 26: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSIONS FOR IDIOSKEW AND NYT BS  

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  IdioSkew  and  NYT  BS  sentiment  proxy  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.514***   1.474***   1.435***   1.551***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.27)  
Beta   -‐0.013   -‐0.000   -‐0.021   -‐0.007  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.134***   0.119**   0.112**   0.150***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.727***   0.685***   0.661***   0.739***  

   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.700***   0.793***   0.618***   0.613***  

   (0.10)   (0.12)   (0.11)   (0.12)  
Illiq   -‐0.624**   -‐0.606*   -‐0.561*   -‐0.527  

   (0.21)   (0.24)   (0.23)   (0.31)  
IdioSkew   -‐0.465***   -‐0.476***   -‐0.469***   -‐0.412***  

   (0.06)   (0.07)   (0.07)   (0.07)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  error  with  3  lags  

 

Table 27 reports the regression outputs for return and for sentiment states using the BW proxy, with 

the following variables: beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market capitalization), BM (book-to-

market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), Illiq (illiquidity of stocks), 

IdioVolt (the standard deviation of the residual, using Fama and French (1993) three factor model 

plus momentum to estimate the residual, over the last 180-days) and IdioSkew (idiosyncratic 

skewness). 
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TABLE 27: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSIONS FOR IDIOSKEW AND BW  

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  IdioSkew  and  BW  sentiment  proxy  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.514***   1.481***   1.513***   1.520***  

   (0.26)   (0.26)   (0.25)   (0.27)  
Beta   -‐0.013   0.005   -‐0.019   -‐0.021  

   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)   (0.03)  
LN(size)   0.134***   0.123**   0.112**   0.158***  

   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)   (0.04)  
LN(BM)   0.727***   0.733***   0.691***   0.730***  

   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.10)   (0.11)  
Mom   0.700***   0.733***   0.656***   0.689***  

   (0.10)   (0.11)   (0.11)   (0.11)  
Illiq   -‐0.624**   -‐0.698**   -‐0.704**   -‐0.394  

   (0.21)   (0.23)   (0.22)   (0.25)  
IdioSkew   -‐0.465***     -‐0.481***   -‐0.481***   -‐0.425***  

   (0.06)   (0.07)   (0.07)   (0.06)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  error  with  3  lags  

 

Table 28 reports the regression outputs for return and for sentiment states using the AAII proxy, with 

the following variables: beta (defined as the CAPM beta), size (market capitalization), BM (book-to-

market ratio), Mom (momentum and the return over the last 12 months), Illiq (illiquidity of stocks), 

IdioVolt (the standard deviation of the residual, using Fama and French (1993) three factor model 

plus momentum to estimate the residual, over the last 180-days) and IdioSkew (idiosyncratic 

skewness). 
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TABLE 28: FAMA AND MACBETH (1973) REGRESSIONS FOR IDIOSKEW AND AAII 

Fama  and  MacBeth  (1973)  regressions  for  IdioSkew  and  AAII  sentiment  proxy  
     All  observations   Low  sentiment   Medium  sentiment   High  sentiment  
Intercept   1.514***   1.724***   1.025*   1.839***  

   (0.26)   (0.44)   (0.43)   (0.41)  
Beta   -‐0.013   0.021   -‐0.023   -‐0.041  

   (0.03)   (0.04)   (0.05)   (0.06)  
LN(size)   0.134***   0.095   0.175**   0.134  

   (0.04)   (0.07)   (0.06)   (0.09)  
LN(BM)   0.727***   0.456***   0.806***   0.965***  

   (0.10)   (0.12)   (0.16)   (0.20)  
Mom   0.700***   0.635***   0.715***   0.764***  

   (0.10)   (0.17)   (0.17)   (0.18)  
Illiq   -‐0.624**   -‐1.497***   0.011   -‐0.379  

   (0.21)   (0.34)   (0.28)   (0.40)  
IdioSkew   -‐0.465***     -‐0.528***     -‐0.484***   -‐0.363*  

   (0.06)   (0.09)   (0.09)   (0.14)  
p:  *=0.05,  **=0.01,  ***=0.001  
The  values  in  ()  represents  the  Newey-‐West  (1987)  standard  error  with  3  lags  
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Appendix 10: Rstudio code  
The following appendix will present the R-studio code used in the study. The code was used to 
create the two sentiment proxies NYT PBS and NYT BS.  

 

####################SLICE AND ANALYZE SENTIMENT########################### 
 
######################################## 
#########LOAD DATASETS############## 
######################################## 
 
########## Year(s) 20002002 
##### Data Loading, convert to rds, read rds - Do once per initial dataset!##### 
 
# Load dyplr  
library(dplyr) 
library(readstata13) 
 
# Load data 
data_20002002  <- readstata13::read.dta13("Year_2004-2007.dta") 
 
# save as rds 
saveRDS(data_20002002, file = "Year_2004-2007.rds") 
 
# load as rds 
data_20002002_rds <- readRDS("Year_2004-2007.rds") 
 
 
########## Year(s) 2003 
##### Data Loading, convert to rds, read rds - Do once per initial dataset!##### 
 
# Load dyplr  
library(dplyr) 
library(readstata13) 
 
# Load data 
data_2003  <- readstata13::read.dta13("Year_2003.dta") 
 
# save as rds 
saveRDS(data_2003, file = "Year_2003.rds") 
 
# load as rds 
data_2003_rds <- readRDS("Year_2003.rds") 
 
 
########## Year(s) 20002002 
##### Data Loading, convert to rds, read rds - Do once per initial dataset!##### 
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# Load dyplr  
library(dplyr) 
library(readstata13) 
 
# Load data 
data_20002002  <- readstata13::read.dta13("Year_2000-2002.dta") 
 
# save as rds 
saveRDS(data_20002002, file = "Year_20002002.rds") 
 
# load as rds 
data_20002002_rds <- readRDS("Year_20002002.rds") 
 
 
########## Year(s) 19971999 
##### Data Loading, convert to rds, read rds - Do once per initial dataset!##### 
 
# Load dyplr  
#library(dplyr) 
#library(readstata13) 
 
# Load data 
data_19971999  <- readstata13::read.dta13("Year_1997-1999.dta") 
 
# save as rds 
saveRDS(data_19971999, file = "Year_19971999.rds") 
 
# load as rds 
data_19971999_rds <- readRDS("Year_19971999.rds") 
 
########## Year(s) 19941996 
##### Data Loading, convert to rds, read rds - Do once per initial dataset!##### 
 
# Load dyplr  
#library(dplyr) 
#library(readstata13) 
 
# Load data 
data_19941996  <- readstata13::read.dta13("Year_1994-1996.dta") 
 
# save as rds 
saveRDS(data_19941996, file = "Year_19941996.rds") 
 
# load as rds 
data_19941996_rds <- readRDS("Year_19941996.rds") 
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########## Year(s) 19911993 
##### Data Loading, convert to rds, read rds - Do once per initial dataset!##### 
 
# Load dyplr  
#library(dplyr) 
#library(readstata13) 
 
# Load data 
data_19911993  <- readstata13::read.dta13("Year_1991-1993.dta") 
 
# save as rds 
saveRDS(data_19911993, file = "Year_19911993.rds") 
 
# load as rds 
data_19911993_rds <- readRDS("Year_19911993.rds") 
 
 
########## Year(s) 19871990 
##### Data Loading, convert to rds, read rds - Do once per initial dataset!##### 
 
# Load dyplr  
#library(dplyr) 
#library(readstata13) 
 
# Load data 
data_19871990  <- readstata13::read.dta13("Year_1987-1990.dta") 
 
# save as rds 
saveRDS(data_19871990, file = "Year_19871990.rds") 
 
# load as rds 
data_19871990_rds <- readRDS("Year_19871990.rds") 
 
 
 
######################################## 
##########ANALYZE SUBSETS############### 
###################################### 
###########YEAR(S) 20042007############# 
################################## 
########################### 
################### 
############### FIRST SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIRST subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 1 to 
30,000) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
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slice_20042007 <- slice(data_20042007_rds, 1:30000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment  
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20042007 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20042007$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20042007  <- mutate(slice_20042007, SentimentLM = s_20042007$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_20042007$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_20042007$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20042007$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20042007, file ="sentiment_20042007_1_30000.rds") 
 
 
############### SECOND SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SECOND subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
30,001 to 60,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_20042007_2 <- slice(data_20042007_rds, 30001:60000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20042007_2 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20042007_2$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20042007_2  <- mutate(slice_20042007_2, SentimentLM = 
s_20042007_2$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20042007_2$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20042007_2$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20042007_2$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
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# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20042007_2, file ="sentiment_20042007_30001_60000.rds") 
 
 
############### THIRD SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the THIRD subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 60,001 
to 90,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_20042007_3 <- slice(data_20042007_rds, 60001:90000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20042007_3 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20042007_3$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20042007_3  <- mutate(slice_20042007_3, SentimentLM = 
s_20042007_3$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20042007_3$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20042007_3$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20042007_3$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20042007_3, file ="sentiment_20042007_60001_90000.rds") 
 
 
############### FOURTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FOURTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
90,001 to 120000) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_20042007_4 <- slice(data_20042007_rds, 90001:120000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
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library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20042007_4 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20042007_4$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20042007_4  <- mutate(slice_20042007_4, SentimentLM = 
s_20042007_4$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20042007_4$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20042007_4$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20042007_4$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20042007_4, file ="sentiment_20042007_90001_120000.rds") 
 
############### FIFTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FOURTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
120,001 to 129,937) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_20042007_5 <- slice(data_20042007_rds, 120001:129937)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20042007_5 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20042007_5$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20042007_5  <- mutate(slice_20042007_5, SentimentLM = 
s_20042007_5$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20042007_5$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20042007_5$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20042007_5$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20042007_5, file ="sentiment_20042007_120001_129937.rds") 
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###########YEAR(S) 2003############# 
################################## 
########################### 
################# 
############### FIRST SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIRST subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 1 to 
30,000) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_2003 <- slice(data_2003_rds, 1:30000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment  
start <- Sys.time() 
s_2003 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_2003$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_2003  <- mutate(slice_2003, SentimentLM = s_2003$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = 
s_2003$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_2003$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = 
s_2003$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_2003, file ="sentiment_2003_1_30000.rds") 
 
 
############### SECOND SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SECOND subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
30,001 to 60,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_2003_2 <- slice(data_2003_rds, 30001:60000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
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# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_2003_2 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_2003_2$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_2003_2  <- mutate(slice_2003_2, SentimentLM = s_2003_2$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_2003_2$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_2003_2$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_2003_2$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_2003_2, file ="sentiment_2003_30001_60000.rds") 
 
 
############### THIRD SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the THIRD subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 60,001 
to 78,701) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_2003_3 <- slice(data_2003_rds, 60001:78701)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_2003_3 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_2003_3$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_2003_3  <- mutate(slice_2003_3, SentimentLM = s_2003_3$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_2003_3$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_2003_3$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_2003_3$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_2003_3, file ="sentiment_2003_60001_78701.rds") 
 
 
###########YEAR(S) 20002002############# 
################################## 
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########################### 
################### 
############### FIRST SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIRST subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 1 to 
30,000) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_20002002 <- slice(data_20002002_rds, 1:30000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment  
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20002002 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20002002$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20002002  <- mutate(slice_20002002, SentimentLM = s_20002002$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_20002002$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_20002002$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20002002$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20002002, file ="sentiment_20002002_1_30000.rds") 
 
 
############### SECOND SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SECOND subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
30,001 to 60,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_20002002_2 <- slice(data_20002002_rds, 30001:60000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
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s_20002002_2 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20002002_2$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20002002_2  <- mutate(slice_20002002_2, SentimentLM = 
s_20002002_2$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20002002_2$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20002002_2$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20002002_2$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20002002_2, file ="sentiment_20002002_30001_60000.rds") 
 
 
############### THIRD SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the THIRD subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 60,001 
to 90,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_20002002_3 <- slice(data_20002002_rds, 60001:90000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20002002_3 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20002002_3$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20002002_3  <- mutate(slice_20002002_3, SentimentLM = 
s_20002002_3$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20002002_3$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20002002_3$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20002002_3$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20002002_3, file ="sentiment_20002002_60001_90000.rds") 
 
 
############### FOURTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FOURTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
90,001 to 120000) 
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# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_20002002_4 <- slice(data_20002002_rds, 90001:120000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20002002_4 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20002002_4$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20002002_4  <- mutate(slice_20002002_4, SentimentLM = 
s_20002002_4$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20002002_4$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20002002_4$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20002002_4$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20002002_4, file ="sentiment_20002002_90001_120000.rds") 
 
############### FIFTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIFTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
120,001 to 150,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_20002002_5 <- slice(data_20002002_rds, 120001:150000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20002002_5 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20002002_5$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
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sentiment_20002002_5  <- mutate(slice_20002002_5, SentimentLM = 
s_20002002_5$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20002002_5$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20002002_5$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20002002_5$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20002002_5, file ="sentiment_20002002_120001_150000.rds") 
 
 
############### SIXTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SIXTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
150,001 to 154,379) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_20002002_6 <- slice(data_20002002_rds, 150001:154379)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_20002002_6 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_20002002_5$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_20002002_6  <- mutate(slice_20002002_6, SentimentLM = 
s_20002002_6$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_20002002_6$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_20002002_6$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_20002002_6$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_20002002_6, file ="sentiment_20002002_150001_154379.rds") 
 
 
 
###########YEAR(S) 19971999############# 
################################## 
########################### 
################### 
############### FIRST SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIRST subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 1 to 
30,000) 
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# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_19971999 <- slice(data_19971999_rds, 1:30000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment  
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19971999 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19971999$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19971999  <- mutate(slice_19971999, SentimentLM = s_19971999$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_19971999$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_19971999$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19971999$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19971999, file ="sentiment_19971999_1_30000.rds") 
 
 
############### SECOND SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SECOND subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
30,001 to 60,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19971999_2 <- slice(data_19971999_rds, 30001:60000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19971999_2 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19971999_2$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
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sentiment_19971999_2  <- mutate(slice_19971999_2, SentimentLM = 
s_19971999_2$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19971999_2$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19971999_2$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19971999_2$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19971999_2, file ="sentiment_19971999_30001_60000.rds") 
 
 
############### THIRD SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the THIRD subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 60,001 
to 78,701) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19971999_3 <- slice(data_19971999_rds, 60001:78701)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19971999_3 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19971999_3$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19971999_3  <- mutate(slice_19971999_3, SentimentLM = 
s_19971999_3$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19971999_3$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19971999_3$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19971999_3$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19971999_3, file ="sentiment_19971999_60001_78701.rds") 
 
 
###########YEAR(S) 19941996############# 
################################## 
########################### 
################### 
############### FIRST SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIRST subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 1 to 
30,000) 
 
# split data 
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library(dplyr) 
slice_19941996 <- slice(data_19941996_rds, 1:30000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment  
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19941996 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19941996$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19941996  <- mutate(slice_19941996, SentimentLM = s_19941996$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_19941996$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_19941996$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19941996$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19941996, file ="sentiment_19941996_1_30000.rds") 
 
 
############### SECOND SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SECOND subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
30,001 to 60,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19941996_2 <- slice(data_19941996_rds, 30001:60000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19941996_2 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19941996_2$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
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sentiment_19941996_2  <- mutate(slice_19941996_2, SentimentLM = 
s_19941996_2$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19941996_2$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19941996_2$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19941996_2$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19941996_2, file ="sentiment_19941996_30001_60000.rds") 
 
 
############### THIRD SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the THIRD subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 60,001 
to 90,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19941996_3 <- slice(data_19941996_rds, 60001:90000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19941996_3 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19941996_3$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19941996_3  <- mutate(slice_19941996_3, SentimentLM = 
s_19941996_3$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19941996_3$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19941996_3$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19941996_3$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19941996_3, file ="sentiment_19941996_60001_90000.rds") 
 
 
############### FOURTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FOURTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
90,001 to 105,931) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_19941996_4 <- slice(data_19941996_rds, 90001:105931)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
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# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19941996_4 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19941996_4$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19941996_4  <- mutate(slice_19941996_4, SentimentLM = 
s_19941996_4$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19941996_4$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19941996_4$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19941996_4$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19941996_4, file ="sentiment_19941996_90001_105931.rds") 
 
 
###########YEAR(S) 19911993############# 
################################## 
########################### 
################### 
############### FIRST SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIRST subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 1 to 
30,000) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_19911993 <- slice(data_19911993_rds, 1:30000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment  
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19911993 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19911993$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
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sentiment_19911993  <- mutate(slice_19911993, SentimentLM = s_19911993$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_19911993$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_19911993$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19911993$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19911993, file ="sentiment_19911993_1_30000.rds") 
 
 
############### SECOND SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SECOND subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
30,001 to 60,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19911993_2 <- slice(data_19911993_rds, 30001:60000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19911993_2 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19911993_2$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19911993_2  <- mutate(slice_19911993_2, SentimentLM = 
s_19911993_2$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19911993_2$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19911993_2$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19911993_2$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19911993_2, file ="sentiment_19911993_30001_60000.rds") 
 
 
############### THIRD SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the THIRD subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 60,001 
to 90,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19911993_3 <- slice(data_19911993_rds, 60001:90000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
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# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19911993_3 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19911993_3$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19911993_3  <- mutate(slice_19911993_3, SentimentLM = 
s_19911993_3$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19911993_3$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19911993_3$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19911993_3$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19911993_3, file ="sentiment_19911993_60001_90000.rds") 
 
 
############### FOURTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FOURTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
90,001 to 120000) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_19911993_4 <- slice(data_19911993_rds, 90001:120000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19911993_4 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19911993_4$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19911993_4  <- mutate(slice_19911993_4, SentimentLM = 
s_19911993_4$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19911993_4$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19911993_4$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19911993_4$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
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saveRDS(sentiment_19911993_4, file ="sentiment_19911993_90001_120000.rds") 
 
############### FIFTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIFTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
120,001 to 150,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19911993_5 <- slice(data_19911993_rds, 120001:150000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19911993_5 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19911993_5$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19911993_5  <- mutate(slice_19911993_5, SentimentLM = 
s_19911993_5$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19911993_5$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19911993_5$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19911993_5$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19911993_5, file ="sentiment_19911993_120001_150000.rds") 
 
 
############### SIXTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SEVENTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
150,001 to 180,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19911993_6 <- slice(data_19911993_rds, 150001:180000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
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s_19911993_6 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19911993_6$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19911993_6  <- mutate(slice_19911993_6, SentimentLM = 
s_19911993_6$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19911993_6$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19911993_6$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19911993_6$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19911993_6, file ="sentiment_19911993_150001_180000.rds") 
 
 
############### SEVENTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the EIGTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
180,001 to 190,574) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19911993_7 <- slice(data_19911993_rds, 180001:190574)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19911993_7 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19911993_7$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19911993_7  <- mutate(slice_19911993_7, SentimentLM = 
s_19911993_7$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19911993_7$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19911993_7$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19911993_7$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19911993_7, file ="sentiment_19911993_180001_190774.rds") 
 
###########YEAR(S) 19871990############# 
################################## 
############### FIRST SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIRST subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 1 to 
30,000) 
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# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_19871990 <- slice(data_19871990_rds, 1:30000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment  
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19871990 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19871990$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19871990  <- mutate(slice_19871990, SentimentLM = s_19871990$SentimentLM, 
NegativityLM = s_19871990$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = s_19871990$PositivityLM, 
RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19871990$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990, file ="sentiment_19871990_1_30000.rds") 
 
 
############### SECOND SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SECOND subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
30,001 to 60,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19871990_2 <- slice(data_19871990_rds, 30001:60000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19871990_2 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19871990_2$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
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sentiment_19871990_2  <- mutate(slice_19871990_2, SentimentLM = 
s_19871990_2$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19871990_2$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19871990_2$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19871990_2$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_2, file ="sentiment_19871990_30001_60000.rds") 
 
 
############### THIRD SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the THIRD subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 60,001 
to 90,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19871990_3 <- slice(data_19871990_rds, 60001:90000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19871990_3 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19871990_3$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19871990_3  <- mutate(slice_19871990_3, SentimentLM = 
s_19871990_3$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19871990_3$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19871990_3$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19871990_3$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_3, file ="sentiment_19871990_60001_90000.rds") 
 
 
############### FOURTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FOURTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
90,001 to 120000) 
 
# split data 
library(dplyr) 
slice_19871990_4 <- slice(data_19871990_rds, 90001:120000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
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# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19871990_4 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19871990_4$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19871990_4  <- mutate(slice_19871990_4, SentimentLM = 
s_19871990_4$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19871990_4$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19871990_4$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19871990_4$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_4, file ="sentiment_19871990_90001_120000.rds") 
 
############### FIFTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the FIFTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
120,001 to 150,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19871990_5 <- slice(data_19871990_rds, 120001:150000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19871990_5 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19871990_5$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19871990_5  <- mutate(slice_19871990_5, SentimentLM = 
s_19871990_5$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19871990_5$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19871990_5$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19871990_5$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_5, file ="sentiment_19871990_120001_150000.rds") 
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############### SIXTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SIXTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
150,001 to 180,000) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19871990_6 <- slice(data_19871990_rds, 150001:180000)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
s_19871990_6 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19871990_6$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19871990_6  <- mutate(slice_19871990_6, SentimentLM = 
s_19871990_6$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19871990_6$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19871990_6$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19871990_6$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_6, file ="sentiment_19871990_150001_180000.rds") 
 
 
############### SEVENTH SUBSET 
#### Split the data set into the SEVENTH subset of smaller amounts of observations (here from 
180,001 to 202,675) 
 
# split data 
#library(dplyr) 
slice_19871990_7 <- slice(data_19871990_rds, 180001:202675)  
 
#### Perform the sentiment analysis on the subset 
 
# Load package SentimentAnalysis - package by Stefan Feuerriegel & Nicolas Pröllochs 
(https://github.com/sfeuerriegel/SentimentAnalysis) 
#library(SentimentAnalysis) 
 
# Analyze sentiment 
start <- Sys.time() 
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s_19871990_7 <- analyzeSentiment(slice_19871990_7$body) 
end <- Sys.time() 
end-start 
 
# Add the 4 LM - values to the subset 
sentiment_19871990_7  <- mutate(slice_19871990_7, SentimentLM = 
s_19871990_7$SentimentLM, NegativityLM = s_19871990_7$NegativityLM, PositivityLM = 
s_19871990_7$PositivityLM, RatioUncertaintyLM = s_19871990_7$RatioUncertaintyLM) 
 
# write the first subset plus 4 attached sentiment measures as a rds-file to append to the other 
subsets later 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_7, file ="sentiment_19871990_180001_202675.rds") 
##################################### FILTER DATASETS####################### 
 
 
 
# Note filters 
# 1. Business = busi 
# 2. World + Business = buwo 
# 3. Companies = comp 
 
# load datasets 
 
# load dyplr & readstata 
library(dplyr) 
library(readstata13) 
 
 
##### 
# create differently filtered datasets for Business 
 
sentiment_19871990_1_30000_busi <- sentiment_19871990%>% 
  filter(grepl('Business Day/Financial|Business Desk|Business World Magazine|Business/Finance 
Desk|Business/Financial Desk|Business/Financial Desk Section 
D|Business/FinancialDesk|Business\\Financial Desk|E-Business|E-Commerce|Financial 
Desk|Financial Desk Financial Planning Guide: Your Taxes|Financial Desk;|Money & 
Business/Financial Desk|Money & Business/Financial Desk|Money and Business/Financial 
Desk|Money and Business/Financial Desk', newsdesk, ignore.case = T)) 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_1_30000_busi, file = "sentiment_19871990_1_30000_busi.rds") 
 
sentiment_19871990_30001_60000_busi <- sentiment_19871990_2%>% 
  filter(grepl('Business Day/Financial|Business Desk|Business World Magazine|Business/Finance 
Desk|Business/Financial Desk|Business/Financial Desk Section 
D|Business/FinancialDesk|Business\\Financial Desk|E-Business|E-Commerce|Financial 
Desk|Financial Desk Financial Planning Guide: Your Taxes|Financial Desk;|Money & 
Business/Financial Desk|Money & Business/Financial Desk|Money and Business/Financial 
Desk|Money and Business/Financial Desk', newsdesk, ignore.case = T)) 
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saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_30001_60000_busi, file = 
"sentiment_19871990_30001_60000_busi.rds") 
 
sentiment_19871990_60001_90000_busi <- sentiment_19871990_3%>% 
  filter(grepl('Business Day/Financial|Business Desk|Business World Magazine|Business/Finance 
Desk|Business/Financial Desk|Business/Financial Desk Section 
D|Business/FinancialDesk|Business\\Financial Desk|E-Business|E-Commerce|Financial 
Desk|Financial Desk Financial Planning Guide: Your Taxes|Financial Desk;|Money & 
Business/Financial Desk|Money & Business/Financial Desk|Money and Business/Financial 
Desk|Money and Business/Financial Desk', newsdesk, ignore.case = T)) 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_60001_90000_busi, file = 
"sentiment_19871990_60001_90000_busi.rds") 
 
sentiment_19871990_90001_120000_busi <- sentiment_19871990_4%>% 
  filter(grepl('Business Day/Financial|Business Desk|Business World Magazine|Business/Finance 
Desk|Business/Financial Desk|Business/Financial Desk Section 
D|Business/FinancialDesk|Business\\Financial Desk|E-Business|E-Commerce|Financial 
Desk|Financial Desk Financial Planning Guide: Your Taxes|Financial Desk;|Money & 
Business/Financial Desk|Money & Business/Financial Desk|Money and Business/Financial 
Desk|Money and Business/Financial Desk', newsdesk, ignore.case = T)) 
saveRDS(sentiment_19871990_90001_120000_busi, file = 
"sentiment_19871990_90001_120000_busi.rds") 
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Appendix 11: Stata code 
The following  reports the Stata code used to develop the variables throughout the study.  

*************************************************************************** 

*************************************************************************** 

***************CLEANING THE RAW DATA VARIABLES********************** 

*************************************************************************** 

*Cleaing the price variable  

drop if prc<0 

generate price = .  

replace price = prc if prc>0 

 

drop if openprc<0  

generate openprice = . 

replace openprice = openprc if openprc>0  

 

*Cleaning the return variable  

univar ret 

*Return doesn't have the pre-coded variables for missing data stated at Wharton 

 

*Raise shares outstanding to the thousands 

gen shares = shrout*1000 

 

*Change the date variable in the FF dataset  

gen date2=date(string(date,"%8.0f"),"YMD") 

 

*Recoding date variable for GDP 

gen dq = qofd(Date) 

format dq %tq 

*Duplicates 

duplicates tag ticker_destring date, gen(isdup) 

drop if isdup>0 

drop isdup 
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*************************************************************************** 

****************CREATING THE REQUIRED VARIABLES********************** 

*************************************************************************** 

 

*************************************************************************** 

**CREATING THE FOUR FACTOR MODEL FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL COMPANY** 

*************************************************************************** 

*Creating the market premium 

rename sprtrn mktr 

gen mrp = mktr - rf 

*Creating the R(i,t) - R(f,t)  

gen companyexcess = ret - rf 

 

*Creating the four factor model based on ticker 

sort ticker 

bys  ticker : asreg companyexcess mrp smb hml umd 

*******************Calculating the residuals  

gen expected_return = _b_cons + _b_mrp*mrp + _b_smb*smb + _b_hml*hml + _b_umd*umd 

gen residual = companyexcess - expected_return 

*******************Calculating the SD of the residuals (IdioVolt). 

gen dm = mofd(date) 

format dm %tm  

egen IdioVolt_month = sd(residual), by (ticker dm) 

*rolling SD = r(sd), window(180) step(1) nodots: summarize residual 

rangestat (sd) residual, by(ticker) interval(date -180 0) 

gen long first_of_next_month = dofm(mofd(date)+1) 

keep if date + 1 == first_of_next_month 

winsor residual_sd , gen(IdioVolt) p(0.1) 

*******************Calculating IdioVolt on a monthly basis  

gen dm = mofd(date) 

format dm %tm 

collapse (mean) IdioVolt_month, by (dm ticker) 
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*************************************************************************** 

*******************Creating the beta daily and then beta monthly****************** 

*************************************************************************** 

gen Beta = ((ret-rf)/(sprtrn-rf)) 

gen dm = mofd(date) 

format dm %tm 

 

collapse (mean) Beta, by(dm ticker) 

******************Creating the beta into moving averages during the last 6 months  

gen ticker_copy = ticker 

encode ticker_copy, gen(ticker_destring) 

tsset  ticker_destring dm 

 

generate beta223 = (L1.Beta + L2.Beta + L3.Beta + L4.Beta + L5.Beta + L6.Beta) / 6 

 

*************************************************************************** 

*************************************************************************** 

*************Creating the mom (based on cumulative return t-12 to t-1)********** 

*************************************************************************** 

*First step: get the return into monthly return  

gen dm = mofd(date) 

format dm %tm 

 

collapse (sum) ret, by (dm ticker) 

*Second step: create the sum based on t-12 to t-1 

encode ticker, gen(ticker_destring) 

tsset  ticker_destring dm 

generate momentum = (L1.ret + L2.ret + L3.ret + L4.ret + L5.ret + L6.ret + L7.ret + L8.ret + L9.ret 

+ L10.ret + L11.ret + L12.ret) 
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*************************************************************************** 

**GENERATING SKEWNESS AND IDIOSKEW WITH 180-DAY ROLLING WINDOW* 

******************************************************************************** 

*Generate the SD of return with a 180 days rolling window  

rangestat (sd) residual, by(ticker) interval(date -180 0) 

*Generate the mean return  

rangestat (mean) ret, by(ticker) interval(date -180 0) 

*Generate the Rt - R bar 

gen ret_daily = (ret - ret_mean)^3 

*Generate the SD over the past 180 days 

rangestat (sd) ret, by(ticker) interval(date -180 0) 

*Generate the sum of Rt - R bar over the last 180 days  

rangestat (sum) ret_daily, by(ticker) interval(date -180 0) 

*Generating the SD^3  

gen SD_3 = ret_sd^3 

*Generate skewness  

gen skewness = (180/((180-1)*(180-2)))*(ret_daily_sum/SD_3) 

drop if skewness == . 

*Use the last day of the month for skewness and winsorizing at 10% 

gen long first_of_next_month = dofm(mofd(date)+1) 

keep if date + 1 == first_of_next_month 

winsor skewness , gen(Skewness) p(0.1) 

*Calculating the res - R bar 

gen res_R = (residual - ret_mean)^3 

*Calculating the sum of res - R bar with a 180 day rolling window 

rangestat (sum) res_R, by(ticker) interval(date -180 0) 

*Generate the IdioSkew 

gen IdioSkew = (180/((180-1)*(180-2)))*(res_R_sum/SD_3) 

drop if IdioSkew == . 

 

*Use the last day of the month for IdioSkew and winsorizing at 10% 

gen long first_of_next_month = dofm(mofd(date)+1) 
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keep if date + 1 == first_of_next_month 

 

winsor IdioSkew , gen(idioskew) p(0.1) 

*************************************************************************** 

****************GENERATING THE ILLIQUIDITY VARIABLE******************* 

*************************************************************************** 

*Generate the average of price, closing price minus open price 

egen avg_price = rmean(price openprice) 

*Generate a month   

gen dm = mofd(date) 

format dm %tm 

 

*Generate the absolute value of return  

gen ret_abs = abs(ret)   

*Generate the VOLD  

gen vold = (avg_price * vol)/100000 

*Count the number of days per month  

egen days = count(date), by(dm ticker) 

*Generate ret_abs/vold 

gen retabs_vold = ret_abs/vold 

*Generate the sum of ret_abs/vold per month and transform the average of days into month 

collapse (sum) retabs_vold, by(dm ticker)   

collapse (mean) days, by (dm ticker) 

*Calcilating sum times the number of observations per month for stock i 

gen sumplusdays = retabs_vold*days 

gen days_divided = 1/days 

*Generate the illiq 

gen illiq1 = 1/sumplusdays 

gen illiq2 = days_divided*retabs_vold 

*Collapse into monthly means 

collapse (mean) illiq, by (dm ticker) 

*Winsorizing the Illiq variable 
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winsor illiq2 , gen(illiq3) p(0.1) 

 

*************************************************************************** 

************************GENERATING THE SIZE VARIABLE****************** 

*************************************************************************** 

*Size is the market cap, so just multiple the price with the number of shares outstanding  

drop if prc<=0  

keep if prc>0 

*Using daily values to calculate the monthly average  

egen price_avg = rmean(prc openprc) 

gen size1 = (price_avg*shrout) 

*Get the daily values into monthly averages  

gen dm = mofd(date) 

format dm %tm 

*Drop negative size values  

drop if size1<0  

*Collapse into monthly averages  

collapse (mean) size1, by (dm ticker) 

  

*************************************************************************** 

*GENERATING THE B/M RATIO  

*************************************************************************** 

*First create a variable representing the quarter and year in the size (daily) dataset 

gen dq = qofd(datadate) 

format dq %tq 

*Now when we have merge the variables. Drop the last two digits in the Compustat CUSIP 

rename cusip CUSIP 

gen cusip = substr(CUSIP, 1, 8) 

*Merge the datasets (first Compustat and CRSP and then this dataset with the major) 

merge m:m dq cusip using X  

merge m:m dq ticker using X 

*Create the equity variable (due to lack of observations in the one extracted from Compustat) 
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gen equity = atq - ltq  

*Generate the new B/M ratio  

gen BM = equity/(size1) 

*Generate a B/M ratio with only positive values  

gen bmpositive = . 

replace bmpositive = BM if BM>0 

winsor bmpositive , gen(bmpositive1) p(0.1) 

*Collapse into monthly averages  

collapse (mean) bmpositive, by (dm ticker) 

*************************************************************************** 

**************DIVIDE SENTIMENT INTO THREE STATES********************** 

*************************************************************************** 

*Locate duplicates in order to run the tsset (https://www.stata.com/support/faqs/data-

management/repeated-time-values/) 

duplicates tag ticker_destring dm, gen(isdup) 

edit if isdup 

tab isdup 

*Let's drop the dupplicates in order to run the tsset later on and make the tertiles more even 

drop if isdup>0 

drop isdup 

*Creating the three tertiles for NYT BS  

xtile tertile_sentimentx = mean_sentimentx, nquantiles(3) 

 

*Generate a the two tertiles for NYT PBS 

xtile tertile_sentimenty = mean_sentimenty, nquantiles(3) 

*Generate the two tertiles for NYT S&P 

xtile tertile_sentiment = mean_sentiment, nquantiles(3) 

*Generate the two tertiles for BW  

xtile tertile_BW1 = BW1, nquantiles(3) 

*Generate the two tertiles for AAII  

xtile tertile_BB = Bullish_bearish, nquantiles(3) 

*Generating a common date variable in the sentiment file 
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gen dm = dofd(datadate) 

format dm %tm 

*************************************************************************** 

******************GENERATING THE LN(size) and LN(B/M) for testing************ 

*************************************************************************** 

gen lnsize55 =ln(size2) 

gen lnbmp2 = ln(bmpositive1) 

*Look at the distribution of the lnbmp 

univar lnbmp 

 

*************************************************************************** 

***************************Return n+1*************************************** 

*************************************************************************** 

bysort ticker: gen ret3 = ret[_n+1] 

 

*Get the return in percent into actual values 

gen ret101 = ret66*100 

 

*************************************************************************** 

*****************************TESTING************************************** 

*************************************************************************** 

 

****************Descriptive statistics  

*Descriptive statistics regarding the variables in the model: need to look over 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew 

 

*Summary statistics across NYT BS states, Appendix 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_sentimentx==1 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_sentimentx==2 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_sentimentx==3 

 

*Summary statistics across various investor NYT PBS, Appenix  
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univar beta223 size2 bmpositive1 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_sentimenty==1 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_sentimenty==2 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_sentimenty==3 

 

*Summary statistics across BW, Appendix   

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_BW1==1 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_BW1==2 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_BW1==3 

 

*Summary statistics across AAII, Appendix  

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_BB==1 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_BB==2 

univar beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew if tertile_BB==3 

 

***********************Correlation matrix between the variables 

pwcorr Ret101 beta223 size2 bmpositive2 momentum2 illiq3 Skewness idioskew, star(0.01) 

 

******************************************************************************** 

*Correlationa matrix between sentiment variables  

*************************************************************************** 

pwcorr mean_sentimenty mean_sentimentx mean_sentiment BW1 CBOE Bullish_bearish MCC 

GPR, star(0.01) 

 

*************************************************************************** 

*Fama-MacBeth (1973) skewness regreessions 

*************************************************************************** 

*Identify the company and the time period (for the Fama-MacBeth regressions) 

encode ticker, gen(ticker_destring) 

tsset ticker_destring dm 

*Run the Fama-MacBeth regressions  

 

*************************** 
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*FM regressions for NYT PBS 

*Generate skewness distributions based on NYT PBS  

gen skewness_lowpbs = Skewness if tertile_sentimenty==1 

gen skewness_mediumpbs = Skewness if tertile_sentimenty==2 

gen skewness_highpbs = Skewness if tertile_sentimenty==3 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store SM1, title(All Observations) 

*For low sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LYSM2, title(Low Sentimenty) 

*For medium sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store MYSM3, title(Medium Sentimenty) 

*For high sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_highpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HYSM4, title(High Sentimenty) 

*Store all sentument y regressions into one table  

estout SM1 LYSM2 MYSM3 HYSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

********************************* 

*Create skewness observations based on the tertiles BS, to implement the Newey-West 

gen skewness_lowbs = Skewness if tertile_sentimentx==1 

gen skewness_mediumbs = Skewness if tertile_sentimentx==2 

gen skewness_highbs = Skewness if tertile_sentimentx==3 

 

*For all observations  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store SM1, title(All Observations) 

*For low sentimentx  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LXSM2, title(Low SentimentX) 
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*For medium sentimentx 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store MXSM3, title(Medium SentimentX) 

*For high sentimentx  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_highbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HXSM4, title(High SentimentX) 

*Store all sentiment x regressions into one table 

estout SM1 LXSM2 MXSM3 HXSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

**************************** 

*BW regressions for skewness 

*Generate skewness distributions based on BW  

gen skewness_lowpbw = Skewness if tertile_BW1==1 

gen skewness_mediumbw = Skewness if tertile_BW1==2 

gen skewness_highbw = Skewness if tertile_BW1==3 

* 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM1, title(BW all observations) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowpbw, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM2, title(BW low sentiment) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumbw, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM3, title(BW medium sentiment) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_highbw, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM4, title(BW high sentiment) 

 

*Putting all the regressions into one table  

estout BWSM1 BWSM2 BWSM3 BWSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

****************************** 

*AAII regressions for skewness   
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*Generate skewness distributions based on AAII  

gen skewness_lowpbb = Skewness if tertile_BB==1 

gen skewness_mediumbb = Skewness if tertile_BB==2 

gen skewness_highbb = Skewness if tertile_BB==3 

* 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM1, title(BB all observations) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowpbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM2, title(BB low sentiment) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM3, title(BB medium sentiment) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_highbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM4, title(BB high sentiment) 

 

*Putting all the regressions into one table  

estout BBSM1 BBSM2 BBSM3 BBSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

*************************************************************************** 

*Regressions the NYT S&P   

*************************************************************************** 

gen idioskew_lowsp = Skewness if tertile_sentiment==1 

gen idioskew_mediumsp = Skewness if tertile_sentiment==2 

gen idioskew_highsp = Skewness if tertile_sentiment==3 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM5, title(BB all observations) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_lowsp, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM6, title(BB all observations) 
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asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_mediumsp, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM7, title(BB all observations) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_highsp, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM8, title(BB all observations) 

 

estout BBSM5 BBSM6 BBSM7 BBSM8, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

*************************************************************************** 

*Fama-MacBeth (1973) regressions with idiosyncratic skeweness  

*************************************************************************** 

*Generate skewness distributions based on NYT PBS  

gen idioskew_lowpbs = idioskew if tertile_sentimenty==1 

gen idioskew_mediumpbs = idioskew if tertile_sentimenty==2 

gen idioskew_highpbs = idioskew if tertile_sentimenty==3 

*FM regressions for NYT PBS  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store IM1, title(All Observations Idioskew) 

*For low sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_lowpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LYIM2, title(Low Sentimenty idio) 

*For medium sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_mediumpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store MYIM3, title(Medium Sentimenty idio) 

*For high sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_highpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HYIM4, title(High Sentimenty idio) 

*Store all sentument y regressions into one table  

estout IM1 LYIM2 MYIM3 HYIM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

********************************* 
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*FM regressions for NYT BS  

gen idioskew_lowbs = idioskew if tertile_sentimentx==1 

gen idioskew_mediumbs = idioskew if tertile_sentimentx==2 

gen idioskew_highbs = idioskew if tertile_sentimentx==3 

*For all observations  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store IM1, title(All Observations Idioskew) 

*For low sentimentx  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_lowbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LXIM2, title(Low SentimentX idio) 

*For medium sentimentx 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_mediumbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store MXIM3, title(Medium SentimentX idio) 

*For high sentimentx  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_highbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HXIM4, title(High SentimentX idio) 

Store all sentiment x regressions into one table 

estout IM1 LXIM2 MXIM3 HXIM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

************************************** 

*Generate skewness distributions based on BW  

gen idioskew_lowpbw = idioskew if tertile_BW1==1 

gen idioskew_mediumbw = idioskew if tertile_BW1==2 

gen idioskew_highbw = idioskew if tertile_BW1==3 

*FM regressions of BW  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWIM1, title(BW all observations) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_lowpbw, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWIM2, title(BM low sentiment) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_mediumbw, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWIM3, title(BM medium sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_highbw, fmb newey(3) 
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estimates store BWIM4, title(BM high sentiment) 

*Putting all the regressions into one table  

estout BWIM1 BWIM2 BWIM3 BWIM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

************************************** 

*Generate distributions based on AAII  

gen idioskew_lowpbb = idioskew if tertile_BB==1 

gen idioskew_mediumbb = idioskew if tertile_BB==2 

gen idioskew_highbb = idioskew if tertile_BB==3 

* AAII idioskew regressions  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBIM1, title(BB all observations) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_lowpbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBIM2, title(BB low sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_mediumbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBIM3, title(BB medium sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 idioskew_highbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBIM4, title(BB high sentiment) 

*Putting all the regressions into one table  

estout BBIM1 BBIM2 BBIM3 BBIM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

*************************************************************************** 

***Running Fama-French regressions with the GDP growth as an indicator 

*************************************************************************** 

*Creating the tertiles  

xtile tertile_GDPG = GDPgrowth, nquantiles(3) 

gen skewness_lowpgdpg = Skewness if tertile_GDPG==1 

gen skewness_mediumgdpg = Skewness if tertile_GDPG==2 

gen skewness_highgdpg = Skewness if tertile_GDPG==3 

*Set up the regressions 

*GDPG skewness distribution  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store GDPSM1, title(GDP all observations) 
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asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowpgdpg, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store GDPSM2, title(GDP low sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumgdpg, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store GDPSM3, title(GDP medium sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_highgdpg, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store GDPSM4, title(BB high sentiment) 

*Putting all the regressions into one table  

estout GDPSM1 GDPSM2 GDPSM3 GDPSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

 

*************************************************************************** 

*Creating a variable for the stocks with the lowest 10% and the higest 10% of skewness 

*************************************************************************** 

drop if Skewness==. 

xtile divide_skewness = Skewness, nquantiles(10) 

univar divide_skewness  

*Since the distribution of the top of the skewness is equal to 20% (and not ten), create a variable for 

the top 10%  

gen top_skewness = Skewness if divide_skewness==10 

xtile divide_topskewness = top_skewness, nquantiles(2) 

gen low_skewness = . 

replace low_skewness = 1 if divide_skewness==1 

replace low_skewness = 0 if divide_skewness>1 

gen high_skewness = 0 

replace high_skewness = 1 if divide_topskewness==2  

gen skewness_lowlowskew = low_skewness if tertile_sentimentx==1 

gen skewness_mediumglowskew = low_skewness if tertile_sentimentx==2 

gen skewness_highlowskew = low_skewness if tertile_sentimentx==3 

*Generate a regression for 10% of the shares with the lowest skewness  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 low_skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LM1, title(Low skewness all observations) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowlowskew, fmb newey(3) 
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estimates store LM2, title(Lowest 10% of Skewness) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumglowskew, fmb 

newey(3) 

estimates store LM3, title(Lowest 10% of Skewness) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_highlowskew, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LM4, title(Lowest 10% of Skewness) 

estout LM1 LM2 LM3 LM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

gen skewness_lowhighskew = high_skewness if tertile_sentimentx==1 

gen skewness_mediumghighskew = high_skewness if tertile_sentimentx==2 

gen skewness_highhighskew = high_skewness if tertile_sentimentx==3 

*Highest 10%  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 high_skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HM1, title(Low skewness all observations) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowhighskew, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HM2, title(Highest 10% of Skewness) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumghighskew, fmb 

newey(3) 

estimates store HM3, title(Highest 10% of Skewness) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_highhighskew, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HM4, title(Highest 10% of Skewness) 

estout HM1 HM2 HM3 HM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

*************************************************************************** 

**Separate the dataset and run regression based on sub-periods 

*************************************************************************** 

generate byear = year(date) 

generate sub_period1 = . 

replace sub_period1 = 1 if byear==1987| byear==1988| byear==1989| byear==1990| byear==1991| 

byear==1992| byear==1993| byear==1994| byear==1995| byear==1996| byear==1997| byear==1998| 

byear==1999 

generate sub_period2 = .  
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replace sub_period2 = 1 if byear==2000| byear==2001| byear==2002| byear==2003| byear==2004| 

byear==2005| byear==2006| byear==2007 

gen skewness_period1 = Skewness if sub_period1==1 

gen skewness_period2 = Skewness if sub_period2==1 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_period1, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store PM1, title(Time period 1987-1999) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_period2, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store PM2, title(Time period 2000-2007) 

estout SM1 PM1 PM2, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

*************************************************************************** 

*Creating the delta NYT 

*************************************************************************** 

*Generate a variable for last month  

gen  mean_sentimentylast = mean_sentimenty[_n-1] 

*Generate the delta NYT  

gen delta_NYT = (mean_sentimenty - mean_sentimentylast)/(mean_sentimentylast) 

*Generate the distribution for delta NYT  

xtile tertile_NYT = delta_NYT, nquantiles(3) 

*Generate the regressions for delta_NYT 

gen skewness_lowdeltanyt = Skewness if tertile_NYT==1 

gen skewness_mediumgeltanyt = Skewness if tertile_NYT==2 

gen skewness_higheltanyt = Skewness if tertile_NYT==3 

*NYT skewness distribution  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store NYTSM1, title(NYT all observations) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_lowdeltanyt, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store NYTSM2, title(NYT low sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_mediumgeltanyt, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store NYTSM3, title(NYT medium sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 skewness_higheltanyt, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store NYTSM4, title(NYT high sentiment) 

*Putting all the regressions into one table  
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estout NYTSM1 NYTSM2 NYTSM3 NYTSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

*************************************************************************** 

*Regressions for all the sentiment variables with IdioVolt in the regression  

*************************************************************************** 

*For NYT PBS  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store SM1, title(All Observations) 

*For low sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_lowpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LYSM2, title(Low Sentimenty) 

*For medium sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_mediumpbs, fmb 

newey(3) 

estimates store MYSM3, title(Medium Sentimenty) 

*For high sentimenty  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_highpbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HYSM4, title(High Sentimenty) 

*Store all sentument y regressions into one table  

estout SM1 LYSM2 MYSM3 HYSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

*FOR NYT BS  

*For all observations  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store SM1, title(All Observations) 

*For low sentimentx  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_lowbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store LXSM2, title(Low SentimentX) 

*For medium sentimentx 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_mediumbs, fmb 

newey(3) 

estimates store MXSM3, title(Medium SentimentX) 

*For high sentimentx  
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asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_highbs, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store HXSM4, title(High SentimentX) 

*Store all sentiment x regressions into one table 

estout SM1 LXSM2 MXSM3 HXSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

 

*FOR THE BW SENTIMENT  

*Running the regressions for skewness  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM1, title(BW all observations) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_lowpbw, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM2, title(BW low sentiment) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_mediumbw, fmb 

newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM3, title(BW medium sentiment) 

 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_highbw, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BWSM4, title(BW high sentiment) 

 

*Putting all the regressions into one table  

estout BWSM1 BWSM2 BWSM3 BWSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 

*FOR THE AAII INDEX  

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt Skewness, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM1, title(BB all observations) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_lowpbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM2, title(BB low sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_mediumbb, fmb 

newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM3, title(BB medium sentiment) 

asreg Ret101 beta223 lnsize55 lnbmp momentum2 illiq3 IdioVolt skewness_highbb, fmb newey(3) 

estimates store BBSM4, title(BB high sentiment) 
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*Putting all the regressions into one table  

estout BBSM1 BBSM2 BBSM3 BBSM4, cells(b(star fmt(3)) se(par fmt(2))) 


